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Preface 

It is my utmost pleasure to see a series of books being published around 
the world in honor of the life-long accomplishments of True Parents, and 

in commemoration of the historic Foundation Day. 

Before our missionaries did, True Parents went out to lay the conditions 
for the global outreach of the Unification Church. This began with 
the first successful sending of a missionary to Japan in 1958. After 
this successful launch of the first overseas mission, True Father sent 
missionaries from Korea to the United States in 1959. 

By 1965, the number of countries where Unification Church 
missionaries were working had increased to ten. ln that year, True 
Parents undertook the first world tour during which Father visited 
40 nations, planting soil and stones from Korea, which he carried in 
his suitcases, at 120 Holy Grounds in those nations. Thus the spiritual 
condition was made to expand the Unification Church to the next 
stage. By 1975 True Parents had sent Unification Church missionaries 
to 127 nations. Today, there are missionaries in more than 190 nations. 

For over thirty-four years, True Parents themselves were missionaries 
on the front line in the United States, from where they continued to 
lay spiritual conditions for our missionaries worldwide. As numerous 
missionaries who worked under the constant threat of imprisonment or 
death have testified, True Parents would often appear to them in dreams 
and visions providing direction and comfort. Our courageous missionaries 
never felt alone because the Heavenly Parent and True Parents have been 
their constant companions. 

lndeed, while living in America, True Parents continue to travel to Korea 
and other nations to inspire our membership. Further, while in America, 
True Father would go innumerable times to the ocean to pioneer the 
Ocean Providence. 

When, in the 1990s, True Parents ventured forth to Moscow and later 



to North Korea, they exhibited the intrepid heart of people emboldened 
by the love of God. lt is this missionary spirit that True Father had 
exhibited from the start of the mission that he received through 
Jesus in 1935. Our missionaries around the world, some of whom 
gave their physical lives as offerings and many others who endured 
all manner of abuse and deprivation as well as spiritual attacks, have 
in he rited and manifested this same spirit of absolute faith, love and 
obedience that derives from our True Parents and even God Himself. 

Truly the Unification Church has been firmly and fruitfully planted in every 
continent and nearly every nation of the world upon the foundation of 
countless sacrifices and heroic efforts on the part of God and True Parents' 
children. l want to encourage you all to realize that no sacrifice made by 
True Parents and all the tens of thousands of Blessed Families around the 
world has been in vain. lt is truly upon the foundation of the blood of 
martyrs that our church has risen and will rise even higher in the coming 
decades and centuries. 

Let a 11 of us who have received the true love of God and the grace of 
absolute sex, the key that True Parents have given to each Blessed Couple 
to unlock the secrets of Heaven, continue to march forward to build Cheon 
11 Guk while embracing the entire earth. 

Thanks to your courageous initiatives, today, we have the worldwide church 
foundation. lt is truly beautiful to observe the way brothers and sisters have 
manifested dedication to the Will of God wholeheartedly and as a family. 
This must be a reason True Parents love our Blessed Families so dearly. 

l hereby extend my strong wishes and heartfelt prayer that the worldwide 
Unification Church will continue to meet the expectations of Heavenly 
Father and True Parents, making further leaps upward. 

Hyung Jin Moon, International President 
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Publisher's Remarks 

The most precious blessing given to us by True Parents 
is to be found in their teaching of God's words. Even 
during the last critical moments of True Father's life on 
earth, he continued educating. Currently, True Mother also 
emphasizes the importance of Divine Principle education 

because it is the will of God and True Parents. 

True Parents have proclaimed God's words, taught us 
how to practice them, and led and educated us on how to 
register for the Kingdom of Heaven. True Parents' life is 

the word of God itself and whenever they went into the 
world, they consistently taught everyone heavenly words 

day and night. True Father said, "the quickest way to the 
Kingdom of Heaven is to assemble together and do hoon 
dok hae every morning," and thus always brought his book 
of speeches with him as if they were his treasures and held 
hoon dok hae at any time and place. 

True Father showed us through example that the 
tradition of hoon dok hae is the most important tradition in 

Unificationism. 

True Parents have visited Canada 18 times staying a total 

of 48 days and blessed Canada and the members by giving 
speeches to the leaders in Canada, sitting and talking with 
our members through the night, staying at a humble room 
in the church center instead of a hotel and speaking at the 

church building while it was under construction. 

Since Canada has been prepared with the mission as an 

Eve nation by Heaven in order to restore the USA, True 
Father often emphasized that all Canadian members need 
to understand that their country is one of the central 
nations in God's providence, and they must fulfill their 
mission. 

Because of Heavenly fate, True Father upgraded 
Canada's status from that of a nation to one of the twelve 
continents in God's providence. True Father also directly 
assigned four district leaders. lt was True Parents who 
pioneered the heavenly providence in Canada. ln fact, 
when True Father came to Ottawa, the capital of Canada in 
1965 to establish the holy ground, there were no members 

in Canada at the time. 

True Parents visited the Clearstone deer farm several 
times, which also served as a training center in Canada 
and personally educated those members who later led the 
Canadian movement. Since Canada is a neighbor of the 
USA, True Parents visited with their children such as Hyo 

Jin Nim, Kook Jin Nim, Kwon Jin Nim, Young Jin Nim and 
Hyung Jin Nim and members could spend time together 
with them - a great blessing for the Canadian members. On 
one occasion, True Parents left East Garden by car during 
the night and arrived at Clearstone at 3:00 a.m. Without 
showing any sign of fatigue, they spoke to the leaders and 
members at the breakfast table. After dinner they spoke 
again unt,1 well after midnight. 

While compiling True Parents' footsteps in Canada and 
reading speeches given here by True Father, l became 

quite excited when we discovered unrevealed words which 
are ~'ke secret heavenly words. 

1t is similar to the discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls by 
the shepherds at Qumran cave near the Dead Sea in 1946 
which provided a new vision and understanding of the 
history of Israel and the Bible. 1 strongly believe that the 
contents of True Father's speeches given at Clearstone 

training center became the materials that awakened Canada 
and enabled members to understand the love of True 

Parents. 

Though these speeches are brief, 1 included them in 
the publication "Footsteps of True Parents' Providence" 
and compiled the records of the activities of the Canadian 

church that followed them. 

1 thank all Canadian family members who provided 

historical materials and records, such as Rev. Franco 
Famularo who wrote the history of True Parents visits to 
Canada, Dr. Chae Hee Lee, Rev. David Stewart, Rev. Mitch 
Dixon, who contnbuted further historical information, Rev. 
and Mrs. Katsumi Kambashi who edited and assembled 
the material in both Korean and English, and also Mr. and 
Mrs. Dong Jin Na and Rev. lnkyu Kim who helped with 
the Korean translation, Melissa Brosseau, John Ableseth 
and Jaclyn Chao for proofreading of the English text and 
Taikun Kambashi for the cover design. Furthermore, my 
sincere thanks to President Byung Hak Lim who greatly 
cooperated with this publication. 

Eog Mansei for True Parent ! 

Ki Hoon Kim, Regional President, Canada 
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CANADA 

The name Canada originated from an aboriginal 

Huron-lroquoian word, "Kanata" which means "village". 

Canada, has been inhabited by natives including the First 

Nations and the Inuit for about 15,000 years, was first 

visited by Europeans around 1000, when the Vikings briefly 

established a settlement. More permanent European visits 

came in the 16th and 17th century, as the French settled here. 

The French traded much of their lands with the British in 

1763, and after the American Revolution, many British Loyalists 

settled in Canada. 
On July 1, 1867, with the passing of the British North 

America Act, the British government granted the request 

of the French and English leaders of the colony of Canada 

to acquire the status of a self-governing country. More 

definitive independence came in 1931 with the Statute of 

Westminster, and in 1982 with the repatriation of Canada's 

constitution from the British Parliament to Ottawa . 

ln 1969, the French language was made equal to English 

throughout the Canadian national government and both 

languages are official. French is mostly spoken in Quebec, 

and parts of Ontario and New Brunswick. ln the second half 

of the 20th century, some citizens of the French-speaking 

province of Quebec have sought independence, but two 

referendums have been defeated. 
The national motto is "A Mari Usque Ad Mare (Latin, means 

Fmm Sea to Sea). Canada is a constitutional monarchy, the 

head of state being the Canadian (and British) monarch, 

represented by Governor-General whose role is to represent 

Canada as its head of state, to function as commander-in

chief of the armed forces, to encourage excellence among 

Canadians and to bring Canadians together by promoting 

Canadian values of diversity, inclusion, culture and heritage. 

The Governor-General is appointed by the Prime Minister, 

who is the leader of the political party that holds the most 

seats in the House of Commons. The legislative branch of 

government consists of the Parliament, including the elected 

House of Commons and the appointed Senate. 

Canada is divided into 10 provinces and 3 ter ritories. The 

capital is Ottawa. The provinces have significant autonomy 

from the federal government, while the tenitories have 

somewhat less. The provinces and territories each have their 

own unicameral legislatures. As a modem and technologically 

advanced country, it is energy self-sufficient, and its economy 

relies heavily on its abundance of natural resources. As of 

2013, Canada's population is estimated at 35,000,000. It's area is 

9,984,670 km2 
• the second largest country in the world. 
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T hose who shed tears for themselves are fools, 
great foo ls . Those who shed tears for others 
are wise men, because they can win the whole 
world and win God and everything in the world. 

True Father's speech - Toronto, Canada, December 14, 1971 



~0~l:fj 1a £-E-£ 2005'.:! 12~ 23<gJ 
True Father in Toronto - December 23, 2005 
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True Mother speaks at Prince Hotel - Toronto, 2006 
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£~£ CH2I~ 6-1-=?-~0!17-il ~~t;~>-1:: ~O~l:!J'a 1995\:112~ 7~ 
True Father speaking to members after public speech - Toronto, December 7, 1995 
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:g-o~l:fj 'a, -g2.I Oj Ae A~~"5~0IIA11991\::! 6~ 
True Father - Clearstone - June 1991 



=filOi DJ 'a, £-E£ CH2I 2000\:! s~ 31 ~ 
True Mother - Toronto - May 31, 2000 
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~O~l::lj 'a.Jl.~ .a~ 'a 1988'.:! 6~ 19~ 
True Father and Hyo Jin Nim - June 19, 1988 



.Jil:fi.::J.£1 gq2.12. .2.:c7~0j1Ai ~OjDj'c:J 1991'.:! 6~ 
True Mother - At shores of Lake Ontario near Cobourg - June 1991 

~O~l:fi 'a , ~2.IOJ~-E- ~~ 1988'.:! 6~ 
True Father - Clearstone - June 1988 
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True Father visits Ottawa Holy Ground, 1965 

The True Parents of Heaven, Earth and 
Humankind visited Canada on numerous occasions. This 
text will attempt to record, as accurately as possible, the 
history of their visits to Canada since True Father' s first 
in 1965. 

True Father visited Canada ten times during 
his lifetime. On each of these visits, in 1965, 1971, 1976, 
1977, 1987, 1988, twice in 1991, 1995 and 2005, he was 
accompanied by True Mother, except for the initial 1965 
visit. 

True Mother, without her husband, visited 
Canada while engaged in global public speaking tours 
eight times - Ottawa in 1993, Toronto and Montreal in 
1996, Toronto in 1998, 1999, and 2000, and Vancouver 
and Toronto in 2006. The following account of these 
visits is arranged in chronological order. 

On July 1, 1965, True Father visited Ottawa, 
Canada' s capital city. He arrived on a flight from 
Washington D.C. via New York's Kennedy airport, on the 
occasion of the ninety-eighth anniversary of Canadian 
Confederation. Since Unificationist outreach activities 
into Canada had yet to begin, True Father and the two 
Korean members accompanying him were the first 
representatives of the Unification Church to set foot in 
Canada. 

True Father visited Canada as part of his first 
world tour of forty countries in 1965. The purpose of 
his visit was to establish and bless a "Holy Ground" - a 
sanctified site where Unificationists would later gather 
to pray. During this world tour, the blessing of Holy 
Grounds was one of True Father' s principal activities and 
Canada was the third country on True Father' s itinerary. 
He had earlier visited Japan from January 28 to February 
12, where he blessed eight Holy Grounds. From February 
12 to July 1, True Father visited the continental United 
States where, among other activities, he sanctified fifty
five locations. 

In Canada, True Father established and blessed 
a Holy Ground in Ottawa on Friday, July 2, 1965. 
Accompanying True Father, were two early members of 
the Korean Unification Church, Mrs. Won Pok Choi and 
Mr. Sang Ik Choi. 

The site of the Holy Ground is on Parliament 
Hill, in the center of Ottawa, just west of the Center 
Block of the Parliament Buildings. At the Holy Ground 
there once stood a tall tree, but for some reason the 
tree was cut down in 1979 at the request of Canadian 

government officials. The location of the Holy Ground 
is within earshot of federal parliamentary offices and in 
the years since the Unification Church was established in 
Canada, Unificationists have often gathered at the site for 
prayer. 

True Father often chose significant public locations 
to establish Holy Grounds throughout the world. 
Examples of this are the locales chosen near the Capitol 
Building in Washington D.C., the Obelisk in the center 
of the Vatican' s St. Peter' s Square, as well as the Holy 
Ground established near the Eiffel Tower in Paris, 
France. 

As was the case for the majority of the coun
tries on his 1965 itinerary, True Father stayed only long 
enough to bless the Holy Ground Thus, on the evening 
of July 2, after experiencing a brief delay at the airport, 
he departed for New York City en route to Panama True 
Father' s visit lasted little more than twenty- four hours, 
but laid the foundation for future Unificationist activities 
in Canada. 
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True Parents arrive in Toronto Dec. 12, 1971 
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True Parents at Toronto airport - December 18, 1971 
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True Parents at Toronto airport - December 18, 1971 
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True Parents visit Toronto 1971 

During the course of his Third World Tour, True 
Father landed in Los Angeles, California, on December 11, 
1971, intending to conduct his first public speaking tour of 
seven American cities in early 1972. Due to problems with 
immigration officials, True Parents were unable to remain 
in the United States. Therefore, they departed from Los 
Angeles and arrived in Toronto on Sunday, December 12, 
1971, at 8:10 pm. accompanied by Won Pok Choi, Young 
Whi Kim, then president of the Church in Korea, and 
Mitsuharu Ishii, a Japanese member. 

This visit was unexpected for both True Parents 
and Canadian Unificationists. Although True Father 
explained the spiritual significance of visiting Canada 
during that time, the practical purpose of the visit was to 
obtain a visa for entry into the United States. It was not 
clear how long they would stay; True Father did speculate 
before arriving in Canada that he might need to stay for up 
to two weeks to acquire a visa If it would prove difficult 
in Canada, he would then try through a Central American 
country, such as El Salvador. 

At the time, Canadian Unificationists lived in a 
rented row house at 76 Scollard Street in Toronto that 
served as the church center. Since there was little space, 
arrangements were made to reserve a room at the nearby 
Park Plaza HoteL When True Father arrived in Toronto, 
he immediately requested to see the Toronto Unification 
Church Center. Upon being informed that a room had been 
reserved at the hoteL he asked for the reservations to be 
canceled and insisted that he and his party stay together 
with the members. He said, "I want to stay with my 
family." Since there was little furniture and no beds, True 
Parents slept on foam mattresses that were placed on the 
floor of a bedroom on the top floor of the row house. True 
Father, nevertheless, demonstrated no sign of complaint 
and did not comment that better arrangements had not 
been made for him and his party. Instead he sought to put 
his hosts at ease, since they were rather nervous and shy 
upon meeting their spiritual leader for the first time. 

The first evening, True Father spent time 
informally with the members, asking them personal 
questions such as their age, occupation and length of time 
in the movement. He also showed his photo album with 
pictures of his family. Despite having had a long journey, 
True Father spoke with everyone until 2:00 am. about the 
destiny of Korea and his plans for America. 

The Canadian members of the Unification Church 
had saved their funds and offered True Father a gift 
of one thousand dollars. However, after receiving the 
envelope containing the funds, True Father stated to those 
present that they could not afford to give him this money. 
He then took one thousand dollars from his own resources 

and returned the envelope with two thousand dollars in it 
and asked that the funds be used toward furthering the 
Canadian mission 

The next morning, December 13, True Father 
rose early and woke everyone at 6:30 am. Shortly after 
breakfast he and his party visited the United States 
Consulate on University A venue in Toronto. His purpose 
was to acquire a visitor' s visa for entry into the United 
States. During this visit to the American Consulate, True 
Father learned that immigration officials had rejected his 
application due to their suspicion that True Father had 
been a communist in Korea in 1968. 

According to Katharine Bell, who accompanied 
True Father to the U.S. Consulate that day, immigration 
officials were very reluctant to reveal why True Father 
was being refused entry. She persistently asked the 
official at the U.S. consulate for a clear reason and after 
considerable hesitation the official explained to Katharine 
their concern over True Father' s alleged communist 
affiliation When True Father heard of this he expressed 
that he was at least pleased to learn why he was having 
difficulties obtaining entry into the United States. 

That same day True Father and his party went 
shopping at the Simpson' s department store in downtown 
Toronto. Since members of the Korean church had 
provided her with money to buy something typically 
Canadian, True Mother purchased a dark Canadian mink 
fur coat In the evening True Father spoke for three and 
a half hours concerning various nations and their roles in 
the Providence of Restoration 

On Tuesday, December 14, an excursion was 
made to Niagara Falls, a one and a half hour drive 
from Toronto. Robert Duffy drove the party, which 
included True Parents, Won Pok Choi, Young Whi Kim, 
and Mitsuharu Ishii. Five Canadian Unification Church 
members accompanied them in a separate vehicle. Upon 
returning to Toronto, True Father spoke on "The Formula 
for God' s Providence" . In the conclusion to his speech 
True Father said: 

"Those who shed tears for themselves are fools, 
great fools. Those who shed tears for others are wise 
men, because they can win the whole world and win God 
and everything in the world By doing that, you can be the 
possessor of God' s love. You can hold the position of, and 
inherit parental love from God, conjugal love between man 
and wife, and children' s love_ When you pray, do not pray 
for yourself, but for others. If you do this the result will 
be yours. Do not pray for the Unification Church, Unified 
Family, but pray that God may use you to save Canada 
and save the world, at the cost of your lives." (Dec. 14, 
1971) 
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True Parents in Niagara Falls - December 14, 1971 

For the small group of Canadian Unificationists it was 
perhaps difficult to envision that they should save Canada 
and the world. 

On Wednesday, December 15, True Father took 
several of the members to see a movie called "Man in 
the Wilderness", which reflected the struggles of a man 
alone in the wilderness and his fight against the elements. 
That same evening, many guests visited the Unification 
Church center and True Father spoke on Jesus and 
Restoration. Since the majority of the members either 
worked full- time or were students, True Father spoke 
in the evenings so as not to disturb everyone' s schedule. 
Indeed, some of the Unificationists were in the midst 
of university exams. Katharine Bell, for example, was 
pursuing a Master' s of Divinity at the time. 

During the course of his stay in Toronto, True 
Father asked Matthew Smith to write an English version 
of the Divine Principle based on the Korean version 
written by Hyo Won Eu, former president of the church 
in Korea. A discussion ensued and Smith, a professional 
writer, responded that he would rather write the Divine 
Principle in the form of a novel. True Father, however, 
preferred more of a textbook or manual form and thus 
nothing materialized of this intended project. At the time, 
the official Divine Principle text, written by Hyo Won Eu, 
had not yet been officially published in English. 

On Thursday, December 16, True Father and 
his party toured significant sites in Toronto such as 
the University of Toronto, City Hall and the Toronto 
Dominion Center, which was then the tallest building in 
Canada and the entire British Commonwealth. 

Friday, December 17, was the day that True 
Father's visa situation was resolved. Due to the 
intervention of Republican Senator Strom Thurmond 
of South Carolina and efforts made by the Unification 
Church members in the United States and around the 
world, True Father was granted a visitor' s visa. 

Since Senator Thurmond had attended the 
1970 meeting of the World Anti- Communist League in 

Japan, a conference that organizations affiliated with the 
Unification Church had participated in and substantially 
supported financially, he was familiar with True Father' s 
movement in Korea and Japan and his anti-communist 
leanings. It was quite ironic that an individual who 
devoted so much of his energy to opposing communism 
should be denied entry into the United States on the 
count that he was a communist 

That evening True Father spoke on Witnessing 
and Restoration, and also explained his many plans for 
the future. He encouraged the Canadian members to 
find more members and emphasized the importance of 
studying Divine Principle and Victory Over Communism 
Theory. On Saturday December 18, at 10:30 a.m., True 
Father and his party departed Toronto for Washington 
D.C. 

True Father later explained that there was a 
providential reason for passing through Canada on his 
way to the United States in accordance with the Adam, 
Eve and Archangel typology to which he often referred. 
On the world- wide level, Korea was the Adam nation, 
Japan the Eve nation, and the United States was the 
Archangel. On the North American continent, the United 
States was in the Adam position, Canada in Eve' s role, 
while Mexico was the Archangel. Accordingly, before 
True Father could begin his public ministry in the United 
States he had to pass through the two Eves, Japan and 
Canada. Since Canada was the extension of the original 
Eve (England), and Japan was the current Eve on the 
international level, he desired to link his victorious 
foundation to America through those countries, Japan and 
Canada. He explained this in a speech given shortly after 
arriving in the United States as follows: 

''This year 1971, is the middle year of the seven 
year course. This year Master is on his third world tour, 
which has great significance. To come here he had to fight 
many obstacles, but from now on those difficulties will 
be loosened. Canada is in the position of Eve to America 
because it is an extension of England, which is in the 
position of Eve. He wanted to link the victorious foundation 
which we fought for and acquired in Korea to Japan, 
Canada and America. He had to come through Canada 
to America, and because Canada is in Eve' s position, he 
could do that. Because he wanted to link the victorious 
foundation to America, Satan tried to stop it. That' s why 
there were so many difficulties in his coming." 

(Dec. 22, 1971) 

True Father went on to develop a vibrant movement in 
the United States. Furthermore, in the two years from 
1972-74, he would speak in all fifty states and witness 
a ten-fold increase in American membership. Due to 
True Father' s visit, the Canadian Unificationists were 
infused with new energy and lifted to a new level of 
consciousness. Indeed they now saw themselves as 
representing a country with a special "providential" role. 
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True Parents visit East Coast of Canada 1976 

A few days after the Washington Monument 
Festival held on September 18, 1976 and an international 
leader' s meeting held two days later, True Parents and 
several elder Korean Unification Church members visited 
Canada' s East Coast. Among the Korean members were 
twelve of True Father' s earliest disciples such as Won 
Pil Kim, Young Whi Kim, Bo Hi Pak, San Kil Han, Chung 
Hwan Kwak and Young Suk Choi. The purpose of this 
visit was to survey the fishing grounds off the coasts of 
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island True Father was 
keenly interested in tuna fishing and had thus spent much 
of the summer of 1976 going out to sea off the coast of 
Massachusetts. In a speech given to members in New 
York prior to the Washington Monument festival True 
Father explained his motives: 

''I am leaving again today for Boston, and again I have 
an important mission. I will go out to sea, not for pleasure, 
but to lay a foundation for the future economy of the 
Unification Church. That's my goal. There is no way 
we can exceed the advances in industry and technology, 
except in the one virtually untapped area of the sea and 
sea products . .J have to train you. People criticize me and 
say that True Father is taking it easy on a yacht out in 
the Atlantic Ocean, enjoying himself. Nothing could be 
further from the truth. I don' t think many of you will 
inherit large fortunes from your own parents, so I am 
responsible for you. I must begin to plan how you can 
support yourselves. You will be blessed in marriage, and 
God will bless your marriages with children, whom you 
must be able to support. While you' re going down to 
Washington to fight this battle, I am looking more than 
ten years ahead and going to sea to prepare our future 
economic foundation. "(Aug. 1, 1976) 

At the time, it was common knowledge in the fishing 
industry that the largest tuna were to be caught off the 
coasts of Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island and thus 
True Father embarked on a short tuna- fishing expedition. 
Unfortunately, no tuna fish was caught during the short 
visit 

True Father and his party flew via Montreal to 
Halifax, Nova Scotia, and later travelled to Prince Edward 
Island At the time, Robert Duffy, then national leader of 
Canada, was still in Wilmington, Delaware with the rest 
of the Canadian members who had been evangelizing 
alongside the American members. Since True Father 
appeared on very short notice, Sung San Lee was the only 

member in Canada who was able to join True Father on 
the East Coast. During the course of his return to New 
York, True Father and his party stopped over at Dorval 
airport in Montreal for a few hours and met Alan Wilding, 
Anne Caze and Enid Somerset for lunch. True Father 
spoke with them and particularly asked Alan Wilding 
for an update on the status of the Unification Church 
in Canada and also expressed special interest in Sung 
San Lee' s activities. During the course of conversation 
Wilding confessed his doubts at the time of True Father's 
visit to Canada in 1971. True Father had then predicted 
what he would accomplish in America and that his name 
would be known in every household in the United States 
in a very short time. Wilding shared how he could then 
see that True Father' s prediction had indeed come true. 
True Father later commented about this conversation in 
a speech given on October 3, 1976 to the membership at 
Tarrytown: 

"Recently I went to Montreal and had lunch 
with the members there. One man who has been a 
member of the Unification Church for eight years vividly 
remembered my arrival in America on December 18, 
1971. At that time I did not have a visa to enter America 
from Korea, so I came to Canada instead Our members 
in America were very persistent in asking the State 
Department, "Why won't you issue a visa to True 
Father?" Ironically, officials kept telling them that I was 
a communist in 1968 and so I was undesirable in this 
country. Finally, it was proven to them that I have truly 
been crusading for the victory over communism and they 
couldn' t resist any further. That was the beginning of my 
actual ministry in America. 

At that time the Canadian members asked me to 
stay in Canada, but I told them that according to God' s 
plan I must achieve certain goals in the next 3½ years 
in America, since America is the focal point of world 
restoration. The eight year member confessed that four 
years ago he doubted me and couldn't trust my words. 
He thought at that time that I was a very crazy person. 
Now everything has been accomplished as I said and he 
is willing to hear my plans for the next 3½ years. He has 
no doubt that they will be accomplished also. " 

(Oct 3, 1976) 

Although Wilding later denied ever saying that he 
thought True Father was a crazy person he did agree that 
the conversation had been accurately portrayed 
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True Parents visit Toronto 19n 

In September 1977, True Parents were visiting church 
members in several American cities. Early on the morning 
of September 17, Martin Porter, the newly appointed 
national leader of Canada, received a call from Niagara 
Falls informing him that True Parents would be arriving 
in Toronto by car a few hours later. Since the state of 
the church center was in chaos due to the renovations 
which had begun the previous day on the newly acquired 
property, Porter arranged to meet True Father and his 
party and took them for a tour of the CN tower, the tallest 
free standing building in the world. True Father often 
expressed interest in visiting the highest point in the city 
or country he was visiting. Porter described the situation 
as follows: 

Much to our happiness and also embarrassment the 
True Parents called at 7 am. on the 17th of September to 
inform us that they would be in Toronto by lunch time. 
I met them at the CN Tower, the tallest free standing 
structure in the world, and we took the elevator to the 
first observation level to appreciate the panoramic view 
of the city and the lake. Then as it was a sunny day we 
entered a much smaller elevator to ascend to the highest 
level From that height the perspective of the city was 
somewhat shortened but we could see New York state far 
into the distance on the south side of the lake. The True 
Parents were interested in many things, and I desperately 
hoped to entertain them while delaying their arrival at the 
center. I gave them an extensive tour of the city and lunch 
in the Emperor Chinese Restaurant, while my wife and 
members did whatever preparation could be done at the 
center: fcxxi for dinner, tableware, plates, general cleanup 
of the ground floor and even get a toilet working that the 
True Parents could use. (Testimony of Martin Porter) 

In the early afternoon, True Parents arrived at the 
center at 80 Admiral Road in Toronto. True Father was 

taken on a tour of the building and soon after sanctified 
the new center with Holy Salt. He commented that the 
building was too small and encouraged Porter to find a 
larger building for outreach activities. He then spoke to the 
members for the entire afternoon, with Colonel Sang Kil 
Han translating. Commenting on the sudden nature of his 
trip he said: 

"Well, this was an unexpected trip. Whatever I do, 
everyone watches with binoculars. They have heard too 
much about me. Perhaps more than you, and are afraid, so 
they watch everything. So I decided this morning to come 
and then no one knows. Did you know I was coming ... 
you don't sound confident Canada is more feminine than 

America Canadian women must marry American men and 
Canadian men must marry German women, okay! Now it 
is best that we laugh and become friends in a short time." 
(Sept 17, 1977) 

Most of True Father' s talk, however, addressed the 
following two issues: the potential division of Canada 
and the spread of international communism True Father 
noted: 

"Communists will come and try to bring division here, 
but the Unification Church must prevent this. How can 
we cope with the situation? The Chinese communists are 
growing strong here ... I don't have an accurate report 
yet, but I know there are people in important positions on 
many college campuses -" (Sept 17, 1977) 

True Father continued to emphasize that the spread 
of communism was an imminent danger and encouraged 
that Victory Over Communism (VOC) activities in Canada 
be intensified from that time on. Sensing the tension that 
existed between Korean and Canadian members True 
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True Father signs photo of Niagara Falls, November 26, 1986 

Father spoke of Sung San Lee as follows: 

"He is a rare member as he worked so hard for VOC 
in Korea and has long experience. Mr. Lee will be head 
of VOC in Canada. Tradition is the immediate problem 
now. Mr Lee is in a position to offer much in this way. 
The fact that he was reared in Korea makes him a rare 
benefit to the church in Canada. But he must listen to 
the leader of Canada for this reason... He is senior in 
the blessing order. So you can learn from him ... Once we 
accept difficulties and overcome them there is much 
blessing." (Sept 17, 1977) 

He also encouraged Martin Porter to bring harmony 
among the membership saying: 

"The way you are built Martin, you have the ability to 
bring the races together here. That' s why I asked you 
to come. If New York asks how is your relationship with 
the Koreans you must be proud of the relationship. If you 
don't realize that, how can heaven be in your mind?" (Sept 
17, 1977) 

True Father was very concerned that harmonious 
relationships be created among the Korean and Western 
leadership of the church at the time. In the years that 
followed, establishing good relations between Korean and 
Western members proved to be a difficult hurdle to cross. 

True Father then spoke at length to the Korean 
members who attended, and also answered several 
questions from the Canadians. Close to the end of his stay 
he asked some of the members to sing songs. Mubina 
Jaffer, David Decker and Monique Zicot sang a number of 
songs. Over dinner, True Father gave specific instructions 
to Martin Porter. Porter notes: 

Over dinner True Father gave me $10,000 for the 
renovation of the building and developing the Canadian 
church. I tried to refuse the money graciously, but when 
I found that was impossible I reassured him that I would 
return it 10 times over in the next few years: this pledge 
was realized. True Father gave specific instructions to 
me about what he wanted to realize in Canada under 
my direction: develop anti-communist activities through 
education, the development of the newspaper, hold 
Canadian Day of Hope speeches and rallies nationwide, 
develop more members and training courses, look into 
purchasing pairs of spotted deer and bears, obtain land 
for a deer farm surrounded with a lake and mountains, 
develop a lumber industry with a type of Korean tree that 
reaches maturity in 7 years, develop a fishing industry, use 
my photographic ability to make an exhibition of the "100 
Greatest Canadians," (in politics, culture, sportsmen, etc). 
(Testimony of Martin Porter) 

After dinner True Father and his party departed and 
continued their journey throughout the United States. 
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True Family at Clearstone Farm - June 26, 1987 
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True Family at Clearstone Farm - June 26, 1987 
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True Parents visit Clearstone Deer Farm (Training Center) 1987 

;iHqq 6J-=?-~.:il~ ~~~ ~cj.!i!.,q::: NO~l::lj 'a 
True Father viewing the farm operation with Canadian members 

On June 21, 1987, Peter Kim, then True Father's 
personal assistant, telephoned Paul Werner, then national 
leader of Canada, to inform him that True Father and a 
party of ten to fifteen people would be visiting Canada 
a few days later. Since it was not clear as to when they 
would arrive, there was a definite sense of suspense and 
expectation. True Father had not visited Canada in nearly 
ten years. 

On June 25 at 9:15 p.m., True Parents, their four 
yotmgest sons, Kook Jin, Kwon Jin, Yotmg Jin and Hytmg 
Jin and members of their staff, which included Peter Kirn, 
Ki Bytmg Yoon, Mike McDevitt, Wonju McDevitt and Hae 
Yotmg Guerra, arrived at the Clearstone Breeding Farms 
in Roseneath, Ontario. True Father' s party had travelled 
by car all day, having begun their journey in the early 
morning from Irvington, New York and travelling via 
Niagara Falls. 

After being greeted by Paul and Christel Werner and 
a few of the Canadian members who were present, True 
Father and his four sons went for a walk to view the 
deer breeding operation. True Father and his party then 
had dinner with several members. At the table were Paul 
Werner, Choon Keun Chang, then responsible for Korean 
church activities in Canada, Steve Barton, then manager 
of the farm operation, Franco Famularo, and Robert Duffy. 
After True Mother and her children had retired for the 

night, True Father spoke with the Canadian members 
present until 1:15 a.m. The discussion revolved around 
the development of the church, the deer operation, fishing 
activities, and the fur business. 

Early the next morning after breakfast was served, 
True Parents viewed the deer and chinchilla operations 
on the property. After lunch True Father went fishing on 
Rice Lake, adjacent to the Clearstone property, with his 
son Kook Jin, Paul Werner, Choon Keun Chang, Peter Kim, 

and Mike McDevitt. True Mother stayed back and took 
some of the members for a walk around the property. The 
yotmgest sons, Kwon Jin, Young Jin and Hytmg Jin spent 
time playing. 

True Father and those who were fishing returned to 
have dinner at approximately 10:00 p.m. True Father then 
spoke with a few members till shortly after midnight about 
fishing. He was specifically interested in knowing precisely 
where the deepest point in Rice Lake was located and 
viewed the available maps of the lake. One member, Peter 
Hume, went to great lengths to locate the lake' s deepest 
point. Late that night, he called one of the neighbors to 
discover the exact location. 

To everyone' s surprise, at 5:00 a.m. the next morning 
True Father awakened everyone to once again go fishing 
on Rice Lake. No one was aware of True Father' s plan 
to go out so early and there was a rush to prepare 
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True Mother and children survey deer 
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Three youngest sons with deer - June 27, 1987 
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True Parents arrive at Clearstone - June 25, 1987 

everything for the day. As True Father embarked on 
the boat, the first question he asked was, "Where is the 
deepest point in the lake?" Peter Hume, who was standing 
at the dock, showed True Father on the map. True Father 
and his party then fished till 10:30 am and then returned 
to shore for breakfast Later they set out again and stayed 
on the water till 9:30 pm when dinner was served True 
Mother stayed back throughout the day and watched 
two movies ( "Fiddler on the Roof" and "Nicholas and 
Alexandra"), and also played with the younger children in 
the fields. 

After dinner True Father spoke with the members 
till midnight, during which time he gave Paul Werner ten 
thousand dollars as seed money to initiate a sable breeding 
operation. On Sunday, June 28, True Parents and their 
children invited the members to participate at the regular 
5:QQ a.m. pledge service with them, after which True 
Father spoke for a couple of hours. After having breakfast 
at 7:30 am True Father and his party visited what was 
then called the second farm in Baltimore, Ontario. They 

had previously only seen True Father in large public 
gatherings. It was also an opportunity to hear his 
message directly in a Canadian context. For example, 
at a dinner conversation during his visit, True Father 
asked specifically about the Unification Church activities 
in Canada. He asked Paul Werner: "Is there still any 
opposition against our movement?" Paul responded, "Not 
really. We had two kidnappings, but otherwise everything 
is fine." True Father responded, "We would rather have 
a few kidnappings than nothing. This is the time when 
people recognize Father. A new level A new dimension" 
True Father further encouraged the members to expand 
membership: 

Canada has many natural resources. The land mass 
is much bigger than America, right ... That means we 
have to witness to Canadian people. They should become 
Unification Church members quickly. 

Sensing Paul's eagerness to achieve much greater 
things in his life, True Father commented: 

then continued their journey to New York arriving late in ''Paul has great ambition. When [I] see Paul here, in the 
the evening at Irvington corner of the Canadian country here, [I] feel sorry. (Paul 

The trip was significant in that a number of members responded "Indemnity" to which True Father answered) 
were directly exposed to True Father and his family. It's necessary." 
For some, it was an opportunity to directly witness He also encouraged the general membership to 
True Father in action for the first time; most members develop and grow quickly saying: 

"Therefore, please work hard under Rev. Werner' s 



~O~l::lj ~~~ ~ %j L.:j ~A~ 1987'.:! 6~ 26~ 
True Father with Paul Werner - June 26, 1987 

~¥£ ~~~~I ~7-1g ~ rrtt 
A light moment with True Parents 

leadership. [I] feel Rev. Werner is getting older too. He is 
becoming 60. His way of walking is a little bit different 
now too. When Rev. Werner was in his 40' s and 50' s 
he was considered a tiger or a lion. Now he is 60 years 
old [I don' t] think he is, if I may say, as vicious as when 
he was in his 40' s and 50' s. Actually this is the time to 
create a new witnessing team, a revival team ... It is almost 

impossible for Unification members to witness and bring 
more members than the number of Christians in the world 
Therefore, we have to witness and restore the Christian 
ministers so that they can handle their congregations." 
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True Father fishing on Rice Lake - June 26, 1987 
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True Mother takes care of True Father June 26, 1987 

"OjCl7~ ~9otlA-J :;:,~~ fl! ::7P" 2.~01~ ~9~1 Al~~ ~IIi.!i!..AI ~ fil¥£~ 
'Where is the deepest part of the lake?' Surveying map of Rice Lake 



orn~A~ -g-OI~ N¥£ 'a 1987'.:! 6-ij 26~ 
Breakfast June 26, 1987 

o~~ ~A~~ :g-;:i~~.Jl~ ~lJJI 1987'.::! 6-i! 26~ 
Breakfast with True Family June 26, 1987 
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True Mother with Kwon Jin Nim, Young Jin Nim and Hyung Jin Nim feeding deer 
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True Mother plays badminton with True Children - June 27, 1987 
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True Father speaking after pledge - June 28, 1987 

2.~0IA .2.90JIAi op:~ ,6.J,1 ~ ~~ "@-}}jlo~~ ~OJDJ'a 
True Mother at Rice Lake with Sisters 



~~2.~ A~-&~~ ~o~~.:il 7-llAI~ ~o~HJ'a 
True Father viewing chinchilla operation 

~~'a, ~~'a, ~~'cl:ir~ ~l}jl 1987i.:l 6~ 27~ 
With Kwon Jin Nim, Young Jin Nim & Hyung Jin Nim, June 27, 1987 
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Viewing Chinchilla operation 
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True Parents visit Clearstone 1988 

Al~:s:g~ ~2.i~AI::: :et¥£El.ll~ A~L,EI~ 
True fa,iy viewing the deer operation 

While attending a meeting in New York on June 14, 
1988, Paul Werner was informed that there was a strong 
possibility Rev. and Mrs. Moon would visit Canada. That 
same day, three of True Father's children, Un Jin, Hyun 
Jin and Kook Jin, arrived in Toronto. Un Jin and Hyun 
Jin then participated in two equestrian grand prix events 
which were held at the Palgrave Grounds near Bolton, 
Ontario on June 19, and at Sunnybrooke Park in Toronto 
on June 26. This was in preparation for their participation 
in the 1988 Olympic Games in Seoul, Korea. They stayed 
for two weeks. 

On Saturday June 18, at 5:30 pm, True Parents, 
their sons Hyo Jin and Kwon Jin, together with Hyun 
Jin' s wife Jun Sook arrived by car at the Clear stone 
Breeding Farm. They were accompanied by their staff; 
Peter Kim, Mike McDevitt and Ki Byung Yoon. Bo Hi Pak, 
special assistant and translator of True Father, arrived 
later the same evening from Washington D.C. After being 
greeted by the Canadian members, True Parents met with 
Kenneth and Helen Kim, a Korean couple living in Ottawa. 
Helen Kim was a classmate and friend of True Mother' s 
in Korea. 

After dinner, True Father and his party were 
taken on a tour of the fur breeding operation where mink, 
fox, sable and chinchilla were being raised. Upon returning 
from this tour, True Father invited the approximately 40 

that his visit had been announced to the general 
membership since he had earlier requested that it be kept 
quiet. The atmosphere was initially quite tense, but he 
then asked those that had never seen him to introduce 
themselves and also spoke to the Japanese women present 
asking each of them personally about their spouses. He 
offered personal guidance and made humorous comments 
to some. True Father then asked if any of the members 
had questions. In response to a question about Canada' s 
providential role, True Father replied: 

"Canada used to be a British colony, didn't it? And 
you still consider the British queen as titular Head of 
State, right? Well, we can say that Britain gave birth to 
America; the same kind of theory can be applied here, in 
the relationship between Britain and Canada Therefore, if 
America is male, Canada can be female. Therefore, Canada 
has the destiny to follow America' s footsteps, not just in 
economics, but in politics as well." 

Because Canada had become part of Europe due to 
directives given by the "temporary re- appearance" of 
Heung Jin, Paul Werner queried True Father concerning 
this issue. Paul asked if there was any special significance 
to which True Father answered: 

Canadian members gathered to join him in the living room "Because of the relationship between Britain and 
There True Father spoke with everyone, until midnight Canada, spirit world may have said that way ... But [I] 

Firstly, True Father expressed his displeasure say from now on if you are working in conjunction with 



~2.IOiA~ ~~ :X:-j~Ojl ~Oi7~AI~ ~O~l::tj'cj~~ ~~'a 19881,:! 6~ 18~ 
True Father crd Hyo Jin Nim enter Clecrstone - lne 18, 1988 

7Hqq 61-,1~~~ ~}}jlo~~ ~¥£ 'a~~ ~7~~ 
Canadian members with True Parents and family 
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~:g~ ~ ci.s!AJ7J -9-Jt5H 'E:l" H~~ o~AI~ ~¥£'a 
Evening stroll to survey farming operation 

the American church, you'll have faster growth. Actually, 
throughout history Canada and America were kind of 
enemies. You had battles, right? .• But in general, Canadian 
people don't like America, do they? ... That's the kind of 
historical tendency and trend, but we have to overcome 
that. We must not think that way. We should work 
together." 

Sensing that outreach activities were not progressing 
as quickly as desired, True Father tried to instill a sense 
of hope among the members and commented: 

"It is not easy for you to witness to people, is it? 

~ ~ c~2~ mJJll 
With Chincilla 

But just wait a little longer, it will be much easier. The 
time has come. Suppose we rent major TV stations in 
Canada for 40 days and we broadcast Divine Principle 
for 40 days. To witness to the 20-30 million people in 
this nation is not a big deal: it is a piece of cake. It is 
not a difficult thing .... When we see winter, we feel like 
everything is frozen or almost everything is dead - even 
grass .... We don't see any life. But as soon as the spring 
comes .... we start seeing life .... This is the time we are 
facing right now. The spring has been coming up. You 
stay in this Canada at the northern tip of the planet earth. 
That is why you may not be fully aware of it, but [I] see 
that clearly." 



~ ~ 2.~ ~ '2_1-A~.!i!.,'-!:: ~¥£ 'a 
Handling Chinchilla 

True Father was not only trying to provide the 
members with a sense of hope, he was probably hinting 
at future plans as well. 

The next morning, Sunday, June 19, True Father 
conducted pledge service and asked only the "Blessed" 
members to participate. After the prayer, True Father 
spoke till 7:00 a.m. A significant point for the Canadian 
Church was that True Father directed Paul Werner to 
send pioneers to each of the Canadian provinces, which 
in a very substantial way decentralized the Canadian 
church. The following is an excerpt of the exchange that 
led to the changes: 

True Father_ "Paul is there a Divine Principle 
lecture going on every day? There is no magic actually. 
Lecturing of the Divine Principle will parallel the increase 
of membership; ... All young people should be able to 
lecture Divine Principle every day, even if it is with one 
other person ... This is your youth; if you devote it to the 
Divine Principle, there is no better way to spend your 
youth." 

"Did you gang up together and try to expel Paul 

Werner from Canada, simply because he is tough and ~ ~ 2.~ ~ '2_!-J;:~ .!i!.AI:: -r:! ~ 'a 
a German? Did you do that or not? ... Paul, how many Kwon Jin Nim handling chinchil la 

centers do you have inside Canada?" (four) 
"How many state[provinces] do you have here in 

Canada?" (Ten) 
"Ten provinces. Then you have to have ten centers, 

one in each province. Tomorrow you dispatch people to 
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At sable operation 

:go~cli'c!JJJI ~.3.~ ~0j 1=. 2.1:::: Ofp:1 ~ 
Eddy Young showing True Father the mink 

~'a~I ~ ~ c:-1~,1..1:::: :go~cli 'cl 
True Father views sable 



61,1-~ OJl7il fil~o~,q ~ ~o~l::lj 'a 1988\::! 6~ 18~ 
True Father speaks to members June 18, 1988 

all ten provinces. Do not hold in all the young people and 
major members under your wing. In order to develop, in 
order to make progress, send them out. They have got to 
be pioneers. [For example] If you let a pointer - hunting 
dog - get idle, that dog will not be effective .... It' s a 
gigantic mission. We have to let all 25 million people 
know there is a way, that there is a life -· As you know, 
[I] declared that the age and time and era has come that 

6l,1-~0Jl7il fil~o~AI~ ~o~l::lj'a 1988\::! 6~ 18~ 
True Father speaks to members June 18, 1988 

~~H61 ~ fil~o~AI ~ ~o~l::lj 'a 1988\::! 6~ 19~ 
True Father speaks after Pledge - June 19, 1988 

everybody will go back to their home towns .... Now the 
time has come that we have to go back and restore our 
hometown. 

The result was a transformation of the Canadian 
movement that would have a profound effect on the 
development of the church for years to come. In 
retrospect, it ushered in a new era 

After the speech, True Parents and their party 
toured the deer fields. At breakfast True Parents were 
presented with a gift from the Unification Church of 
Canada (An Eskimo soap stone carving of a male hunter 
and a woman praying). Later that morning True Parents 
and their party departed from Clearstone Farms for 
the Palgrave Grounds near Bolton, Ontario to watch 
their children, Un Jin and Hyun Jin, participate in the 
equestrian competition. After having lunch and watching 
the competition, the entire party departed in the late 
afternoon by car, travelling to New York. 

It was a short visit that lasted less than 24 hours, 
but it caused a significant transformation of the 
Canadian Unification Church. The following day, pairs 
of Unificationists departed for most of the Canadian 
provinces. The following words of True Father probably 
remained with them as they travelled: 

" _ it is almost pitiful: there is such a small handful of 
Canadians and yet Canada is not so small. There is one 
thing famous in Canada. What is it? Canadian geese! The 
goose has a beautiful spirit and powerful courage to fly 
across the continent, ocean to ocean. Geese can even go 
across the Pacific Ocean. It is amazing! They are just birds. 
How about Canadian people? You should be better than 
Canadian geese." 
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Ol.!;=-9-l ~Zr~~~~£ ~ 0 AI~ ~¥.2.'a 
True Parents receive gift of Inuit Sculpture 

~,1-~i!~ ~7Jll ~A~o~AI ~ ~¥.2. 'a 
True Parents sharing meal with members 



~OJ DJ 'a£! g,'-ji]_ -§71 -¥-¥2~ m7Jll o~,q ~ ~-¥.2. 'a 
True Parents with True Mother's School classmate and husband 

A~~~:g ~ ~c'l!i!.AI ~ ~-¥.2. 'ail~ :qL-=J 'a~ 
True family viewing the deer operation 
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~o~l:fj ~ii~ ~7Jllo~Al-e- ~~ ~ 
Hyo Jin Nim with True Father 

A~-;;; -ls-~~ ~2-i.~AI ~ :fil¥£ ~ii~ A~L=j ~ ~ 
True family viewing the deer operation 



A~~~~OllAi-~I ~ ¥ £ 'cl 
True Parents among the deer 
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~O~l:ff 'a, 1988'.:°1 6~ 19~ 0~~ 
True Father on morning of June 19, 1988 



NOJ DJ 'a ~ .JJ!. -§-71 ¥¥2~ gJJJlo~~ N7~~ 
True Family with True Mother's school classmate 
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True Parents & Kook Jin Nim welcomed to Clearstone. June 5, 1991 
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True Parents and Kook Jin Nim tour farm 

# ~ -

~t.) 'ail~ A~;;; 
Kook Jin Nim with deer 
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True Father with his some of the 10 guests from Korea 
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~¥2 'a.il~ ~t.] 'a 
True Parents and Kook Jin Nim tour farm 

~OiDi'a.i!~ ~t.l'a, OJIE£ £-E£ %~~ igg 
True Mother, Kook Jin Nim visit Metro Toronto Zoo 
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True Parents visit Clearstone June 5"'9, 1991 

~o~l::lj 'a gE~2.1.2. .2.* £~. n~.:J. -2-AiOJIAi ';-~Al ~ o~~q 
True Father arrives at Lake Ontario, near Cobourg to go fishing 

If there was a consistent factor in almost all of True 
Father' s visits to Canada, it was most definitely the 
element of surprise. It was just past midnight on June 4, 
1991 when Wesley Ramage, then manager of the Deer 
Farm, received a telephone call informing him that True 
Parents would be visiting Canada the following day. 
Very quickly, the Canadian members prepared for their 
arrival and in the early evening of June 5, True Parents, 
their son Kook Jin, three of True Father's cousins, a 
number of other guests, and staff members arrived 
at the Clearstone Lodge. Shortly after arriving, True 
Father spoke to about forty members till 10:00 p.m. At 
this gathering, True Father introduced his guests and 
spoke about the purpose of his trip to Canada. Later, over 
dinner, True Father spoke till 1:00 a.m. and expressed his 
interest in fishing on Lake Ontario for salmon and trout 
He also spoke of his hopes for the deer farm. 

The following day, after a tour of the deer and 
chinchilla operation, True Father together with most 
members of his party departed for the shores of Lake 
Ontario, near Cobourg, to begin his fishing expedition, 
which continued till late in the evening. Mrs. Moon visited 
her high school friend, Helen Kim, in Ottawa with other 

members of the party. In the evening True Father spoke 
to the members till late in the night Indeed, throughout 
their stay in Canada True Father usually rose at the 
crack of dawn and spoke every evening till past midnight 
with the members. 

Again, on the morning of June 7, True Father went 
fishing. On this occasion only six members joined him on 
the boat, three of whom were Canadian. Franco Famularo, 
who was on the boat at the time, described what a typical 
day in such a close setting with True Father was like. He 
wrote: 

"We were on the boat from 6:00 a.m. till sunset and 
although Father was generally focused on fishing (his 
hand was constantly on the rod in case the fish struck), 
he spent much of the time meditating and praying. Since 
the peak of salmon season was a few weeks away, we 
caught only three salmon and a couple of trout When the 
salmon struck Father got very excited, and it appeared as 
though it was his first time fishing. Throughout the day he 
also shared many of his thoughts about God, the sacrificial 
way of life, the need to create a personal foundation in our 
life of faith, and also his plans for the future, with those 



~ E OJI Ai ~ ~A~~ OJl7ll ~~o~AI ~ ~0~1:fiia 
True Father speaks with leaders on boat 

.g. E~ 2.I .2. .2.90JI Ai ~ O~l::lj 'a.il~ ~~ 'a 
True Father and Kook Jin Nim on Lake Ontario 
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gE~2.l2. ~"?-011.A.i ½=l"Alt~AI~ ~0~l:l-J'a.il~ 7Hqq ~~;q"§" 
True Father fishing with Canadian Leaders on Lake Ontario 

g-o~l:l-J'a, £1:l-JE C7IIl2J II~_n II~~2.~£2~ mJJJI 1991\::! 6~ 6~ 
True Father with Robert Duffy and Franco Famularo, june 6, 1991 



~cll<2.! :11Ll7~ N¥2.'a7JII ~~2.~0JI cHaH.A.-J ~'i!Jo~jl 5:lq 
Guylaine Kinney explains about Chinchilla to True Parents 

of us on the boat. At one point he spoke for up to five 
hours in English with Robert Duffy, Mike Templeman and 
myself, covering a wide range of topics. He explained at 
one point how he foresaw that more would change in the 
world during this decade [1990s], than had changed since 
World War II. He also spoke extensively about establishing 
fish farms and using fishing expeditions as a means to 
share the message of Unificationism with others. He said 
that once the guests were on the boat we could create 
a very godly atmosphere which our guests would never 
forget. Not only did Father share his thoughts with us, but 
even his food. At one point when we were sharing lunch 
together, he encouraged me to eat from the same plate 
and even drink from the same glass. It was a hot day, 
the sun was shining strongly and there we were listening 
to Father speak to us in a very personal manner. At one 
point I wandered; "Here I am sitting with the Messiah for 
whom all religious people throughout history have been 
longing. Is this a dream? Is this really happening?" Yes it 
did happen, and I shall never forget how privileged I felt at 
that time." 

Most Unificationists throughout world do not have 
much contact with True Father other than at occasional 
large public gatherings. It was therefore an unusual 
experience for those on the boat. 

The same day, True Mother and the rest of the party 
went on a tour of Toronto guided by Alan Wilding. They 
toured the downtown city core, and visited the CN Tower 
and the Metro Toronto Zoo. They also went for a walk in 
Toronto's High Park After returning from fishing, True 
Father spoke to all the Unificationists present late into 
the night. 

On June 8 and 9 True Father continued with the same 
schedule as in previous days, fishing from early morning 
till late at night. As with previous days, he spent much of 

his time talking with those on board and also conducted 
international church business by cellular phone. True 
Mother made a second visit to Ottawa and also spent 
time with some of the members at the farm. 

Also on June 9, since it was a Sunday, True Parents 
conducted the Pledge service after which True Father 
spoke to all the members for about two hours. After 
returning from a full day of fishing and taking a final 
tour of the deer operation, True Father and his party 
departed for New York in the early evening, arriving 
back in Irvington at 3:30 a.m. An hour after arriving in 
Irvington, New York, True Father set out once again 
to go on another fishing expedition on the Long Island 
Sound, according to Mike McDevitt, a principal member 
of True Father' s staff. True Father had explained to 
the members in Canada that he had set a condition to 
go fishing every day since April 1991 and did not want 
to miss a day. It appears that True Father would have 
stayed longer in Canada had he not been scheduled to be 
present in New York City for the celebration of the Day 
of All Things on June 12. 

The visit, which lasted five days, resulted in several 
significant changes, one being that True Father had asked 
the then national leader of the church in Canada and 
his assistant to both attend the Unification Theological 
Seminary for "training" . The question of any successor 
for leadership of the Canadian church had been left 
unanswered. It seemed True Father had a few other 
changes in mind and, as some members speculated, True 
Father would return to Canada later that summer. His 
second visit in 1991, however, happened sooner than 
anybody imagined 
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£1::1-1 E c-JIIl7~ ;1H qq~ cH.H.oH.A.i ~¥£ 'aJJll -t!~ ~~ 
Robert Duffy presents True Parents a gift on behalf of Canada 

~~ 'a:i!~ ~0~1::1-1 'a .A.~~Olllil -t! ~ OJI cHoH ~ 'i!Jo~jl 5:lq 
Presentation of gift to Kook Jin Nim and to True Father's cousins 
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True Father speaks to members at Clearstone 
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~o~~ 'aJJJIA-J ~2.1 Oi~-E-OllA-J W~o~~ 1991~ 6~ 9~ 
True Father speaks at Clearstone - June 9, 1991 
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~2.IOJ~eOflAi :go~l:fj'a 1991'.::! 6~ 9~ 
True Father at Clearstone - June 9, 1991 



~-¥2.1a [[iq.A-l7I ~ ~-¥2.1a.:i1~ 8AilJ-.~t.) 1991'.:! 6~ 9~ 
Group photo with True Parents prior to departure - June 9, 1991 

~-¥2.1a0I [[iqt] ~ 7HL~q ~~ ~ _j]_~ 2A11 ~ 1991'.:! 6~ 9~ 
Canadian members and children who attended True Parents - June 1991 
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True Parents visit Clearstone June 14"'19, 1991 
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True Father speaks to the members, June 1991 

It was early evening on June 13, when another 
surprising telephone call was received by the Canadian 
church The message was that True Parents would be 
departing from New York at 8:00 p.m. and were bound 
for Canada At 3:15 a.m. on June 14, True Parents were 
back at the Clearstone Lodge, having driven through 
the wee hours of the night. On this occasion they were 
accompanied by the wives of major leaders of the 
Japanese Unification Church These were: Tetsuko Kuboki, 
wife of the then president of the church in Japan; Noriko 
Oyamada, wife of the vice- president; Kyoko Furuta, 
whose husband was president of Happy World Japan; 
together with Setsuo and Setsuko Sakurai, also prominent 
leaders of the Japanese church 

Shortly after 7:00 a.m., True Parents held a 
special ceremony with the Japanese representatives. 
According to reports given by the Japanese members, 
True Father prayed and asked True Mother to pledge that 
she would continue his messianic mission after he died. 
True Father then asked True Mother to pledge that she 
would do so in the Japanese language, before the Japanese 
representatives as witnesses. After True Mother had done 
as requested, True Father explained the significance of 
holding the ceremony in Canada: 

''I [True Father] represent the true Adamic figure, True 
Mother represents the true Eve, the four Japanese women 
are the key representatives of the world wide Eve nation, 

Japan. Since Canada is an extension of England, which was 
the original Eve nation, this ceremony is being held here." 

He encouraged True Mother and the four Japanese 
women to establish deep unity since this represented the 
beginning of a new era in True Mother' s public missiorL 
Shortly thereafter, in September, 1991, True Mother 
began her public speaking tours. 

In the days that followed, True Father basically 
followed the same schedule of going fishing from early 
morning till late in the evening, after which he usually 
spent time speaking with the members. One evening was 
devoted to songs and testimonies. True Mother, however, 
spent most of her time with the four women from Japan 
visiting Toronto, Montreal, Ottawa and the Thousand 
Islands area near Gananoque, Ontario where they took a 
boat tour. On one particular day she invited the deer farm 
managers, Wesley Ramage and Mark Hebert, and their 
wives to go shopping in Toronto in appreciation of their 
hard work. 

Tuesday, June 18, proved to be an especially 
significant day for the Canadian Church It was also the 
23rd anniversary since the opening of the first center in 
Toronto in 1968, a fact most members were probably not 
aware of and definitely was not known to True Father. 
The day began like every other. True Father went 
fishing early in the morning and on this occasion invited 
Robert Duffy, John Bellavance and Franco Famularo to 
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True Mother visits Ottawa - June 15, 1991 
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In Toronto with True Mother, June 1991 
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True Mother visits Canadian Parliament Building - June 15, 1991 
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True Father speaks to members at Clearstone June 1991 

join him on the boat. While fishing, he spoke extensively 
about a wide variety of topics and also asked each one 
on the boat questions concerning such things as their 
age, background, and hopes for the future. Meanwhile, 
True Mother remained at the Clearstone farm where 
she, among other things, gave advice on improving the 
appearance of the property. 

At the end of the day and at True Mother' s request, 
dinner was served on the lawn for everyone. It was a 
warm summer evening and as about forty members sat 
in a circle around a small fire, True Father asked that 
each husband share some nice words about their own 
wife. Once the husband had done so, True Father himself 
made comments about each couple, giving them his 
insights on their situation or character. According to one 
member, it was surprising that although True Father had 
spent very little time with each person, he seemed to be 
well aware of each person' s strengths and weaknesses. 
The somewhat jovial exchange continued for some time 
and then True Father began speaking about the future 
development of the Canadian church. He said: 

"Suppose I came here and stayed here every day. What 
do you expect I would do with all of you? If I stay here 
for one month I will send all of you pioneering. What do 
you think, do you want to see your country of Canada, 
particularly the Unification Church Movement, progress 
and develop or not. If you just stay still and follow the 
pattern you have been keeping how can you expect that 
there will be development?'' 

By then, True Father had spent almost ten days in 
Canada and was somewhat familiar with the church' s 
situation. He had heard numerous reports not only from 

the Canadian members but also from a number of Korean 
members living in Canada such as Choon Keun Chang, 
Sun Chui Yoon, Kuk Pae Eum, and Hae Kun Lee. He 
then asked for some feedback on how to improve church 
activities in light of Canada' s political situation. At the 
time, a national referendum on the country' s constitution 
concerning national unity, was little more than a year 
away. True Father asked: 

"Would it be advisable if we divide your country, 
Canada, into two regions. For example, a Montreal region 
and a Toronto region, and have them both compete. Have 
you thought about it? ... Political separation may come 
in the future, however, before that happens our internal 
movement should be able to establish a foundation in both 
places; in the Montreal region and in the Toronto region, 
and multiply our membership. And even if separation 
occurs our membership should be able to unite any 
time we want ... That kind of internal foundation must 
be set, otherwise Canada may be divided for good I am 
contemplating at this point, since I came here and saw 
the situation, that before I leave tomorrow I am asking 
you if you want to see me set up the situation so that 
you have two different headquarters, one in Montreal and 
the other in Toronto. Which do you prefer? .... " 

True Father was suggesting a completely new 
organizational structure for the church. After some 
discussion, True Father expressed his views on the need 
for establishing autonomous regions and gave examples 
from nature to explain the benefits of autonomy, as well 
as through giving examples from various aspects of the 
worldwide church especially in Korea, Japan and the 
United States. He said: 
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True Father speaks to members in Canada June 1991 

" ... like our movement in America has ten regions. 
Although they are all under my umbrella and the national 
headquarters, they are very autonomous when it comes to 
their witnessing programs and activities in various ways. 
So even in Canada each province or each region should 
obtain their autonomy and do work independently __ Each 
individual should become a church leader _ In Korea and 
Japan up until recently there was one centralized structure, 
but I spread them all over. For example, in Japan I created 
16,()(X) independent centers. That is Tribal Messiahship 
providence. Now I am sowing the Tribal Messiah [seed] in 
16,CXX) different locations. It will multiply and start growing 
and you will see how abundantly it will grow _ What do 
you feel? Do you feel you want to go out as individuals 
or do you want to be together and do something in one 
place." 

Obviously this trend toward decentralization was not 
limited to Canada, but was a worldwide phenomenon 
of the Unification Church. Indeed, True Father, as the 
charismatic leader of the church, was serving as a 
catalyst to ensure that this process would take place 
speedily. 

True Father commented that a large country such as 
Canada was difficult to manage by one person in a central 
location and suggested that the church should establish 
autonomous regions. After some discussion on whether 
it was better to have two or more regions, it was agreed 
that four regions, each led by a distinct regional director, 
would be best 

Since it was getting dark outside, True Father invited 
everyone into the lodge to further discuss the planned 
changes. He said: 

"- if we want to divide this country into four different 
regions, let' s see who can be the four regional directors. 
... So from now on there will be no national headquarter 
function, but each region will have its own headquarters 
and be autonomous. The central headquarters will be True 
Parents. This will be Canadian headquarters. Let' s pick 
four regional leaders." 

What followed was an election for the regional leaders. 
Since only about forty of the Canadian members were 
present, True Father emphasized that those in attendance 
should represent the entire Canadian membership. Each 
person was asked to write four names on a piece of paper 
and that those with the most votes would be assigned 
personally by True Father to each region. The four 
cities chosen to be regional headquarters were Toronto, 
Montreal, Vancouver and Halifax. The respective regional 
directors elected were John Bellavance, Robert Duffy, 
Franco Famularo and Douglas White. 

True Father then assigned each elected leader to the 
four major Canadian cities through a traditional Korean 
custom of writing the four names of the regional leaders 
at the top of a piece of paper and the four cities at the 
bottom. Through a seemingly complicated process of 
going through a maze of lines with a pen he connected 
each name with a city. In a sense, it was similar to a 
lottery or draw process. Indeed, True Father often 
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used similar draw or lottery methods to assign leaders 
to a variety of missions throughout the world. Thus, 
Bellavance, Duffy, Famularo and White were connected 
to Toronto, Montreal, Vancouver and Halifax respectively. 

The establishment of four autonomous regions through 
True Father' s intervention had effectively dismantled the 
Canadian Unification Church as a nationally centralized 
organization. In addition, his earlier (1988) directives to 
have pioneers in each province and have members return 
to their hometowns set the stage for an entirely new era 
of the Unification Church in Canada. 

The following morning, at an extensive breakfast 
meeting with the elected regional directors, True Father 
encouraged each to engage in a heavenly competition 
and since each represented ancestral heritages that had 
previously been enemy nations, True Father further 
emphasized that they create unity with each other. But, 
there was another element that was introduced to the 
mix of personalities that, until then, had not been part of 
the picture in the Canadian Unification Church. 

Before embarking on his trip back to New 
York on June 19, True Father introduced a new 
development in the organization of the Canadian church. 
Immediately after the election the previous night, 
True Father suggested that the four Korean male 
members present at the meeting, Choon Keun Chang, 
Kuk Pae Eum, Sun Chul Yoon, and Hae Kun Lee, as well 
as the four Japanese ladies, Kuboki, Oyamada, Furuta and 
Sakurai each form a trinity with the Canadian leaders and 
be assigned to each region in an advisory role. 

This marked the introduction, in a major way, of 
oriental leadership to the Canadian movement for 
the first time. Again using the Adam, Eve, Archangel 
typology, True Father stated that the Korean, Japanese, 
and Canadians were, respectively, in an Adam, Eve and 
Archangel role. 

Through a similar draw system, Yoon and Oyamada, 
Lee and Sakurai, Chang and Kuboki, and Eum and 
Furuta, were assigned to Toronto, Montreal, Vancouver 
and Halifax, respectively. Furthermore, at breakfast 
it was announced that Helene Dumont, since she had 
actually scored fourth in the election, would be assigned 
as national itinerary worker for the entire country. 

Besides continuing activities in Quebec City, she was 
also asked to travel to each region and conduct seminars 
and meetings with the membership. 

Before leaving True Father again emphasized that 
each region should work autonomously, compete with 
each other in their outreach activities, and find many 
members. The stage had been set. Four autonomous 
regions were now in place, marking a new beginning in 
the development and history of the Canadian Unification 
Church. It was almost precisely twenty- three years after 
Linna Miller Rapkins and Marie Leckrone Ang first began 
their missionary activities in Toronto. 
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True Mother prays at Holy Ground established by True Father- June 15, 1991 
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True Mother visits Old Montreal - June 15, 1991 
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True Mother & Mrs. Kuboki, Oyamada, Furuta and Sakurai 
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True Parents with Canadian leaders at Thousand Islands - June 19, 1991 
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True Father speaks to Canadian Leaders while fishing on Lake Ontario - June 18, 1991 
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True Mother speaks in Ottawa Parliament Buildings 1993 

On November 8, 1993, in the Railroad Committee Room 
of the Parliament Buildings in Ottawa, True Mother 
addressed an overflow audience of over three hundred 
fifty dignitaries, parliamentarians and guests from all 
over Canada. The overflow watched the speech on closed 
circuit TV in an adjacent space. True Mother' s speech in 
Ottawa was part of a world- wide speaking tour in which 
she proclaimed the message "True Parents and the 
Completed Testament Age" in more than forty countries. 

At the meeting in Ottawa, True Mother was 
introduced to the distinguished audience by the former 
Governor General of Canada, Dr. Edward Schreyer. In 
attendance were five members of parliament, fifteen 
ambassadors, a number of senatorial aides, and several 
community leaders. Proclamations and letters of support 
for the activities of True Mother and the Women' s 
Federation for World Peace (WFWP) were received prior 
to the meeting from sixty-two leading Canadians which 
included, the then Governor General Ray Hnatyshyn, 
former Prime Minister Kim Campbell, the premiers of 
most Canadian provinces, and the mayors of many major 
Canadian cities. True Mother also received two awards 
for her work, one of which was from the Kiwanis Club of 
Ottawa. 

The program moderated by Robert Duffy, began with 
Rev. Dr. Petro Bilaniuk giving an invocation of peace 
from the writings of St. Basil the Great, followed by a 
musical performance by soloist Sophie-Marie Martel 
and harpist Caroline Lizotte. After a video presentation 
on the work of the WFWP and an introduction by Dr. 
Schreyer, True Mother gave her speech. It was one of 
the most significant speeches of True Parents' ministry 
until that time. To an attentive and polite audience, who 
simultaneously read the text in either English or French 
as she spoke, True Mother began her speech as follows: 

"I want to express my heartfelt gratitude to you for 
coming here today. As leading citizens of Canada, you 
possess the responsibility of guiding your nation into 
the next millennium. The promise of a peaceful and 
prosperous future depends directly upon the collective 
actions we take today." 

The speech, which lasted over one hour, covered in 
outline form the entire contents of the Divine Principle 
and introduced the life course of True Father. It further 
discussed the numerous social problems faced by people 
of the 20th century and offered as a solution, the ideal of 
"true love". In her speech, True Mother suggested that 
the root cause of all human misery was the destruction of 
humanity' s loving relationship with God. Moreover, True 
Mother explained that the historical foundation had been 
laid for the return of the Messiah in the 20th century. 

She elaborated that the Messiah, who set the example 
for a restored relationship with God, came as the True 
Parents of all humanity to establish a "True Family". 
Toward the conclusion of her speech she announced the 
following: 

"Based upon this foundation, my husband and I can 
now stand on a world-wide level as the first True 
Parents. As True Parents, we are ushering in the 
Completed Testament Age .... Ladies and gentlemen, it is 
my great privilege to announce to you the establishment 
of the first completed True Family. My husband and 
I, together with our 13 children and 20 grandchildren 
are absolutely dedicated to serving God and humanity. 
With three generations in one family, we have achieved, 
on the family level, the central root (grandparents), the 
central trunk (parents), and the central bud (children) 
of the "Tree of Life" mentioned in the Bible. It is our 
sincere hope that you will symbolically graft into the 
tree by joining us in our efforts to create an ideal nation 
and world. This marks the beginning of the Completed 
Testament Age." 

It was undoubtedly, for True Parents and all 
Unificationists, a historic announcement to the people 
of Canada. Only time would tell whether the people of 
Canada, who heard the proclamation, also recognized the 
historic nature of the moment. 
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THE CORPORATION OF THE 

CITY OF WINDSOR 

MICHAEL 0, HURST 

118. ll&Jt Ja Ban Noon 
:International President 

EXECUTIVE OFFICE 

Wca.n•• Federation for world Peace 
c/o '1'be swomit council for world Puce 
600-U Bank str-t 
ottawa, ontario 
KlP 189 

Dear Nadaa1 

:It i • a privilege for - to Hnd you thi• l•tter on behalf of the City 
council and citicen. of WiDdaor, ont•rio, ..,.lcoaing yoo to the oapit&l city 
of Canada and wishing you wll for your atay in our country, 

:r know that people of good will ev.ryvhere aupport the aia• of tbe WOD• n • • 
r.deration for World Peace, and those of u. here in Windsor hope that tbe 
national ... ting of the Federation which yaa. will attend in .ottava will 
bring prcaiaing re.W.ta, Jt ll ironic that at • tiae when aany put• of our 
world .... at long lut convi..ncltd that peace 1a the only way, othllr areu 
peraiat in the kind of diHgn•mnta and dispute• that lead to conflict. 

I want you to know that the City of Windsor •upport• the effort• of Yol1 and :: :it other people who ara trying to •pr.ad the peace -Hage througboat 

xay you have a product.in -.ting in ottava, ud -Y aucceH in achieving 
peace •->ng the world'• peopl•• be the f1Da.l nault of the effort• of yoa 
and all of your colleague•• 

Micbul D. aunt 
Mayor 

MB/lr 

No..-...3, 1993 

Mrs. Hok J• Han Moon 
IntmuJtioru,I Pruidmt 
TM Womm'• Fedn,nion fo, Worid Ptaee 
600 • 99 Bmtk Smet 
Ott,rwa, Ontario 
K'lP 6B9 

Dear Mn. Moon: 

J .l Office of the Mayor fl'\ Ben Franklin 

I wowld likt to wekomt YDII to 1M on.wa-Cwton Rqion u prm of ymn forty 
tmr, Mlion ,ptoking t011r on btlu,lf of lb• Wo,,..,. •• Feurdion for Worid Peace. 

I wWt yDII ....,, succes• ., you tmwl lhrDllg/,out our uut co,mtry muting 
wom,n an,I promoling 1M dialog,,, for World P,ace. 

Kindest reganu, 

Sincertly, 

Ben Frmtklm 
MAYOR 

---o:lAl'ClRATIONOfTHECfl'rOfNEPEAN 101~0,ve 

-""""' ""'"" 
813-721,8801 
Fax613-727-6653 

... 
• !?M.r.~ 

~:l'.9K/..5'.."JJ" 
.ltCJ/'~ 

7,f$.J11,P 
f,Y.9/,~i"-lYIM 

D<ar Mn. Moon: 

Novemb<r 4, 1993 

lt 11"'"' m,,,.., pleosur, ,o -)'OU in 1M Nodonal Capital R4fc,, a, ycu 
will virit 1M Summit Council for World Peac, on NowmJ,,, 8th, 1993. 

I '"11"1 that I am unable to join 1M llfOUP for this ...,,,,, -....; I wish to 
- .. )'OU and your mppon,n. my ""Y bat wlsha for • ,.,,,.,,,µ ..,.,., and to 
:::.you for your contribudon to IM quat for peac, and )!<)Ul' ltnl//&le for p,da 

Z Moveaber 1992 

Mrs. Hak Ja Han Moon 
International President 
Woaen's Federation for World Peace 
c/o 600-99 rue Bank Street 
Ottawa~ Ontario 
KlP 6B9 

Dear Mrs. Noon: 

Althoua;h I a• unable to attend your first national meetina:, I 
want to extend .,. war111est areetings and support of the Women's 
Federation for World Peace . 

I coaaend you and the aeabers of your Federation for your 
dedication to work.in& toaethn to brina: peace, freedoA and 
opportunity to all people of the earth and your continuina 
ccaaitaent to bettering quality of life for all, 

RAP/ey 

Proclamations and letters of support for the activities of True Mother and the Women's Federation for World Peace 
(WFWP) were received prior to the meeting from sixty-two leading Canadians which included, the then Governor 
General Ray Hnatyshyn, former Prime Minister Kirn Campbell, the premiers of most Canadian provinces, and the 

mayors of many major Canadian cities. 
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Canadian C > Conseil 
Advisory Cooncil .,__,. = . ,.,. consultatif canadien 

on the Status ofWmen ~¥;/£ sur la situation de la femme 

Mn. Hat Ja Han Moon 
International President, 
The Women's Fedontion for World Peace 
c/o Mr. Daniel Stringer 
Dirednr of Political Activities 
The Summit Council for World Peace 
600-99 Bani: Street 
C>aawa, Ontario 
KlP6B9 

Dear Mrs. Moon: 

November 2, 1993 

It gives me great pleuure to welcome you on your first visit to Canada, for your 
addresa to dte national meeting of the Women's Federation for World Pea<:e. 

The Canadian Advisory Council on the SllllUs of Women (CACSW) shares your 
deep concern over the problems of the world community. such ~ poverty, crime, drugs, 
- preenancy, and AIDS. We applaud your tireless effons to put these issues on the public 
agenda and hijhligbt the need for a multifaceted approach to their solution. We agree dlat 
economic meam alone. while important, cannot solve these problems. Throughout history, 
women have played a crucial role u nurturers and humanitarians in societies; this is a 
wonhy example for all to follow. As an advisory body to govornmeot, lhe CACSW worts 
to improve the sllllUs of women throughout Canada, knowin& dlat it leads to equality 
throughout all of society. Your work on a global scale is essential for improving the quality 
of life for people around the world. 

I hope you will have a wonderful visit during your stay in Canada and wish you aU 
success in your current speaking tour as President of tbe Women's Federation fur World 
Peace. 

U0O'ConnorS1reet, 9th floor, Box 1541. S11. '11" 
Ottav.a, °'1111rin KIP5R5 Tel.: (613) 9924975 
Fv.:(613)9Q2.)715 

Sincerely, 

Glenda P. Simms, Ph.D. 
President 

110. rue O'Connor, 9iemehq~ C.P. 1541. Suoc "BR 
Ouawa (Ontario) K I P SRS TCI.: (613)992-4975 
Te6copicur. (613) 992-1715 

The Corporation of the City of Cambridge 
camt,ndgt, Onta,10~~ 

Mra. Rak Ja Han 
International President 
"oaeu' s Pederation for World Peac• 

Dear Mrs. Moon: 

lfovember 2, 1993 

O"'ICE Of' THI: MAYOIII 
.,. N0-417 

A.a Mayor of the City of Cant.bridge, I would lite to eztend my 
pereon.al congratulations and beat wishes for your upcoming national 
address to the tfomen' • Federation on November 8th at the Parli ... nt 
SuilcUngs in Ottawa. 

Although I u unable to joio, you, I aa collfident that you, your 
gueats and supporters will have a very succeaaful -•ting. Your .. ssage 
of hope to woaen around the world will encourage them to work together to 
bring peace and freedoa for all aankind. 

On behalf of City Council and the citiaena of Cambridge, 
Ontario, best wishes :for a very succeaaful event. 

Sincerely, 

JB/lv . Mayor 
City of Caabrici9e 

.!Ji_ 
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Father speaks in Toronto as part of World Speaking Tour 1995 

fil~o~AI:: :g-o~HJ 'cJj!~ ~R ~ .!il..~~~ 
True Father speaks at the event and Mr. Peter Kim translates. 

True Father spoke to an audience of 1000 people in 
Toronto, Canada on December 7, 1995. It was his 60th 
public speech and Canada was the 36th country in which 
he spoke, during 1995. The speech was held at the Royal 
York Hotel in downtown Toronto. 

Canada was not on the original tour schedule, however, 
due to complications experienced in Europe, True Father 
decided to make Canada the final stop of his tour. 

Canadian members first heard of this only 2 weeks 
prior to the scheduled speech, November 22. The visit 
was True Parents' 9th to Canada. True Father visited 
Canada in 1965, 1971, 1976, 1977, 1987, 1988, 1991 (twice) 
and True Mother came in 1993 by herself. True Mother 
accompanied True Father on each of the previous visits 
other than in 1965. This was nevertheless, True Father's 
first public appearance in Canada. 

Before beginning to read his speech, True Father 
extemporaneously explained that Canada is in a role to 
mediate between Europe and the United States. He said 
that if Canada sticks with him, it will become the number 
one country in the world and indeed surpass the United 
States. The Toronto Star, Canada's most widely read 
daily newspaper, reported this in a story on December 
8. (Indeed the Toronto Star article mentioned this point 

twice.) He further stated that his hope was for Canada to 
help mediate the Unification of Protestant North America 
and Catholic South America. 

True Father read his speech in Korean and Peter Kim 
read the translation in English. True Father was very 
vigorous and spoke with much enthusiasm, as was the 
translator, Mr. Peter Kim The speech lasted for just over 
one hour including translation. 

One of the main concerns was True Father' s entry 
into the country. With the help of a Canadian immigration 
lawyer and the help of a Canadian Unificationist lawyer, 
Bruce Casino, True Father could enter Canada without 
any problem 

The entire program went well Surely some issues, but 
nothing serious. The program was all put together at the 
last minute. For example, the musical presentations were 
not in place till the day before the event 

Reverend Lindsay King, a minister from the United 
Church of Canada, offered the invocation. This was 
followed by Robert Huang, a cello player originally from 
China, who performed The Swan by Saint Saens. We 
then had Wen Zhang sing "O Lord Most Holy" followed 
by Judi Beagan who sang "Ave Maria". 

Rev. Dr. Petro Bilaniuk introduced True Father. In his 
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True Father greets Dr. Petro Bilaniuk 

intrcxiuction he said, that it was an ennobling experience 
for him to introduce an extraordinary man like True 
Father. He related how he was initially attracted to the 
Unification movement because of True Father's teaching 
about Communism and how recent history clearly shows 
that True Father's teaching was indeed prophetic. He 
concluded his intrcxiuction by saying that this was the 
crowning point of his association with True Father, to be 
able to introduce True Father in Toronto, in what has 
become his hometown. 

At the conclusion of the speech, True Father was 
awarded the George F. Hixson medallion, the highest 
award given by Kiwanis International for public 
service. This was presented by Daniel Stringer who 
is the Lieutenant Governor of Division 13 of Eastern 
Canada and the Caribbean for Kiwanis International. 
He was also awarded a plaque by Rev. Ugo Monaco, 
a minister of the United Church of Canada, on behalf 
of the Interdenominational Conferences for the Clergy. 
Finally, he was given an Indian head dress, the highest 
honor bestowed on anyone in the native tradition, by a 
representative of a First Nations Canadian tribe, Anita 
Wells, who attended the 360,000 blessing. As the MC 
mentioned in his introductory remarks, "Toronto" is a 
Huron word for "meeting place." 

At the conclusion of the program, True Parents 
appeared on the stage together to receive the awards 
and a floral presentation given by Dionisiye and Christina 
Tadin. 

The following provides a glimpse of True Father' s 
schedule during his stay in Canada True Parents arrived 
at Pearson International Airport in Toronto at around 
2:30 pm on December 7. After being driven to the hotel 
and having time to freshen up, meeting with some church 
leaders and a quick dinner it was almost time to begin 
the program. Immediately after his speech, True Father 
spent a little more than one hour teaching True Mother' s 
high school classmate and her husband, the Kims, who 
live in Canada. True Mother always makes a point of 
making contact with her old classmate when she visits 
Canada 

After having spoken with their guests at length about 
the Divine Principle, True Father then addressed a 
gathering of the general membership. It began with the 
traditional cutting of the victory cake, after which he 
spoke till 2:30 a.m. about his favorite topics - true love, 
the love palace and the intimate relationship between 
man and woman in marriage. He was clearly enthusiastic 
about the subjecl 
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True Parents at conclusion of speech 

True Father was very happy that the conference was 
successful and the meeting concluded with several songs 
and True Father himself sang the last song. 

True Father hardly slept Early the following morning, 
he spent the whole of breakfast teaching Mother's high 

school friend and her husband He did so, almost without 
eating, till the time he departed for the airport. (The 
husband of True Mother's classmate was amazed at 
True Father' s vigor and stamina in spite of his 75 years 
of age and the grueling schedule he had endured during 
the world tour.) 

Introduction by Dr. Petro B Btlcri.k 

Rev. Dr. Bilaniuk is professor of theology and religious 
studies at the University of St. Michael's College and 
the University of Toronto and also Mitred Archpriest of 
the Ukrainian Catholic Church. He holds 4 doctorates, 
speaks 12 languages and is the author of 13 books and 
over 200 articles in 5 languages. He is also president of 
the Coalition for Religious Freedom and Justice as well as 
the President of the Canadian branch of the Professors 
World Peace Academy. He is one of the few scholars to 
be awarded the Einstein Award 

"It is an ennobling experience for me to introduce to 
you a rather extraordinary man My first encounter with 
the work of Reverend Sun Myung Moon came in 1975, 

when I became involved in his Victory over Communism 
campaign. The following year, I had the pleasure of seeing 
True Father in person for the first time, when he spoke 
to a gathering of over 300,000 people, in Washington D.C. 
Since then, I have had numerous occasion s to meet him 
personally and witness his many initiatives, especially 
through my participation in conferences such as the 
International Conference for the Unity of the Sciences, 
the . God Conferences and the meetings of the Professors 
World Peace Academy (PWPA). 

My academic specialty is in the field of theology. As I 
have studied religion for more than 40 years, I can attest 
to the fact that in Rev. Moon we have a man who is truly 
guided by God. Furthermore, I am personally inspired 
by the fact that he has been driven by this profound 
relationship to commit his entire life to the healing of the 
broken heart of God and the family of humankind 

For a student of religion like myself, who, for the most 
part, studies such people only through historical inquiry, it 
is a rare opportunity to encounter one in person. People 
like Francis of Assisi, Ignatius Loyola or Martin Luther 
overcame great obstacles in their lives to fulfill their 
religious visions. For people like ourselves, it might be 
difficult to understand the mentality of such an individual, 
but I find placing him in a historical context to be helpful. 
And so for a great religious leader to be misunderstood 
and persecuted in his time, indeed to be ahead of his time, 
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True Father receives Kiwanis award from Blandine Stringer 

is not unusual. 
As a victim of Soviet communism in the Ukraine, 

I was encouraged by his understanding of the amoral 
nature of Marxism Leninism. At a time when most of the 
western world was being duped by the Soviet lie, Rev. 
Moon' s message was a lonely cry in the wilderness. He 
understood the godless nature of communism and his 
was the loudest religious voice in the world to denounce 
its dehumanizing effect on the family of man Subsequent 
history has proven to me the prophetic qualities of Rev. 
Moon' s message. 

After my initial involvement with Rev. Moon's 
International Federation for Victory over Communism, 
I was introduced to the PWP A. The organization is 
comprised of academics who believe that a worldwide 
community of scholars can make significant contributions 
to the search for peace. In 1983, in conjunction with 
the Professors Academy, I had the opportunity to tour 

throughout South Korea with Rev. Moon as he proclaimed 
his vision of true love within the context of the family. I 
began to realize that not only was he a man of vision, but 
also one committed to action. You can see why it became 
clear to me that Rev. Moon was not an ordinary religious 
leader. 

I have always appreciated Rev. Moon' s concern for 
the world not only from a spiritual perspective, but also 
for his genuine commitment to learning and academic 
excellence. And so it is for me tonight, perhaps the 
crowning point of my long association with Rev. Moon 
and the fruits of his vision to be able to introduce him to 
you here in Toronto, in what has become my hometown 

Because of his great commitment to family, to spiritual 
values and an ethical lifestyle, it is easy for me to 
commend Rev. Moon to you. He has a vision not only for 
the entire world, but also I know of his specific love and 
commitment to Canada 
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True Father 
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~~QI -g-_g_~ ~ ~~o~AI:: ~o~l::li 'a 
True Father emphasizes a point in his talk 

-6.J-=?-~ OJl.i'JI ~~o~AI:: ~o~l::li 'a 
True Father speaks to members 



~-,1~0fl711 W~o~J..1:: :eJ"O~cli'a 
True Father speaks to members 

w~ ~ ~~a~,.._1:: :ei-o~cli 'a 
True Father makes a point 
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True Mother speaks to Korean Community in Toronto 1996 

~%0Jl7ll ~~o~AI::: ~OJOJ ~ 
True Mother addresses the audience 

On July 28, 1996, True Mother spoke at the Toronto 
Westin Prince Hotel to an audience of 700 Korean 
Canadians as part of a North American City Tour of 
Korean communities. Among the audience were many 

leaders from well- established Korean communities. 
Toronto Westin Prince Hotel was chosen as the best 

venue for the event. Dr. Chae Hee Lee with Rev. Dong Woo 
Kim visited and asked for the cooperation from the Korean 
Consulate, the Korean Association, Korean Businessmen' s 
Association, Korean Senior's Association and other Korean 
community organizations. Although there was a short 
period to prepare, the event went smoothly due the full 

involvement and dedication of KEA members, Japanese 
missionaries and Canadian members. 

All members except those who were responsible for the 

venue preparation at the hotel delivered flyers promoting 
the event until just before the beginning of the event. 

Mr. Jae Myung Moon and Mrs. Yi Soon Moon, who had 
proudly become aware of the worldwide activities of True 
Father since they were from the same Moon clan, had been 
earnestly awaiting True Mother' s appearance in Toronto 
after they noticed ads about the event in the Toronto 
Korean newspaper. They shared that they were counting 
the days expecting that day more enthusiastically than 

meeting their own parents. 
As this was the first assembly for Korean residents in 

Toronto, Rev. Dong Woo Kim served as MC, a mother and 
her sons, Ms. Jeong Ok Lee, Mr. Dae II Kim, and Mr. Shane 
Kim, played piano, viola and violin respectively, which 

relaxed the audience before the main program. 
Dr. Chae Hee Lee in his welcoming remarks said "I 

myself came to Toronto only 20 days ago and have not 
been able to visit and greet you yet. I am both happy and 
sorry since I see you for the first time this evening while 
attending Dr. Han Hak Ja Moon. I am grateful that you 

came to join us tonight and promise you that I will visit and 
greet you after this event." 

Over 700 people, some of whom had to stand at the back 
of the hall during the assembly due to an overflow crowd, 
listened to True Mother's speech, including Mr. Joon Kyeong 
Seo, president of the Toronto Korean Community, Mr. Deok 
Joo Yoon, a director of the Toronto Korean Community, Mr. 
Yong Seok Kim, president of Businessmen' s Association, as 
well as the president of the Korean Senior' s Association, the 
representative of Korean General Consulate of Toronto, and 
other representatives of various organizations in the area. 

The Korean Consular in Toronto sent a message that 
read as follows: 'I express sincere congratulations on the 
activities of Dr. Hak Ja Han Moon for the sake world peace. 
I wish all the best for the activities of Women's Federation 
for World Peace. Mr. Joon Kyeong Seo said, "I cannot 
help but be surprised at seeing such a large audience as 
we have today, despite the fact that it has been only 20 
days since Dr. Chae Hee Lee arrived in Toronto. As of 
now, no assembly of Korean residents has more than 200 
people, I would say it is miracle that more than 700 came 

this evening. I am sure that to meet Dr. Hak Ja Han Moon is 
our great honor which will bring a great heavenly fortune to 

the Toronto Korean community. I wish that Dr. Hak Ja Han 
Moon will bring great success in her worldwide activities." 

Mr. Yong Seok Kim said "I have been invited and have 
participated in the Divine Principle lecture workshops 
for several occasions in Havana, Korea, and NY, and 
quite frankly, I am a zealot. I regret that I have not met 
Unificationists before. Tonight, I was strongly impressed 
by Dr. Moon' s amazing beauty - great enough to embraces 

the world Her graceful image already impressed me even 

before her speech." 
True Mother read her keynote address, entitled 

"Women' s Mission for World Peace in the 21st Century" 
for approximately 40 minutes, during which she received 

applause fifteen times. 
At the victory celebration, True Mother received flowers 

and then Korean members, Japanese members, Japanese 
missionaries, and Canadian members sang songs. Japanese 
missionaries sang "What is happiness?" in Japanese, Dr. Lee 
sang "Gohyang Moojeong," Franco Famularo sang "O Sole 
Mio," and all together sang "Saranghae Tangshinnui." 

That evening, True Father was in Washngton D.C., and 
thanked Mother on the phone. Also he recognized the hard 
work of Canadian members. True Father and True Mother 
sang in return. True Father sang "Maume Jayuchonji," 
and True Mother sang a Japanese song "Hurusato," and all 

stayed at the meeting till after midnight. 
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fil~ ~ 7cH:la~:: ~%~ 
The aud ience listens attentively 



~0101\3 1996'.:! 7~ 28~ 
True Mother - July 28, 1996 
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~2.1 ~o~ ~I~~ :x:~ 2 AI~ ~OJOJ'a 
True Mother cuts the victory cake 

~OJOJ'a:i!~ 1Hqq ~T~ 
True Mother and the Canadian members 

-f:1%5f. ~A~I ~2.H 
Rev. Dong Woo Kim sings 



~OJD:J'a~ 5floff ~cHo~~ '&I~ ~_ii]_A~~ 
Japanese missionaries to Canada sing for True Mother 

~-¥2.'a~ ~laH ~cHo~.JJ. ~~ ~<21 2Ail~ 
Korean 2nd generation living in Canada sing for True Parents 

~-¥2.\:J~ ~laH ~cHo~~ 7Hqq~1 ~2.1~ ~~~ 
Filipino members in Canada sing for True Parents 
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-§-~~ ~ ti! ~i!~ ~l}jl O~AI:: ~Di D-j 'a 
True Mother with Helen Kim - her school classmate 



... 

fil Oj Oj 'a j)_~ '21 Ail ~ 
Cheers of Mansei with True Mother 
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True Mother speaks in Montreal 1996 
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True Mother sings for Montreal family members 

~2.1 ~o~ 711~~ x~ 2 AI:: ~OiOi'a 
Cutting the victory cake in Montreal 
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True Mother with members before departure 

As part of a world- wide speaking tour to inaugurate 
the Family Federation for World Peace (FFWP) in 185 
nations, True Mother addressed a bilingual audience of 
some 400 people on Wednesday, October 9, 1996 at the 
Marriott Chateau Champlain in downtown Montreal. Her 
speech, "True Parents and True Family" , was delivered 
in English as simultaneous translation was provided for 
French speakers. This was True Mother' s first public 
appearance in the predominantly French-speaking 
province of Quebec. This was also True Mother' s second 
visit to Canada in less than three months. 

The evening program, which was fluently guided by 
our bilingual MC, John Bellavance, began with musical 
selections by Mrs. Raphaelle Paquette, winner of the 
contest for the best French singer in Canada. She sang 
"Ombre Legere" by Meyerbeer and "O Mio Babbino 
Caro" by Puccini, accompanied by Mrs. Caroline Veillette 
on piano. 

The invocation was given by Reverend Ugo Monaco 
of the United Church of Canada and representative of the 
National Council of Ethnic Organizations in Canada. 

This was followed by congratulatory remarks made by 
a prominent Quebec City architect, Mr. Jocelyn Perron, 
who expressed his welcome on behalf of all Quebecers. 
He expressed his admiration for True Mother' s efforts 
to provide a new outlook on family values within the 
context of the end of the 20th century. He praised her 
for her many accomplishments while at the same time 
raising a family of 13 children. 

A video of True Mother' s recent activities was then 
shown. The video presentation, entitled "The Origin 
of a World Peace" and shown in its French version, 
encapsulated the wide range of activities in which True 
Mother has been involved. The video served as the 
introduction to True Mother. 

True Mother then read her speech in impeccable 

English, which was simultaneously translated to French 
by Mrs. Claudine Veilleux-Champagne. The speech, 
entitled "True Parents and True Family", provided 
a view of the family from a biblical perspective and 
emphasized the importance of sound family values for the 
establishment of a better society and world It was well 
received by the audience and at times elicited several 
boisterous cheers. 

At the conclusion of the speech, Reverend Bernice 
Seabron of the International Temple of Spiritual 
Revelations, presented a plaque to True Mother in 
appreciation of her efforts for 'Inter-religious Harmony 
and World Peace'. Daniel Duffy, a representative of the 
youth wing of the FFWP immediately followed with a 
floral presentation to True Mother. 

The program continued with Reverend Chung Hwan 
Kwak' s reading of True Father's speech entitled "In 
Search of the Origin of the Universe" . True Father is 
also a co-founder of the FFWP. The speech, which 
was originally delivered in August of the same year 
at the Inaugural meeting of the FFWP emphasized the 
importance of the marital relationship as the basis for 
healthy and happy families. True Father' s speech was 
blunt and direct and often pointed out that the husband' s 
sexual organ belonged to his wife and that the wife' s 
organ belonged to her husband. This was to emphasize 
the importance and sanctity of the sexual relationship in 
a true marriage. Richard Fortin simultaneously translated 
the speech into French. The speech was well received 
and the audience often clapped in agreement with many 
of the points made. 

At the conclusion of the speech the audience, which 
consisted of several ambassadors who drove from 
Ottawa for the event, at least 20 or so academics from 
both French and English universities in Montreal, a native 
elder and artist from the Mohawk nation, representatives 
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from different faiths including Christian, Muslim and 
Buddhists, numerous family and friends, mingled over 
refreshments. There was strong representation from 
Quebec City, Ottawa and from as far away as Toronto 
and the northeastern United States. All in all, the event 
was a success. 

To provide a glimpse of True Mother' s schedule 
during her time in Montreal I would like to share the 
following: 

True Mother arrived at Montreal' s Dorval airport on 
a flight from New York City at 12:30pm on October 9, 
1996. There, she was greeted by several elders of the 
Unification Movement as well as by her high school 
classmate, Mrs. Helen Kim, who had driven from Ottawa 
for the occasion. 

After arriving at the hotel, True Mother had lunch 
with several members of her entourage: Reverend Chung 
Hwan Kwak, Mr. Peter Kim and representatives of the 
Canadian Unification Movement The Canadian members 
in attendance were recently appointed National Messiahs 
Dr. Chae Hee Lee, Mr. Habara and Mitch Dixon and 
Canadian Unification Church leaders Stoyan Tadin and 
Franco Famularo. At lunch while overlooking the city 
of Montreal, much information was shared about the 
city of Montreal and the province of Quebec, its French 
character and the ongoing Canadian unity debate. True 
Mother carefully listened to the various reports given by 
those present 

Later after the public speech, about 100 Unificationists 
and Family Federation members gathered in True 
Mother' s suite to share some time together with True 
Father, then in Uruguay, via telephone. Songs were sung 
and greetings were shared True Mother then gave the 
following brief talk: (This is an incomplete summary 
taken from personal notes. The translator was Mr. Peter 
Kim) 

Mother' s talk to members in Montreal 
Mother' s message tonight is the compressed 6000 

years of God' s providence in one hour. You have to 

~OJ Di 'a~ -?-loH 1-2.Ho~:: 01;i;il£i 2m ¥¥ 
Dr. & Mrs. Chae Hee Lee sing for True Mother 

understand that this message is turning the entire history 
of Christianity upside down. Suppose True Parents had 
proclaimed this 5 or 10 years ago. There would have 
been trouble. Consider South America which is mostly 
Catholic. Many consider Catholicism the national religion. 
Protestantism is just taking root in South America. In 
Catholic Theology, Mary is like God and then in the midst 
of this True Parents appear to tell them that Mary made 
a mistake. 

This message is one hour but it is absolutely logical. 
No one can come against it. Even since True Parents 
started the providence in South America they have been 
dealing with movers and shakers mostly VIPs attended 
speech in South America True Father has been staying 
in Uruguay giving education to various leaders in various 
sectors. Father established a new Federation for the 
Salvation of the New Nation. Also the Family Federation 
took birth in Uruguay. 

True Father also revealed a new plan for True 
Mother. From October 12 Father is bringing leaders of 
the various sports fields (soccer, basketball etc .... ) All 
sports leaders association many will come to Uruguay. 
Father asked Mother to come up with money to pay for 
this. In South America the influence of sports leaders 
is greater than that of political leaders. Once they go 
through this education program then Father will say to 
them to go here or there and they will go. As long as it is 
fine with their schedule they will come to see Father. 

In Central and South America there are 33 
independent states. Knowing this Father selected leaders 
from 33 nations. Father put them through three days 
workshop. Even though they have a weak Unification 
Church foundation the leaders got many to come and 
listen to Father's and Mother's message. For example 
in Bolivia, the poorest country in South America and also 
a country where the Unification Church is very weak, 
out of 33 leaders , many came and some 3000 students 
signed membership. None of those were simply people 
from the street but were those who had heard 1 day 



workshop. Over 1000 students came to the speech. This 
kind of miracle is happening in Bolivia. Those countries 
are competing with each other. 

Of course there are National Messiahs. One of 
them told Mother that he has the country in his hand. 
National Messiah' s are determined to accomplish their 
mission. God's agony is being liberated. Mother Mary is 
being liberated. Until now Jesus Christ could not find a 
foundation on earth. They are on earth. As you know if it 
is bound on earth it is bound in heaven. We have to solve 
problems on earth. God has been working on earth. Only 
Mother Mary is being liberated and will be able to come 
to help you spread this message all over the world 

Our responsibility is to do our absolute best to spread 
this message to all people. Unlike in the past, those 
that are prepared will open their hearts and receive 
this message. Your result will depend on how strong a 
determination you Canadians have. Nothing will stop us. 
When it comes to Christianity, Koreans are the most 
stubborn, yet Mother took her message to Korea and 
declared it strongly. If Mother had done this several 
years ago, they would have protested, but this time they 
did not. Mother wishes that you Canadians have pride 
and do your mission to bring couples to the 3.6 million 
Blessing. Add one zero to your goal. Try your best. Even 
during this speaking tour, 

Mother met many dignitaries and Presidents and after 
a few minutes, Mother' s talk turned to the Blessing. As 
tribal messiahs this is your responsibility. You can do 
this task as tribal messiahs. If you don' t, you will feel 
regret. You will be resented. if you can' t unite as leaders 
and tribal messiahs. Make plans to bring back victory. 
Mother' s direction is that you read Mother' s speech 
more than your age. So if you are 35 years old, you 
should read it at least 36 times. Father' s instructed 33 
leaders to spread message. Do your mission. 

The next morning True Mother had breakfast 
with the same group that had shared lunch with her the 
day before. After breakfast True Mother spoke again: 
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Franco & Chizuru Famulare sing for True Mother 

"You leaders need to have confidence to approach 
VIPs, government leaders etc.... So that they can bring 
people with them. Especially if there is a government 
leader dealing with social issues, you can even go above 
them to reach the Prime Minister. In the US there are 
now 1000 pastors that have been to the Washington DC 
conferences. Some pastors have requested that their 
church group receive blessing in their church. We have 
plenty of proofs and avenues that we can use to promote 
the Blessing." 

That morning Dr. Lee shared that one member was 
the last child in his family and that his parents mistreated 
him. He received the Blessing, and his brothers and 
sisters married and all were later divorced. Their 
marriages ended in disaster. This particular brother' s 
parents changed their attitude and started paying more 
attention to him. 

After this short talk there was a discussion on what 
to do with a few hours of free time that True Mother 
had before leaving. Although there was a plan to go on 
a sightseeing tour of Montreal, because of the rain it 
was decided to go on a short trip to the Laurentian ski 
resorts, north of Montreal to see the changing colors of 
the leaves. We drove to St Sauveur, about 1 hour north 
of Montreal. It was a beautiful sight, in spite of the rain, 
and True Mother enjoyed it. We stopped for coffee and 
donuts at Dunkin Donuts and then drove back to the 
Rockland Shopping Mall in Montreal where True Mother 
took us all on a short shopping spree, during which she 
bought ties for all the men in her entourage. After having 
lunch in the food court of the mall, we departed for the 
airport. There, we spent an hour or so talking with True 
Mother as she prepared for her flight to Rome, Italy. 
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True Mother signs speeches at conclusion of her stay in Montreal 
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True Mother views a photo of Montreal before signing 
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True Mother receives flowers from young 2nd generation 
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True Mother 
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True Mother speaks in Toronto 1998 

£~£0JIA-J ~-g- ~ OJl7il W~o~AI ~ :goi OJ 'a 
True Mother speaks to audience in Toronto 

True Mother embraced an overflow crowd at 
the Korean Canadian Cultural Center in Toronto on 
Thursday, April 16, 1998, as a conclusion to her 16-
city, Spring '98 speaking tour across North America. 
The Family Federation for World Peace and Unification 
(FFWPU) sponsored the event. The auditorium was 
packed within 15 minutes of the program' s beginning, 
with more and more chairs being added and ultimately 
ending with "standing room only." Written responses 
afterwards indicated that True Mother' s speech was the 
most captivating point of the evening. 

A crowd of over 500 people gathered from all 
walks of life, religions, and cultures in Toronto, reflective 
of the nature of Toronto itself. Included in this number 
were approximately fifty Unificationists. The program 
began with selections from Diane da Camara, a local 
opera singer, and continued with welcoming remarks 
from Rev. Michael Jenkins, Master of Ceremonies for the 
16-city tour. 

Rev. Jenkins' remarks included acknowledgment of a 

"Family Federation Day" Proclamation, which was issued 
in honor of True Mother by the Mayor of Brampton, 
Peter Robertson. Brampton is a neighboring city with a 
population of 300,000. Other acknowledgments included 
welcome letters to True Mother from Mike Harris, 
Premier of Ontario, Mel Lastman, Mayor of Toronto, 
and numerous other letters from provincial and city 
government leaders. A plaque was awarded to True 
Mother from Minister Don Muhammad of the Nation of 
Islam for her work strengthening families worldwide. 

The program continued with the national anthem and 
a warm ecumenical prayer by Father Terry Gallagher 
of the Scarborough Missions. Mr. Neil Salonen, Secretary 
General of the Family Federation International introduced 
the program followed by a speech, "True Parents" , 
read by Mrs. Karen Smith, Secretary General of the 
Women's Federation for World Peace in the USA, and 
a short video, "Toward World Peace." True Mother's 
speech "Blessed Marriage and Eternal Life" was the 
highlight of the night' s program. Flowers and plaques 



k J Han Moon •& 
l) r. Ila . a Eternal L1.1e 

Blessed Ma rrtage an~cc a nd Unification 
Family F ·drr itu n lor World Pe , ,. , ;r I 1998 
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~Oi D-j 'a:i!~ £-E-£2-1 VIP~ 1998'.:! 4~ 16~ 
True Mother with VIPs in Toronto - April 16, 1998 

were presented to True Mother in appreciation of her 
deep heart and concern for families. The audience was 
very attentive with everyone staying through the whole 
program. 

Following her speech, True Mother presented three 
books of a 15 volume abridged collection of 40 years of 
True Father' s teachings to eight local dignitaries. 

These distinguished recipients were: 1. Mr. Hoossen 
Auckbaraullee, Principal of the IQRA Islamic School, 2. 
Rev. Dr. Petro Bilaniuk, Right Rev. Mitrophoric Archpriest 
and Professor, University of Toronto, 3. Dr. Bob Carter, 
Professor of Philosophy, Trent University, 4. Dr. Jack 
Edwards, Pro- Family Lobby Coordinator, Canadian 
Family Action Committee, 5. Father Terry Gallagher, 
Scarborough Catholic Missions, 6. Mr. Amouzou Komi 
Nicolas, Minister Counsellor, Embassy of Togo, 7. Capt. 
Kenneth Ritson, The Salvation Army, 8. Mr. Jun Kyung 
Suh, President, Korean Canadian Association. 

Following the presentation of books on True Father's 
teachings, the program concluded with remarks by Rev. 
Jenkins, as Diane da Camara performed "Fill the World 
with Love" , and door prizes and refreshments coordinated 
by Rev. Mitch Dixon, Canadian director of FFWPU. 
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True Mother presents gifts of True Father's speeches 



£-E-£ ~-g- ~ 1998'.:! 4~ 16~ 
Audience in Toronto - April 16, 1998 
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True Mother speaks in Toronto as part of 1999 World Tour 
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NOJ Di 'a W~ ~ 7c:HJ o~ .JJ. S:l:: ~ -g ~ 
Audience listens to True Mother's speech 

True Mother opened her world speaking tour of 
32 countries in Toronto, Canada on April 12, 1999, after 
successfully completing 24 cities in the United States in 
24 days, 16 cities in Japan, and 8 cities in Korea. 

Toronto was the 49th city of 80 cities worldwide. True 
Mother, in her ardent prime, had been giving her all. 

Father Terry Gallagher of the Scarborough Catholic 
Missions introduced her at the event. Father Gallagher, in 
his late sixties, and an avid marathon runner said, 

"I am a marathon runner, but Mrs. Moon is a super 
marathon runner." She has been speaking on five world 
tours since 1993 at an arduous pace. We commend her 
as she carries her message of true love throughout the 
world." Emcee for the night was Rev. Michael Jenkins, 
with Dr. Tyler Hendricks offering special remarks, both 
were veterans on the course after 24 cities. 

The event in Toronto was highlighted by the 
attendance of 35 dignitaries including 15 Christian 

ministers, 6 religious leaders, including Muslim, 
Hindu, and Buddhist representatives. Several cultural 
organizations participated as well. Letters of welcome 
were sent to True Mother from local dignitaries. Mr. 
Hoossen Auckbaraullee offered the invocation, and Joan 
Elliott, a local recording artist, performed the national 
anthem 

An overtlow crowd of 1000 attended the event. 
In fact it was standing room only all the way down the 
corridor of the Ontario Science Centre. The Imperial Oil 
Auditorium has a capacity of 480. The overflow was 
turned away due to fire code regulations. 

For the luckier ones who came early, the evening 
was enchanting as True Mother' s smile and sparkling 
eyes exhibited a heart of true love to representatives 
of Canada. She wore a pastel orange suit, and her 
bright facial expressions gave her message of profound 
significance. 
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True Mother arrives in Toronto - April 12, 1999 

¥q~~ ~ 0 AI~ :el-OiOJ'a 
True Mother receives flowers at speech 



~cl ~or 711~~ Ar 2 AI:: :gOjDj'a 
True Mother cuts the victory cake 

:gOj Di 'a~ -9-lt5H .!:d.ff 0r:: 7H qq 2Ail ~ 
Canadian second generation sing for True Mother 
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~OJD! 'a7Jll '2!A~o~::: ~Hqq 61-?-~ 
Canadian members greet True Mother 



~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~§ 
Japanese missionaries sing for True Mother 
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Alan & Michiko Wilding give flowers to True Mother 
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True Mother speaks in Toronto as part of 2000 World Tour 
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True Mother speaks to Canadian members 
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As part of a worldwide speaking tour, True Mother arrived at the Toronto Skyport at 12:46 pm on Wednesday, 
May 31, 2000. The evening before, she had spoken in Moldova, Eastern Europe. 

An overflow crowd of 700 people attended True Mother's speech on the topic "The Path of the World and 
Humankind in the Last Days." In the audience were religious leaders of several faith traditions, such as Father Terry 
Gallagher, political leaders, including Hon. Alvin Curling, former speaker of the house of the Ontario Legislature, as 
well as the President of the Korean Community and more. 

The speech began at 7:30 p.m. and concluded by 8:50 p.m. Once the speech was over, True Mother departed for 
the airport. There was just enough time to take a photo with those who accompanied her, and soon after True Mother 
was on her flight just before 10:00 p.m. 
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True Mother speaks to Canadian members 
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£~£OIIA-J ~~o~AI ~ ~OJ OJ 'a 2000\:! s~ 31 ~ 
True Mother in Toronto - May 31, 2000 

~l~'c! n~A .2.~0IIA-J ta;t;:~q~ ~% ~OIIA-J ~~o~Al-c ~OJOJ'a 
True Mother speaks to overflow crowd at Westin Prince Hotel 
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~~:p;:~-9.J ~~~ 5floH ~~o~AI:: ~OJDi~ 
True Mother chooses winning ticket for door prize 



g-Oi Di 'cl£1 igJ-~ ~ ~~o~ ~ ~3~ 
Attentive audience listens to True Mother 

g-OjDj'cJ£1 'gJ-~ ~ ~~O~f ~.iil Al£:q ~ 
Religious leaders listen to True Mother 
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=filOiD-J'a]Jjl ;1Hqq %!"?12.! .:J.El~ ~~ 
Presentation of native Canadian art to True 
Mother 

=filOiD-J'a]Jjl ~A~iIH~ ~~o~~ £.~E c-JIII 
Robert Duffy presents plaque to True Mother 

=filOi DJ 'a]Jjl ¥qw ~~ 
Floral presentation to True Mother 



gOjD-j\::JQI "5"£~ cz.!~o~~ ~A~IIH~ -g-~o~~ Hon. Alvin Curling 
Hon. Alvin Curling makes presentation recognizing True Mother 

gOjo-J \::l.11~ 01;i;:l2.I £m, £ -E-£ 20oot1 s~ 31 ~ 
True Mother with Dr. Chae Hee Lee - May 31, 2000 Toronto 
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True Father last speech in Canada - December 23, 2005 
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True Father speaks in Toronto 
December 23, 2005 

N0~l::lj'a£1 ~~~ :~Hlo~~ £-E-££11£t ~ ~%~ 
Overflow crowd in Toronto listens to True Father 

The final stop of True Father's 100 City World Tour 
of 2005, inaugurating the Universal Peace Federation 
(UPF), was in Toronto, Canada on Friday, December 23, 
2005. This would be True Father's tenth and last visit to 
Canada. 

True Parents arrived in the late morning on a flight 
from the Bahamas where, on the previous evening, True 
Father had delivered his speech. Since they would be 
returning to New York the same evening, all Unification 
members gathered at the Westin Prince Hotel and before 
lunch was served flowers were presented, prayers 
were offered and True Father and several elders of the 
International and Canadian movement sang songs. 

Dr. Peter Kim sang "Danny Boy", Archbishop Stallings 
sang "O Holy Night". True Father personally asked Alan 
Wilding to sing and he offered "The Lord into his Garden 
Comes". Dr. Yang sang "Horio Arirang", Dr. Chae Hee 
Lee sang "Sin Gu Yo" and Franco Famularo sang "O 
Sole Mio". 

During lunch, True Parents received reports about 
the Canadian movement and also heard from Archbishop 
Stallings about his successful efforts to communicate 
True Father' s message with the Christian community 
in Fiji. Dr. Lee reported that the current visit was True 
Father' s 10th visit to Canada and that it had been ten 
years since the previous visit. Mitch Dixon, Robert Duffy 
and Franco Famularo reported about various aspects of 

the work of the UPF in Canada including the fact that 
one Member of Parliament listed his affiliation as an 
Ambassador for Peace on his campaign literature. 

Dr. Lee presented a 48" x 36" world map 
to True Parents that served as the backdrop of the 
banner for the event. The artwork (backdrop) included 
every city on the tour with lines tracing the air routes 
connecting the 100 cities on the tour. True Parents were 
very inspired and signed several copies, which were later 
given to each church in Canada 

During lunch True Father announced that he wanted 
to speak before dinner, and not as had been originally 
planned for him to speak after dinner. This caused 
tremendous concern for the organizers and the hotel 
staff. 

After lunch, David Stewart, then president of the 
World Education College in Stoney Creek (an extension 
school of Sun Moon University in Korea), and Stoyan 
Tadin presented True Father with photos of the school 
that he also signed. 

Mr. Hoossen Aucbaraullee, a veteran Ambassador 
for Peace and fine Muslim scholar, offered his deepest 
welcome and became overwhelmed with True Father' s 
coming to Canada and gave him a big hug and kiss. 
Although everyone was stunned, as this was not common 
in Asian custom, True Father received him graciously. 

A seminar was held for Ambassadors for Peace before 



{J-¥2.1a.ilr "fil7Jll ~ Ail.7-ll ;i::1£;1:r.2.r 7Hqq ;i::1£;i::r~ 
True Parents with International and Canadian leaders 

the main event. Some 120 key Ambassadors for Peace 
participated: Members of Parliament such as Gurbax 
Mahli, religious leaders such as Rev. Darryl Gray, various 
academics, Veterans of the Korean War and many others. 
Mr. Aucbaraullee chaired the meeting and Dr. Walsh 
shared True Father' s vision for Ambassadors for Peace. 
Dr. Jenkins and Archbishop Stallings as well as Canadian 
leaders, Mitch Dixon, Robert Duffy and Franco Famularo 
addressed the group. Many were then appointed as 
Ambassadors for Peace. 

As the group participating in the seminar moved to 
the main hall to listen to True Father speak, the entire 
place was filled with people. In fact, three overflow rooms 
had been prepared since close to 1,500 people were in 
attendance. 

Mayors, Members of Parliament, women leaders, 
academics and religious leaders were in the audience 
that consisted of people of every race and culture as 
is typical of a city such as Toronto. Franco Famularo 
served as MC for the evening. Imam Syed Naqvi of the 
United Front Canada gave the invocation. The Imani 
Fully Gospel Family Church Choir of Montreal led by 
Rev. Darryl Gray sang and created a warm atmosphere. 
Dr. Thomas Walsh led the blessing of marriage, and Rev. 
Gray and his wife Olive shared the cup of Holy Wine 
as the representative couple. Rev. Gray had become a 

household name in Montreal as he made a major break 
from a major Canadian denomination due to his stand on 
same- sex marriage. 

Dr. Chang Shik Yang gave a special address and then 
a video, "Man of Peace" , was shown. Archbishop George 
Stallings then introduced True Father. He testified that 
the man coming before them was walking in the spirit of 
Jesus Christ with his mantle and anointing. He went on to 
testify that Father is the Second Coming of the Messiah 
and stated, "If you are looking for the fulfillment of 
scripture in the second coming you need not look for 
another. He is the one with the heart of Jesus. He is 
Anointed, Appointed and Approved!" 

True Father then walked to the stage and spoke to 
the audience for over three and a half hours until 9:15 p.m.. 
He would have continued longer, but due to his scheduled 
flight to New York, concluded early. 

There was then a rush to get True Father and his 
party to the airport. The 2005 100-city tour came to a 
graceful conclusion in Toronto. 
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£-E-£otl ~~o~AI~ ~OJOJ'a 
True Mother arrives in Toronto 

6.J-=jl~.£1 ~~~ ~OAl-e- :fil¥-2.'a 2005~ 12~ 23~ 
True Parents greeted by Canadian members - December 23, 2005 



~~ f?~{!J {:J7~cH ~ x1~1o~AI ~ ~o~l::li ta 
True Father guides the Korean student choir 

:JHqq ~-=;i~jl~ ~7Ht -i??J-~ q~AI~ ~¥£ta 
True Parents share a jovial moment with Canadian members. 
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~¥.2.'ai!~ 7Hqq -!,.J-=?-~ 2005\::! 12~ 23'§1 
True Parents with Canadian members - Toronto December 23, 2005 



:fil¥2~~ ~laH .:r.2.H~ ¥ 2 ~ ~~ 2~~'a 
Alan Wilding sings for True Parents 
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Mother speaks at UPF 120 Nation Peace Tour Vancouver 2006 

On Tuesday May 9, 2006, True Mother, 
with her son Hyun Jin and daughters Y eon 
Jin and Jeung Jin arrived in Vancouver. This 
was her first visit to the Canadian West 
Coast. That evening True Mother delivered 
a speech on the topic "God's Ideal Family and 
Peace Kingdom." Her son Hyun Jin Moon also 
read True Father's speech. An audience of 
500 people of every walk of life, religious and 
cultural background attended 

The next morning several religious leaders participated 
in the early morning Hoon Dok Hae with Unification 
members and True Mother. The following are True 
Mother' s words given at the meeting. 

"Today I will complete my tour of the USA and 
Canada. What do you feel when you listen to my speech? 
Do you feel that we are really happy people? What do 
you think? 

How desperate has God been waiting for a day like 
today? How desperate has Christianity been as well? All 
religions have been keenly waiting for the time when 
they can meet the True Owner. Aren't they? Through 
True Parents, you have been liberated from the fallen 
world of more than 6,000 years. Haven' t you? Do you 
feel the joy from liberation as God feels? 

We attained the 6th year of Cheon Il Guk because of 
True Parents who have victoriously concluded all the 
history of restoration through indemnity. This is the 
period when the grace of the Blessing will be given to all 
humankind without any condition through you. We need 
to continue to share the direction with humankind who 
have no idea about their identity. Our goal is clear, isn' t 
it? 

In this secular world, many complicated things have 
been happening, and as you read in my speech, all those 
relations of the fallen world are gradually losing their 
power. 

Canadian members only, please raise your hand. 
Children don't have to do. It doesn't seem that there 
are many members here. You are a small group, but 
don't think you are small. If you relate to ten people 
every day and convert them to the true blood lineage, 
your determination will move the spirit world to work 
regardless of the size of the population of Vancouver. So 
please do your best. 

True Mother departed on the afternoon of May 10, 
2006 for the next stop on her speaking tour. 
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Audience listen to True Mother attentively 
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True Mother and True Family speak in 12 Cities in Canada 2006 
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With less than a week to prepare, Unification members welcomed True Mother to Toronto. Members of her 
extended family spoke in 12 cities throughout Canada on the same day. September 4, 2006 was Labor Day, a national 
holiday in Canada, but in spite of the challenges due to the fact most people were on holiday, the people of Canada 
responded. The title of the speech delivered by each of the speakers was "God's Ideal Family: The Model for World 
Peace" and the theme of the tour was "Blessing the Family and the Nation through Three Generations". 

True Mother spoke in Toronto to an audience of 350 people at the Westin Prince Hotel that included Ambassadors 
for Peace, Canadian Veterans of the Korean War, City Councillors and Religious leaders. 

Y eon Ah Lee, wife of International President Hyung Jin Moon, spoke in Montreal to an audience of 250 that 
included clergy and religious leaders from 15 different congregations at the Omni Hotel 

Sin Il Moon spoke to an audience of 250 at the Vancouver Holiday Inn Express and Shiori Kunitoki spoke at the 
Richmond, British Columbia Best Western Abercorn to a smaller group of 150 people. 

Y eon Sun Yoo spoke in Cobourg at the Best Western Hotel to an audience of twenty people. Shin Bok Hong spoke 
the World Education College in Hamilton to an audience of sixty people and sixty people attended the speech delivered 
by Hirotaka Otsuka held at the University of Saskatchewan in Saskatoon. Hyung Jin Lee spoke to 150 members and 
guests at the Holiday Inn Select in Windsor, Ontario while Shin Sook Moon spoke to 70 people at the Sudbury Holiday 
Inn. Shin Wha Yoshida spoke to 50 people at the Hotel Gouverneur in Quebec City and Young Jun Kim spoke to a 
group of 40 people at the Ottawa Travel Lodge Hotel Ji Yea Park, wife of Kook Jin Nim, spoke to 40 people at the 
Edmonton Ramada Inn. 
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W~0 ~AI::: ~OJ Of 'a 
True Mother speaks 
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~OJ IJj 'a~ .£Al~ ¥~21 2006'.:! 9-gj 
Hoon Dok Hae with True Mother, September 2006 

~~ t!.ii!.A~~.2.I ~2.H~ ~ 0 >-1~ ~OJIJj'a 
True Mother listens to Japanese missionaries sing 



7ffqq 61,1~.:il~ :erOiD-1 \:I 2006\:! 9~ 4~ 
Canadian members with True Mother- September 4, 2006 
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~Oj Dj 'a.:i!~ ~7~~ 
True Mother with True Family 

~2.1 ~o~<c! 2006\::! 9~ 4~ 
Victory celebration - September 4, 2006 



'2J0~'a.J!~ :i~'j:2.~CHA~~. -§-E 2.1~ 2006\:! 9~ 4~ 
Yeon Ah Nim with Ambassadors for Peace - Montreal September. 4, 2006 

NOJDi'aJJ.~ ;1ffqq ~QlOJIA-J ~~~ a~~ N7rn 
True Mother with True Family members who spoke throughout Canada 
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ol~E~7'~'a~ ~JJII~ >J,J-"-7'~~ 6.l-i1 ~ 
Saskatoon members with Mr. Hirotaka Otsuka 

»-ic1::1J2.lotlAi ~~ ~ • ~B~ 6.l-i1 ~.:i!~ ~JJllo~-tJ .g-tJ~'a 
Ms. Shin Sook Moon at Sudbury after the event with members 



;r!.l:fj:J.OjlAi ff<21fr~ 2006'.:! 9~ 4~ 
Ms. Yeon Sun Yoo in Cobourg - September 4, 2006 

:fil7~1:l:il.~ ~.,=1-1:fj ~mcHA~~ 2006'.:! 9~ 4~ 
Vancouver Ambassadors for Peace with True Family September 4, 2006 
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Little Angels and Universal Ballet Performance 

2.I ~ <2!! ~ A .2.E~.2.j- ~<c! 
Little Angeles in Ottawa, Canada 

2.I ~ <2!!~~ .2.E~.2~ ~<c! 
Little Angeles in Ottawa, Canada 



~'21~9.I ~~'cli!~ ~~'cl 
Hoon Sook nim with Shin Wol nim after the performance 

~~'ail~ ~-,3-clj ~cli ~ 
Hoon Sook nim with Vancouver members 

~~'a~ ~~'a 
Hoon Sook nim with Shin Wol nim 
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I CH~ 2.l & 
Continental Director 

fl71~. t;XH~ CH~~I~ ¥¥ 
Rev. & Mrs. Ki Hoon Kim 
(July 2012 - Present) 
(1996 - :1Hqq2l~l 

OIXil.QJ, fl<r!0H ~ CH~21~ ?4 
Or~ .¥*%f ¥¥ 
Dr. & Mrs. Chae Hee Lee 
(July 2006 - July 2012) 
(1996-2006 :1Hqq 2l~l 
July 1996 - Present 
(National Messiahs) 

I 7Hqq 21~ 
Regional Director 

~¾2, e@~ ~Ar ¥¥ 
Rev. & Mrs. Choong Keun 
Chang (1993 - 1995) 

o~cH ?HLtc~ _jj!_:2:I '-JlodA~ ~ 
List of Canadian Leadership over the years 

l g2.J& 
National Leaders 

Katsumi & Kyonghui 
Kambashi (2008 - Present) 

Linna Rapkins 
(1968 - 1970) 

Katharine Bell 
(1970 - 1974) 

Alan & Michiko Wilding 
( 1972 Interim) 

Robert & Johanna Duffy 
(1974- 1977, 1989- 1991, 
1997-2006) 

Martin & Marion Porter 
(1977 - 1983) 

~ 
'., .. .. _ .. 

. 

,,-, ... ~ .,_. 
-~~ ... 

~ 

' 
Paul & Christel Werner 
(1983 - 1988) 

Franco & Chizuru Famulare 
(1988 - 1989 Interim) 

John & Anne Bellavance 
(1991 - 1993) 

Stoyan & Lilly Tadin 
(1993 - 1997) 

Mitch & Diane Dixon 
(2006 - 2008) 
(1996 - present) 
National Messiah 



I ~ J~Oll Al 0~ 
National Messiahs 

Rev. Eiichi & Tsuneko Habara 
(October 1996 - Present) 

Rev. Walter & Christine Morauf 
(March 1997 - Present) 

I City Leaders 

Jocelyn & Suzanne Perron 
(since 1997), Quebec City 

Serge & Melissa Brosseau 
(since 1999), Montreal 

John & Darlene Mckewen 
(since 2002), Ottawa 

Thillairajan & Kimiko Ratnasabapathy 
(since 2011), Toronto 

John & Keiko King 
(since 2005), Shelburne 

Lynn & Miyako Dutertre 
(since 2008), Saskatoon 

Mike & Kimie Trusilo 
(since 2001), Edmonton 

Misael & Maychille Sagala 
(since 2010), Winnipeg 

In Kyu & Mitsuko Kim 
(since 2005), Vancouver 

·~ 
,._ .,,:--. 

··-··;,~ 

i ' . , .. ,,. ..... ~ · -
Fred & Mitsuko Lacroix 
(since 2008), 
St. Georges de Beauce 

I Missionaries 

Jim & Yayomi Brennan 

Edmond & Kaeko Young 

Douglas & Fumiko White 

Jim & Makiko Buchanan 
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Brief History of the Unification Church of Canada 

The story of the Unification Church in Canada begins 
with the visit of True Father to Ottawa on July 1st and 
2nd 1965. As part of his First World Tour, True Father 
established a Holy Ground near the Parliament Buildings 
on July 2, 1965. 

During his time in the United States in 1965, True 
Father called for the American members to establish 
missions in 12 countries and Canada was among the 
countries selected. 

Thus, on October 24, 1965, Terre Hall arrived in 
Vancouver and began the first attempt to establish the 
Unification Church in Canada. Efforts by Hall and others 
continued until February 1967. 

In the spring of 1968, Miss Young Oon Kim asked 
for volunteers to establish a mission in Canada. When 
Linna Miller Rapkins and Marie Lekrone Ang arrived in 
Toronto on June 16, 1968, they soon found what were to 
be the first members in Canada. Among them were Vince 
Walsh, Katharine Bell, Peter Golding and Alan Wilding. 
H.SAU.W.C. was first registered as a charity in Canada 
on September 17, 1969. The early members lived a life of 
teaching Divine Principle and by late 1971 the Unification 
Church in Canada consisted of 15 members. 

True Parents visited Toronto for six days from 
December 12 - 18 in 1971. The purpose of their visit 
was to acquire a visa for the United States. During their 
stay, True Father spoke to the members each evening. 
The Formula for God's Providence is one of the published 
talks True Father gave in Toronto on December 14, 1971. 

From 1971 to 197 4, Katharine Bell, the second person 
to join the church in Canada, served as the National 
Leader of the Canadian church. On August 1, 1973, Alan 
Wilding had been asked personally by True Father 
while attending the 1st 100 day training in New York, 
to begin a mission in Montreal and established the first 
church center in the primarily French speaking province 
of Quebec. The first members to join in Montreal were 
Jacques Blain, Alan Thibideau and Franco Famularo. 
On December 22, 1973, Anne Ranniste Smart arrived in 
Vancouver to establish the first church center on the 
West Coast. In the spring of 1974, Jorg Heller became the 
first member to join in Vancouver. 

From November 197 4 till May 1977, Rev. Robert Duffy 
served as the National Leader of Canada. Membership 
more than doubled during this time to about 50. 
Successful efforts included bringing 1000 people to True 
Father's speech at Yankee Stadium on June 1, 1976 and 
the Canadian members' successful work in supporting 

the Washington Monument Rally on September 18, 1976. 
During this time, Victory over communist activities grew 
and a major rally for Freedom was held in Toronto in 
February of 1977. In late September 1976, True Parents 
visited Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island for tuna 
fishing. They were accompanied by several of their 
earliest disciples. 

From June 1, 1977 to September 1, 1983, Rev. Martin 
Porter and his wife Marion took charge of the Canadian 
Church and membership grew to almost 100 at the time. 

During this time, the church grew both spiritually 
and materially as several substantial properties were 
purchased including Clearstone Lodge on May 10, 1978. 
Rev. Porter also held a Canada- wide speaking tour 
entitled "Canada at the Crossroads" and spoke in several 
major cities in the country. A monthly newspaper "Our 
Canada" was created with a focus on freedom, human 
rights and victory over Communism 

True Parents visited Toronto for one day on 
September 17, 1977. 

From September 1, 1983 till December 26, 1988, Rev. 
Paul Werner and his wife Christel led the Canadian 
Church. During this time, there was a strong emphasis on 
outreach to clergy of Christian churches and membership 
expanded through the development of Associate 
membership. The existing spiritual and economic 
foundation was strengthened and pioneers were also sent 
to all 10 provinces in Canada. Rev. Werner, who loved to 
study the Divine Principle, also published several books 
with content from his numerous talks to members during 
his time in Canada. 

True Parents visited Canada on 2 occasions during 
this time: The first from June 25 to 28, 1987 and again 
the following year from June 18 to 19, 1988. On both 
occasions, they spent the entire time at Clearstone Lodge. 

Rev. Franco Famularo served as interim leader of 
the Canadian church from December 1988 until April 
1989 when Robert Duffy was reassigned as leader of 
the church in Canada. The main feature of Rev. Robert 
Duffy's second term as National Leader from April 1989 
till June 1991 were efforts to strengthen the church and 
pioneer efforts in Canada and the beginning of the home 
town providence as blessed couples returned to their 
home town. 

The Unification family had moved from being a 
movement of primarily single members to 

mostly blessed couples with families. In 1988, Helene 
Dumont was appointed as leader of 



Quebec City and under her leadership, members 
developed successful witnessing activities. 

The 1970s and 1980s were also a time of extensive 
fundraising by both the MFT and witnessing center 
members. The hard work and dedication of many 
brothers and sisters was a credit to Canada 

In June of 1991, True Parents visited Canada on two 
separate occasions, and on the evening of June 18th 

True Parents divided the Canadian church into four 
autonomous regions. Ontario, Quebec, Western Canada 
and Atlantic Canada centered on Toronto, Montreal, 
Vancouver and Halifax respectively. Under True 
Father' s direction, four Canadian leaders were elected: 
John Bellavance, Robert Duffy, Franco Famularo and 
Douglas White were elected and four Korean leaders, 
Sean Cheol Yoon, Hae Kun Lee, Choong Keun Chang and 
Kuk Bae Eum were assigned to four regions as well 

From 1993 to 1996, Rev. Choong Keun Chang served 
as regional leader of Canada and Rev. Stoyan Tadin 
served as National Leader. With resolute unity of 
members and kind assistance from former Gov. General 
Hon Ed Schreyer (Queen's representative to Canada) 
an unprecedented event materialized when for the first 
time, True Mother spoke in the Parliament buildings 
in Ottawa on November 8, 1993. Canada was called to 
respond to another providential event when with 10 days 
of preparation True Father spoke to a full auditorium in 
Toronto at the Royal York Hotel on December 7, 1995. 

From January till July 1996, Rev. Ki Hoon Kim served 
as the Regional Leader of Canada while Rev. Stoyan 
Tadin continued as the National Leader. 

On July 9, 1996, Dr. Chae Hee Lee began his mission 
in Canada as the Adam National Messiah. He was later 
joined in October 1996 by Rev. Eichi Habara and Rev. 
Mitch Dixon and the following year by Rev. Walter 
Morauf as Eve, Abel and Cain National Messiahs, 
respectively. 

As part of a North American tour of Korean 
communities, True Mother spoke at the Westin Prince 
Hotel in Toronto on July 28, 1996, to the Korean
Canadian community. Seven hundred people attended the 
first public event that True Parents held for Koreans in 
Canada. The Korean Evangelical Association in Canada 
began in 197 4 by Rev. Choong Keun Chang in Toronto 
and later continued by Rev. Seang Sao Lee, Sean Cheol 
Yoon, Kook Bae Eum, In Taek Seo, Dong Woo Kim and 
more recently by Jae Sung Lee. 

True Mother also spoke in Montreal October 9, 
1996; in Toronto on April 16, 1998; April 12, 1999 and on 
May 31, 2000. In December 1996, 120 Japanese female 
missionaries arrived in Canada to assist the Canadian 
church to bring the blessing to the people of Canada. 
Their efforts were focused on Toronto, Montreal, 
Vancouver and Ottawa. In January 1997, Robert Duffy 
and Franco Famularo were appointed by Dr. Lee to serve 
as President and Secretary-Treasurer respectively. 

During Dr. Chae Hee Lee' s leadership period, 
expansion of Blessing activities grew, as did interfaith 
activities. Blessing activities developed through the 
"Celebration of True Love" effort and interfaith through 
regular monthly meetings. The World Education College, 
an extension program of Sun Moon University was also 
realized. Church properties were purchased in Toronto, 
Montreal and Vancouver during this time. 

On True Father's final visit to Canada, he spoke in 
Toronto at the Westin Prince Hotel on the evening of 
December 23, 2005, to a crowd of 1,500 that included 
religious, political and community leaders from across 
Canada. True Mother spoke in Vancouver on May 9, 
2006, and again on September 4, 2006, in Toronto. 

In July 2006, True Father declared that Canada would 
be one of 12 regions in the world 

Dr. Chae Hee Lee was assigned as Regional President 
and Boon Bong Wang of Canada. 

Rev. Mitch Dixon, a National Messiah, was appointed 
as National Leader in August 2006 and served until 
February 2008. Rev. Dixon' s focus was sending VIPs to 
UPF international conferences and developing educational 
programs for members. 

In March, 2008 Rev. Katsumi Kambashi was 
inaugurated as the National Leader under True Father' s 
direction. Rev. Kambashi has been translating True 
Parents' Hoon Dok Hae messages and news about True 
Parents' most recent activities into English and shared 
the content with all the Canadian members to help them 
feel close to True Parents' heart and God' s providence. 

Exactly sixteen years after Rev. Ki Hoon Kim and Dr. 
Chae Hee Lee held a transition ceremony in 1996, Rev. 
Kim was inaugurated as the Regional President of Canada 
on July 8, 2012. Immediately after his inauguration, Rev. 
Kim visited cities which had Unification Church centers 
across Canada to share True Parents' heart with the 
members. He also emphasized the importance of small 
group activities and developing strong bonds of love 
within our church communities. He guided members 
to continue developing outreach programs such as the 
Canadian Clergy Leadership Conferences. 
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Postering for speech Robert Lean & Michel Blier- 1982 
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Early Church Activities 

7-j 2.1 Al5fl, 2.E~.2~ 1977\:! 3~ 
Street Rally in Ottawa - March 1977 

Efforts to spread True Father' s message throughout Canada have continuously been made since the early days 
of the Unification Church in Canada. In June 1970 Vince Walsh pioneered Winnipeg, Robert Duffy went to London, 
Ontario in April 1972, Jacques Blain to Quebec City in 1975, and attempts were made to establish missions in 
Kitchener, Hamilton, Kingston and several other cities. 

In 1982 and 1983, missions were also initiated due to a major cross- country tour entitled "Canada at the 
Crossroads". Missions were inaugurated in Vancouver with Jim and Makiko Buchanan, Charles Casavant pioneered 
Winnipeg and Jim Demartini in Ottawa. 

When True Father visited Canada in June 1988, he emphasized establishing missions in each province and Mubina 
Jaffer and Jane Sharpe went to St. John's, Newfoundland, Tom and Constance Weller to Halifax, Charles and Mari 
Casavant to St. John, New Brunswick Jim and Yayomi Brennan went to Winnipeg, Trevor and Ikuyo Brown to Regina, 
Jacques Fontaine to Edmonton and Douglas and Fumiko White went to Vancouver. In 1989, Edmond and Kaeko Young 
ventured to Regina and Mike and Kimie Trusilo to Edmonton replacing the missionaries in those cities. Gabriel and 
Yaemi Tuzet also pioneered Moncton, New Brunswick in 1990. 

Even today, Unification church members continue to pioneer the providence throughout Canada. Besides the 
district centers of Toronto, Montreal, and Vancouver, church activities have spread to and are growing in Edmonton, 
Saskatoon, Winnipeg, Ottawa, Halifax, St. Georges de Beauce and Quebec City. 
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£-E-£ 61,1-~ 19741,:! 
Toronto members 1974 

~£1. ~[H AJ~I, £-E-£ 19751,:! Oj ~ 
Anti-Pornography Rally in Toronto - Summer 1975 

~ ~7~~ ~2.J~i!~ £.Hj E [7ITJ 19751,:! 
Paul Angus Sullivan with Robert Duffy - 1975 



%)2.I 9-~2.I, gE2.I~ 19751,:! 9~ 20~ 
DP workshop Montreal - September 20, 1975 

g.E~2.l.2. ~:H:!OJIAi ~.£ 19721,:! 
Witnessing in London, Ontario - 1972 
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0111:lH 19701,:!CH ~ 
Worship - early 1970s 

7Hqq<z! ~~~ .!flt>H ?,!jl ~~ ~~ 2~~'a 
- £-E-£0JIAi @E2.I~ -19751,:! 3%l 

Alan Wilding walks for Canadian Unity 
- Toronto to Montreal March 1975 

7Hqq OJ~ ~,1"§":i!~ ~ • .3.2.IA~ ·W=l 19841,:! 1%l l~ 
Canadian Sisters with Paul and Christel Werner - January 1, 1984 



2~ CH°QJ"_jj!_OJIAi ~ 2.17c:J".9.I ~ o~~ Si~ ~ ¥-~I 'cl 1979'.:'.! 
~ Principle lecture by Jim Buchanan at Ottawa University 1979 

JHqq '2.!"~~Tl 'El 1970'.:'.!CH W 7-j~ 
Canadian MFT team in Winter late 1970s 

~l:J~ A~AI0~OjlAi 71~ 1982'.:.! 
Prayer in Nova Scotia - 1982 

~,i~ l:lH,1 ~71 
Members play volleyball 

.. · ..... .. 
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1HA1'c! ~_jJ_~ ~~ 2f~~ 1972i.:! 
Katharine Bell and Alan Wilding - 1972 

2.E~~ ~,1"§" 1976i.:! 10~ 
Ottawa members - October 1976 

£-E£0JIA1 Al~-% '2!~5~.:il v.~ •~'cl ~E~ 1978i.:l 6~ 24~ 
Martin Porter speaks at Rally in Toronto - June 24, 1978 

2.E~2f ~,1~.i!f 12!~~,11 'El 1979i.:! 5~ 
Ottawa members & MFT - May 1979 



=~).· 
~ . . ' ~ . 

'2!~~,11 El ~ 2.1 ~ A OJI A-j 1978 ld 
Fundraising team in Halifax - 1978 

-§-E 2.1~ 3523 ~ 12_!-A .ii!.2.l 1"!JE1 1970ld[H %'ll
Montreal 3523 Jean Mance Church Center - mid 1970s 

:1Hqq ~F?- 1970ldCH '§I" 
Canadian Members - Late 1970s 
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~ EilOI~ ~~~% 1982'2! 
Witnessing with book table - 1982 

~2.1oiAeOll"'1.£'E:l l98o'2!cH ~ 
Gathering at Clearstone - Early 1980s 

~~~% 1982'2! 
Witnessing - 1982 



~,1£1 DJ~I ~ ~~~ ~ ~~L:j ~A~ 1983\:i 
Paul Werner cutting member's hair - 1983 

9-~£1 '2!!EiEil'2!i'.! E 1980t.:!CH ~ 
Workshop entertainment - Early 1980s 

!E.-E-!E.OJIAi ¥ '21~~,11 1984\:i 
Flower fundraising in Toronto - 1984 

~ :~Pl !E.-E-!E. .iil~l.2.1 ~~£1 W 1980\:iCH 
Japanese night at Toronto Church early 1980s 
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Hon. Mitchell Sharp2~ "@-JJjl. 2.E~2~ 1975 \:! 
Meeting with Hon. Mitchell Sharp - Ottawa - 1975 

~~~Tl 'El 1980\:!CH %'rt 
MFT team Mid 1980s 

~Xii 7Hqq 61-r 2.<e:j 1983\:! 12~ 
Gathering of all Canadian members- December 1983 



2.~0IA ~==?OJIAi ±t.E~ &A~.2.~ 7Hqq ~T~ 1983'.:! Oj;:; 
Canadian member with Rev Porter on Rice Lake - Summer 1983 

'tl!-,=1-cli ~T~ 1980'.:!CH ~ 
Vancouver members - early 1980s 

'a~ 12.!-~~,11 'EJ 1984'.:! 
Brothers MFT 1984 
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71-&.li!. {j~X~ ¥~£I £-E£ 1986'.::\ 3i! 
Revival meeting with Christian clergy - Toronto March 1986 

~~II~ .!,!g2I £-E£ 1986'.::\ 10i!l8~ 
Interdenominational Revival meeting 
Toronto - October 18, 1986 

l,000~ oj~ £'2.) .!,!.g.21 £-E£ 1986'.::! 3i! 
Over 1000 gather for Revival meeting in Toronto - March 1986 

'c!~~i11 El 'i'~l~AI 1984'.::! 
MFT in Quebec City - 1984 



D~~.J!~ •~2.1.g ~E~ ~A~-¥-¥, g_E2.I~ 1983'.:! 3~ 
With Rev. and Mrs. Martin Porter 
in Montrea l - March 1983 

.:~:l-~~ -t:"l~~ gJJJI 1989'.:! Ol ~ 
With Rev. Won Pil Kim - Summer, 1989 

~~~ {j~.J!~ gJJjJ 1988'.:! 01% 
With Rev. Won Pil Kim - Summer, 1988 

-g2.IOJAeOJIA1 "?E!2J 1983'.:!8~ 
Workshop at Clearstone - August 1983 
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Activit ies in Toronto (Central) District 

The history of the Unification Church of Toronto is 
the history of the founding of the church in Canada for 
it was the first place where a foundation was laid that 
remains to this day as the headquarters of the Unification 
Church in Canada 

From 1968 till 1970, Linna Miller Rapkins served as 
pioneer and city leader. She was followed by the first 
woman to join in Canada, Katharine Bell, from 1970 to 
197 4. While Ms. Bell was away for six months in 1972, 
Alan Wilding served as City leader. 

In December 197 4, Wayne Lamond became center 
director of the Toronto church until his mission was 
transferred to Terry Brabazon in August of 1975. 
Wayne Lamond served again in Toronto for most of the 
late 1970s and early 1980s. From December 1983 until 
December 1989, Franco Famularo served as leader of the 

Toronto church. Richard Fortin then continued in this role 
until 1991. 

True Father re-organized the Canadian church into 
four districts in 1991, assigned John Bellavance and a 
Korean leader, Sean Chea! Yoon for the Central District. 
Stoyan Tadin was appointed leader of Toronto in 1993 
and served in that role until January 1997. 

With the emergence of the National Messiah 
providence in 1996, Mitch Dixon took responsibility 
for activities in Toronto until 2005. Paul Tamale was 
appointed leader of Toronto in 2005 and continued until 
2011. Katsumi Kambashi was appointed as the head of 
central district based in Toronto in March 2008. In 2011 
Thillairajan Ratnasabapathy was appointed pastor of the 
Toronto church, a role he currently holds. 

Celebration of Life Adventure 
A Total E perience! 

What you need to /me. ... 

-Whlll.,_..1...._-, 
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~0~i:.j ~ {:)£.f 7:il 8 .£~.£ 2012 '.:! 12~ 
Altar at Toronto Church for True Father's Seonghwa- September 2012 

.£~£ 61-r~ {:J.2.f 0111::1H 2012i.:1 9~ 
Toronto members at Seunghwa Service September 2012 

.!i?-ILl:i!il 61-r~ £~ 2012i.:1 
Winnipeg family members, 2012 
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-9-~£1 -g2.IOjA~ 19901,:!CH ~ 
Workshop at Clearstone - Early 1990s 

Free Teens .li!.~;q~ ~~ Ail • lq £~£ 19921,:! 
Free Teens Seminar - Toronto 1992 



£E£ ~£'sit~ 12!~~-rl~ ~"T~ 1990'.:! 
Toronto Witnessing team & MFT members - 1990 

£E£ B'2.!ii12I ~"T~, qo10~7~2.~ o~{f~I 1989 
Toronto Korean members in Niagara Falls, 1989 

o~q'a£1 ~OJI £E£0JI 2.'2.! 1ffqq ~"T~ 1991'.:! 
Canadian members in Toronto celebrating God's Day - 1991 
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"§" 2.1 Oj ~-E- 9 ~ ~I 1990 \:! CH ~ 
Workshop at Clearstone - Early 1990s 

£-E-£ ~.!c_~jJ.~ ~:g ~.,i~ 1990\:! 4~ 
Toronto witnessing team and farm members - April, 1990 

"§2.IOJ-"--E-OIIAi fPI~ 21:g.il~ gJJll~ 1Hqq ,tl.ii!.A~~ 1996\:! 
Missionaries with Rev. Ki Hoon Kim at Clearstone - 1996 



:g-¥-2. 'aJJJI %'-ti- * ~ 2006~ 6~ 13~ 
Crowns offered to True Parents - 2006 June 13 

£-E-£ ~'2.l.ii!.21 -6.J-=?- ~ o~q'a9.I '§'" 1993~ 
Korean members on God's Day in Toronto - 1993 

£-E.£ ~~fCHAf.2f gJJJI IIl.3.'=l 201li.:\ Oj ~ 
Picnic with Ambassadors for Peace in Toronto - Summer, 2011 

~Xi9.I E-7rnj!~ ~m, ~ g. 01 'a 
Home meeting at Don's in Windsor 
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'§!~~:; ~ 2Ail ~:; ~loH 0IAil2I 2mo1 71.£ 
II shim ceremony for 2nd Generation in Toronto 

£ e £ ~'t!.ii!.~I ~-,1 ~ oti?£1 1997~ 
Toronto Korean Church members picnic, 1997 

215 D~l:IJI El ~ E 2.1 E £-E-£ .ii!.£1 
Toronto Church at 215 Mavety Street Toronto 



£E£ ~¥££1 ~ 2Ail~ 
2nd Gen gather on Holy Day in Toronto - 2011 

~¥££1 ~ £ E£ ~.,i ~ 2011\::! 
Toronto members gather for True Parents' Day - 2011 

£E£ @2.l~AilE 9 ~ .2.I 2012\::! 12~ 
OSDP workshop in Toronto - December 2012 
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~ 2~1;,cf 0101,1..1 20121,:! 7~ 8~ 2 l cS ctt 22.l;,cf *IOIAljl~ op:f2.I ctt-.,.2. o l•I -,f D Chae Hee Lee - July 8,201 ~ 7 = ":"' of RT • Ki Hoon Kim and Farewe o r. Inauguration o ev. 

~LL ,=~£ Al-,1.5. 20121,:! 
Ol • ~Ail {,1-:g-~ or==.... .., e . 2012 
To~nto members cheers of Manse1 -

532.I ~;qL12J '§ £-E-£ _,j]_:£1 20121,:! 
53rd True Childrens' Day - Toronto, 2012 



2-!-~ (]£1 ~~ ~. J.-il DI L~ XL~ 
~ Oll A-H~ Et & !:p- 2 El A~ @l 

..... ...._ __ ....,P&a_......,. 
M£ssAGE for the 

NEW Mn.r.ENNIUM 

Or.Ha .. -...11ooo,,..... 
"THE P.lm OF 1al! .1'011 HUMANllffl" 

tllX-UM:1-.C.-"JO"""-•-----

£-e£ ctt2I ~9-Q.J- ~A~~otl off"?~ ~o~l:fi'a Ai~ 20osld 12~ 23~ 
True Father signed replica of Banner used at his speech in Toronto Dec 23, 2005 
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Activities in Montreal (Eastern) District 

Montreal since 1973 

Alan Wilding served from the very beginning of the mission in 1973 until 1975. Some of · the leaders of the church 
in the latter part of the 1970s and into the 1980s were Jacques Blain, David Decker, Wayne Lamond, Richard Fortin, 
Helene Dumont, Denis Desjardins, Mubina Jaffer, Wes Ramage and Nie Farrow. Prior to the re-organization of Canada 
into districts by True Father, John Bellavance served as the city leader from 1989 until July 1991. 

In 1991, True Father assigned Robert Duffy as the leader of Montreal and the Eastern District and assigned Hae 
Kun Lee as a Korean leader for that region as well. Respectively, Douglas White and Kook Bae Eum were assigned 
for Halifax, Nova Scotia as the leaders. 

In late 1994, Franco Famularo, assumed the role of leader of the Montreal Church and _continued as District Director 
of the Eastern District based in Montreal until now. In July of 1999, Serge Brosseau became the pastor of the Montreal 
church. 

Ottawa since 1974 

In October of 197 4, Bruce Casino pioneered the first Unification Church mission to Ottawa. He continued until 
August 1975 when Jim Buchanan took charge of the Ottawa mission. 

Throughout the 1970s and 1980s the following individuals served as leaders or missionaries in the capital city of 
Canada - Wayne Lamond, Jorg Heller, Jim Demartini, Nie Farrow, Wes Ramage, Marie Jose Nemoto and Chizuru 
Famularo. 

In 1986, Daniel and Blandine Stringer began their work in Ottawa which touched many aspects of True Parents 
work including social activism, interfaith and more. John Mckewen became responsible for the Unification Church in 
Ottawa in 2001 and currently continues to serve in that role . 

.2. E~2.~ ~F?- ~ 2012\::! 11 ~ 
Ottawa members November 2012 
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~I~ ~E• ~-,1~ 1990'.:![H ~ 
Quebec City members - early 1990s 

-§-E 2.1~ -?~Qf .iil 1990'.:! CH -e ~ 2.~~A 

'2.!-~~.,i-1 ~ 1990 '.:! 
Fundraising Team 1990 

-§-E 2.1~ 2Ail 1995'.:! 
Montreal 2nd gen 1995 

Montreal Sunday School Class - 1990s with John Bellavance 



-§-E 2.1~ -?~21".ii!. 1990'.:!CH 01),~~ 2.~~~_j]_~ 
Sunday School Class - Montreal - 1990s with Isabelle Laurin 

-§- E 2.1 ~ -? ~ 21" .ii!., ::-:1 .!I. • ~.A.12. E 2.~.2.~ "@"JJjl 1990'.:! CH -g-'lf 
Sunday School Montreal - mid 1990s with Gino Masciotra 

g E 2.1 ~ -?~21" .ii!., IIil i:ll 012.~ ¥¥.2.~ "@-JJjl 
1998'.:!Sunday School Montreal - 1998 with Ferreira Couple 
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~t!! C-§.:iJ.~ ~~~-,1-I~ ,'~l~.A.I 19901,:![H ~ 
Helene Dumont with MFT team in Quebec City early 1990s 

-§-E 2.1~9.I 902 ~ .3..££~0JI 7H~~ .ii!2.I .A.~¥~ 20001,:! 12~ 2~ 
Official Opening of Montreal Church at 902 Ste-Croix December 2, 2000 

-§- E 2.I ~ 7:j ~_1:~ 20001,:! 
Outing to Cabane a Sucre (sugar shack) Montreal - 2000 



-§-E2.I~ 2Ail -9-'c'.! 
Workshop for 2nd gen in Montreal 

-§- E 2.I ~ .ii!..2J St. Narcisseotl A1 £1 III .3. !:I 1999 I,:! 
Montreal church outing to St. Narcisse 1999 

~ .£~% %OIi ~2.l~A ~l::j~ ~:i!AIO~ 19911,:! 7~ 
Members posing in a boat during witnessing campaign in Halifax Nova Scotia, July 1991 
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~1::J~AI ~2.l~.:i!~ ~}}jlo~-e- 2.E~.2.~ 6.1~~ 2012i.:! 11~ 
Ottawa members with Rev. Kambashi - November 2012 

1999 i.:\ .!j:!. E-j A~-§ £1 ~ ~ !: -@ E 2.I ~ .ii! ~I 
Montreal Church building since 1999 

~ <2) ~ ~ ~off ~cffo~ !: 2Ail OJ~ 01 ~ g E 2.I~ 
Young 2nd gen sing for Elderly people in Montreal 

-~Pl~ CH~2.I~ 2.E~.2.~ igg 2012i.:\ 
Rev. Kim visits Ottawa - November 2012 

Olll:IH ~ 'fd71~ CH~~l~.:i!~ -@.§.2.I~ -6.j~~ 2012i.:\ 10~ 14~ 
Rev Kim and Montreal congregation after Sunday Service - October 14, 2012 



2Ail£I ~ 2.I ~¥ 2010'.:! 
Divine Princip le Study with 2nd gen - 2010 

2009'.:! ti~q 'a .Q.I ig- 71 El g E 2.1 ~ 
God's Day 2009 Celebration in Montreal 

1993'.:! 2.E~2.~ ~OlDJ'a Ql~I~ Al~~~B ~,1~ 
Members in Ottawa supporting True Mother's speech 1993 

~OlDJ'a ~~ ~ 2.E~2.~ 1993'.:! 11~ 
After True Mother's speech in Ottawa - November 1993 
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Federation de s families pour la pa i x et !'unite mondiales 

EN FORCE 
Janvier 1998, Vol. II, N° 1 

Le Ca~ndn envoie 800 participants a Washington. 

Par Pierre Beauregard 

La 29 novembra demier 14 autobus, bondes de families 
du Canada, sont alles a la benediction intemationale de 
mariage A Washington. Cinq bus transportant 265 
passagers sont partis de Montreal le 28 novembre a 21 h 
30. Lea autres veneient d'Ottawa et de Toronto. 

Aprits avoir routes toute la nuit ils sent arrives au stade 
RFK a 11 h, juste au debut de la ceremonle. Salon le 
Washington Post 40 000 personnes etalent prasentes 
pour renouveler leurs vooux de marlage. Le plus 
impressionnant etaient les 2 500 couples maries par le 
Rev. Moon. Lui et sa femme, Mme Hak Ja Han, 6taient 
las principaux celebrants de cette occaaion. lls etaient 
aca,mpagn6s dimportants personnages reprhentant le 
Boudcllisme, le CIYislianisme, !'Islam et la foi Sikh. Avec 
la transmission par satellite dens divers pays sur les cinq 
continents, la participation totale a ete de 40 millions. 

La « Benediction 1997 • etalt r6venement principal du 

Ill" Festival Mondiel de la Culture et des Spena. Le 
premier Festival eti lieu en 1992 en Con!e tout comme 
la deuxieme en 1995. Cette ennee fut le plus important. 
La ceremonie fut suivie dun concert multia.rtturel avec 
entre autres, le chanteur Jon Secada el le N° 1 d~ 
palmares coreen : Cho Young Pil. La chanteuse Dionne 
Warwick charma !'assistance en guise de presentatrice. Le 
couronnement du spectacle un feu d'artifice 
spectalulaire. Malgre qu'un malaise ernp6cha Whitney 
Houston de donner son concert, ce fut un franc succes. 

Presque lout le groupe de Monlreal choisit de faire du 
tourisme plutbt qua dassister au spectacle. Quelques 
heures suffirent pour visiter le Musee de r Air et de 
rEspece, le Capitole, le Musee dHistoira, etc. Vera 18 h 
le groupe se retrouva au luxueux hbtel McLean Hitton. 
Un petlt problM>e de repas mis a part, tout le monde 
s'installa confortablement dans sa c:hambra pour la nuit. 
Le lendemain, cependant, las COl4)fes qui souriaient le 
plus semblaient le mains reposes I! ... 

Dimanche matin ce fut le depart. Vera 1 O h30 on s'est 
regale dun bon bronch a ramencaine. Apras quetques 
heures de bus, nouvelle halte pour le soupar. L'errlv6e a 
Montreal se fit un pau pass6 minuit. 

Ce week-end memorable etalt consacra a rideal de 

l'amour el de la fernille et ful, a part quelques cahots, 
ooe reussite totale. Si bien qua plusieurs ont demand6 : 
C A quand le prochain voyage ? • 

~ 

1,a l<FPUM et la famille : 
impressions personnelles. 

Par Dr S. I. Shelley 

L'etat du monde actual ne nous inspire aucun optimisme 
pour ravenir. Le bonheur sur terre est on ne paut plus 
6phenM)re. D'Adam jusqu'a nos jours nombres denvoyes 
de Dieu ont tente de resoudre les problames du monde et 
dy apporter ramour. Ce n'etalt pas 1eur intention det.ablir 
de religion perticu4iere bien qua certains ront falt en 
ulitisent celie-<:i a des fins politiques. 

Cependa-it, fai eu le grand honneur dassioter a la 
cenlmonie intemationale de benediction du manage, la 
29 novembre a Washington. C'est avec tlmolion qua je 
me rappelle le discours prononce par le Rev. Sun Myung 
Moon. En quarente de vie je n'ai jamai1 rencontra 
quelqu'un qui aimait autent les autres que le Rev. Moon. 

II y a une foule de definitions de la familla. Lorwque 
j'etais un jeune biologiste, la famille formatt un groupe 
social humain don! las rnembres etaient liel par le sang 
et le rapport matrimonial. En ecoutant le Rev. Moon, fai 
compris qua le lien familial compom, du attentes 
reciproques de droits el d'obligations prescrils per des 
prlncipas universals que partagent le Rev. Moon et las 
participants de cat assemblae ll Washington. 

Par consequent, las membres de la Fed6relion des 
families ont des engagements cornmuns. Pour le Rev. 
Moon le manage est un lien solide, un engagement de 
la plus grande envergure. C'est un engagement envers la 
vie, envers la societe et envers la digne survie de la race 
humaine. La mallrise des pulsions sexuelles est un 
triomphe moral, la reproduction est une nssponsabilite 
sociale at le bien-6tre du corps une joie pour respril 

Salon le · Rev. Moon, les valeurs familiales ont un 

.!!. ~ -"-Oj.£ ~;g~ -§-E2.I~ 2 1.!i!. 1998'.:! 
Montreal Newsletter in French- 1998 

j~iri~ ~'nttn~,, 
l Venez prendre un 
t:)> caf~ et fa ire un brin 

de causette I 

,. 

En anglais 
T ous les mardls et 
mercredls a 19 h 30 

En fram;ais 
T ous les vend red is 
a 19 h 30 

FEDERATION DES FAMILLES 
- lA PAil ET l'UNITt N~ 

Hf, ""L Dlcul1, boau• 114, 
w.,.i... ... (Oo6tc) H4l nn 

riL('14)744,,0IN 
rill<. 744-1244 ......... .._ ............. 

~ £-§- ~8-:XI, -§-E21~ 1997~1998 '.:! 
Witnessing flyer 1997-1998 Montreal 

IA~ 
~ 
~ 

fl!A,llliM,.. ,.~' 



Al:4 18571~ 
.Alli4Jff~7}~~'1' 'd''ilcll. 

/ff/ /o . / D 

Af ,,111 ti- 1. ~ ~ fl' 
1996\! 91 lHH 

~~OJ <c!~gOU ~OJDj~ A-j'i!j 1996'.:! 10~ 9~ 
True Mother's signature on Korean version of 
speech delivered in Montreal - October 9, 1996 

Fanily Fedcralioa for World Peace 

TRUE P ARENTS 
AND 

TRUE FAMILY 

Dr. Hale Ja Han Moon 

IN SEARCH OF THE O RIGIN 

OF THE U IVERSE 

~on des families pour la plix moodiale 

Les V rais P arents 
et 

la V raie F amille 

Dr Hale Ja Han Moon 

... 
A la rechercbe 

de l'origine de J'univers 

;1J:;5JI:'~ 
/Jt,LJ!i. l" 

~cloor..illot-lapli,t..--dall5-

Caaf-clo~ 
1"9-19116 •--~ 

~OJ <c!~gOjl ~OJDj~ A-j'i!j 1996'.:! lOi! 9~ 
True Mother's signature on English version of 
speech delivered in Montreal - October 9, 1996 

IIis"AOJ <c!~gOjl ~OJDj~ A-j'i!j 1996'.:110"1!19~ 
True Mother's signature on French version of 
speech delivered in Montreal - October 9, 1996 
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~9 ~~~ [QI 'lf!-,=Lclj ~-=?-~ 2009~ 10~ 
Vancouver members gather for Cosmic Blessing October 2009 
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:1:%, ~-,1~ 61-r~ 2003'.::! 
Picnic, Vancouver 2003 

~-,1~ 2Ail ~£~ ~Xii 
Vancouver Halloween party with Blessed Children 
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Activities in Vancouver (Western) District 

~ ql::ll tt!\-,'1-~ {:!! E-j 2000 I.:! 
Vancouver Center in Burnaby since 2000 

During his five-month stay in the United States, True Father directed Unificationists in America to expand 
Unification Church missions worldwide. According to the late David S.C. Kim, then missionary leader in the 
northwestern United States, True Father instructed his followers to set up "more than twelve foreign missionary 
headquarters other than the United States within this year of 1965." 

Terre Hall, an American who had joined in the Western United States where David S.C. Kim was based, was the 
first Unificationist missionary to venture into Canada where she established a presence in Vancouver, British Columbia 
on what was Children's Day, Sunday October 24th

, 1965. Terre Hall could not continue due to illness in 1966 and the 
mission was later continued by David Bridges and John Schmidli until the first attempt to establish a permanent 
Unification mission in Canada ended in 1967. 

The second attempt to establish a mission in Western Canada began in December 1973 when Anne Ranniste Smart 
arrived in Vancouver. The first person to join in Vancouver was Jorg Heller. Throughout the 1970s and 1980s the 
following individuals served as pioneer missionaries and center directors - Jim Buchanan, Jorg Heller, Wesley Ramage, 
Robert Hutchinson and Douglas and Fumiko White. 

In 1991, as True Father administratively divided Canada into four regions, Franco Famularo and Choong Keun 
Chang were assigned for Vancouver and B.C. District. Later that year Steve Pecarsky assumed leadership as both 
District Director and leader of the Vancouver church. He continued until 1998 when national messiahs, Walter and 
Christine Morauf, took on the role. In the early part of the new millennium, Toshiyuki Morimitsu and later Ki Joon 
Nam served as city leaders of Vancouver. 

In 2002, Alan Wilding assumed the role of District Director of Western Canada and in 2005 In Kyu Kim became 
city leader of Vancouver. Both Alan Wilding and In Kyu Kim continue in their respective roles 



t1~l:IJIW Til:3. '=l 2003 
BBQ Picnic - 2003 

\571-2 iil2l~.:i1~ ~-&21 ~ Al~o~~ 71 ~A~t.! 
With Rev. Kijoon Nam at the kick off of Hoon Dok Hae 

B~"§" ~.JJ. .!x:.2.H ~ -2t1lo~~ -6.l-;1~ 
Sisters are ready to sing in Hanbok 
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~~HJ 6j,1~ 19911,:! Ol;; 
Vancouver members Summer 1991 

tJgcH ~~ ~ ~~HJ 20021,:1 
Sun Moon University students in Vancouver 2002 

Crown of Peace Ceremooy 
Fealy 0.. of YIIICMlr Oti..l' _ __.__ 

~~~£1 %t %~6j 20041,:! 
Crown of Peace ceremony 2004 

~~HJ 6j,1 ~ 1990'.:! 
Vancouver members 1990 



~gcH 2J"{!! ~21 ~ £ ~% 
Evangel ical activities of Sun Moon students 

• 
! 

~7"-~ .ii12.I 2006'.::! 
Vancouver Church since 2006 

~gcH 2J"{!! ~21 ~£ ~% 
Evangelical activities of Sun Moon students 
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01 _g_~ -&AH367~~) ~,1-Hj ~g 2002\:! 
Rev. Vo Han Lee (36 coup le) visits Vancouver 2002 

.:1:%, ~,1-Hj ~,1 ~ 2004\:! 
Picnic Vancouver members 2004 

~OJ Di 'a 7cl-<2! ~ ~,1-Hj ~,1 ~ 2006\:! 5~ 10~ 
Vancouver members gather after True Mother's speech May 10, 2006 



~,=I-HJ ~,1~ 20031.:! 
Vancouver members - 2003 

OIIE.g.~ i!~ >A~.::'.::'7~~ ~,i"§" 20081.:! 
Edmonton and Saskatoon members 2008 
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.3.2.IA •~~ Ii~EI 2012'.:! 12i! 
Christmas Party - Vancouver - December 2012 



fPI~ £1~.:il~ OIi cg-E, M~-"-7~fr 6l-=r~ 2013\:! 2~ 3~ 
Bishop Kim with Edmonton & Saskatoon families, February 3, 2013 

~ o~qLcJ.£1 'i ~-,i8i 20101:1 
God's Day 2010 Celebration Vancouver 
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71£0~~ 'l!!,11:fi ~"T~ 
Vancouver members gather for prayer 

Original Substance 
Divine Princl~e Workshop. 

Vancouver Ch. Oac.18" 

~2.I ~Ail-E -?~£1 'l!!,11:fi 2012\:! 12~ 
OSDP workshop in Vancouver December 2012 



~~01 ~ o~~ 'ti!-¥~ .iil.21 61-,1~ 
Vancouver church members plays yut game 

-f:l71~ cH~2m 'l'!-¥~ ~g 2012~ s~ 
Bishop Kim visits Vancouver August 2012 

Bishop Ktm n ily 
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M~.::'.:::>'~~i!~ OllE.-§--E- 6.1-=?- ~ ot~2.I 2008~ 
Saskatoon and Edmonton members picnic, 2008 



M~A 7~-fE .ii!.£1 2. 'El , 
Saskatoon church· gathering 

~,._ ....... _ 

.,. ' ~' .. 



<2!~-@£1 ~OjDj'c:J Ai~ 
True Mother's signature on speech 
delivered in Vancouver 

Dr. Hak Ja Han Moon 
Dr. Hyun Jin Moon 

~:Z'~Tour 
ancouver, CANADA 

-2..,n ~ ay &-2~oy~ 
~A-~ 

.--~-..,,;:~::___::: c.£/ ~ rf,-1., 

~Oj DJ 'c:1£1 Ai~ 
True Mother's signature on speech 
delivered in Vancouver 

Photographs by Mike Grandmaison Te}(, by '~~~.:-iJ g h Rogers 

~OjDj'c:J Ai~ 2006~ 5~ 10~ 
True Mother's signature on book about Canada May 10, 2006 



~~ ~ 8AI - 19701,:! CH 
Witnessing flyer 1970s 

Today is is difficult to be optimistic. 

It is difficult to think of a united world, a 
world of brotherhood, peace, and love. Instead 
tragedies, anxieties, disillusionment, pessimism 
have become our daily bread. Few really 
believe in a better world. 

WEDOI 

We often think: "What can I do? I am only 
one person." History however, reveals, that 
the turning point is not a worldwide thunder 
storm, but it begins with one man. 

We are different from you; we too have our 
problems - but we have the hope of a new 
world, not only in our hearts and in our minds, 
but in reality; and it is this that inspires our 
(laily lives. 

We are living today in a period of totlll 
confusion; this is not only •xtwnal confusion,, 
but• crilil in spiritual and moral valun. Ho.,._ rtri, can al., btJ a ti,,,. of grNt hope 
becaU# ,.. are called to rnolve r/Ht most 
funtJ.mental problems of lifa itrelf Mid that 
of tlw crNtion. 

Sun Myung Moon 

~-,3-HJOIIAi A~%~ ~8;t:I 
Flyer used in Vancouver 

growing 

~~U61or•_,.,_· 
ln•-""'"'"~--·""" .. 

grow,og . •• 
Canej)irlt1>1ota-... 

Ina_ 1or_......,.lJIGod."'"" and h.-.. 

Reality and Hope starts Today 
The universal principles we are apply1P9-have 

renewed our faith in God, in man, in ourselves, 
and in life. They reawaken the better part of 
ourselves, that is, the values of harmony, love, 
and peace that exist in human nature - so as 
to enrich our way of life and help mankind. 
This is the road to reach the greatest desire of 
all men - happiness. Happiness comes when 
you share your position, your wealth, your 
knowledge, or whatever you have that is 
virtuous with other people. If you can share 
love with each other, that makes you feel 
happiest of all. In the love of God we will 
enjoy everlasting happiness. So it is only 
natural for us to conclude that we can attain 
the goal of human happiness in a higher 
dimension, and that it will last forever. 

To realize this harmonious world, humanity 
desparately needs an inner or spiritual revolu
tion. For this we need a new expression of 
truth that can give answers to the fundamental 
problems of life and the universe which 
surrounds us, and can also show that religion 
and science are not contradictory but part of 
one truth and derived from one source: God 
Himself. 

These principles discuss and offer a solution 
to the following arguments: 

• The nature of God and the univer,e 

• The origin of evil 

• The scope of the creation and of our life 

• The end of an age and the beginning of 
the New Age 

• Why the Messiah must come again. 

Faith, God, internal values - these are not 
abstract concept$. We are by no means the 
first to try to apply these to our daily lives. 
However, we have done just this; and this has 
brought us to say to you, "If only you would 
listen to what we have to say and can 1_1xperi
ence this too, you might find this a way to a 
better I ife." 

It is important to know how God fulfills 
his plan. It is not important whether or not 
a man or his views are considered heretical. 
It is not important how you or I look at this 
world, what is important is how God looks 
at this world. 

The Unification Church does not want to 
be just one of many religious movements but 
to be a uniting force to bring all men and 
women of conscience into a world family 
under God. Its' principles are revitalizing the 
way of life of many. We are optimistic and 
have great hope and want to tell you why. 
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ti~ ta~~ ~-,lclj 2Ail ~ 
Vancouver second generation with Shin Wal nim 

2Ail tr% 
2nd Generation Activities 

2Ail ~ ~I~ -"?~£1 ~-,lclj 
Vancouver workshop for second generation 

't!!-,i~ ?~2J"iil A~~ 
Vancouver Sunday School 

( 



£~£ 2Ail ~-§ 
Second Generation in Toronto 

ollegian/High School Association for 
Research of the Principles (CHARP) 

st - -Days D1v1 P net le 

7~ ~21 9-~£1 £~£ 
Divine Principle 7 day workshop Toronto 
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9~2IOllAi :Y£1o~.JJ. 'x.l:: 2Ail ~*2 • ~»-l.2.E2.~, 20121::! 12-il 
Second Generation - Andrew Masciotra lecturing at Workshop Dec 2012 

~~ 9~£1 -§-E2.I~ 2012\:! 12-ij 
✓inter Workshop Montreal - Dec 2012 

Oj ~ ~ II, -§- E 2.I ~ 2008 
Montreal Summer Camp 2008 

7=j ~ 9 ~£1 -§- E 2.I ~ 2012 \:! 12-ij 
Montreal Winter Workshop - December 2012 

7=j ~ 9 ~ 2.I g E 2.1 ~ 2012 I:! 
Montreal Winter Workshop 2012 



7~ 'T'~~, -§-E2.I~ 2011'.::! 8~ 
Montrea l 7 day workshop - August 2011 

Oj ~ ~ II , -§-E 2.j~ 2006'.::! 
Montreal Summer Camp 2006 

WA7~~j]_~ OJI C .g ~ £1 ~~ 2Ail ~ 
Saskatoon and Edmonton - Blessed Children 
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OI ~ ~ n , .g E 2.I ~ 2012 ~ 
Montreal Summer Camp 2012 

7~ 9~£1 8:.tilAH! -@.§.2.I~ 2011~ 8~ 
Montreal 7 day workshop Group photo - August 2011 



2Ail ~ ~12!~%. M/-~7~~ 2006'.:! 
Saskatoon Second Generation Performing Arts - 2006 

7~ *~~I -§-E 2.1~ 2011~ 8~ 
Montreal 7 day workshop - August 2011 
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~~ 2Ail ~,1 El tt!!7'1-l::tj 
Vancouver Blessed Children Soccer Team 

tt!!7'1-1::tj 2Ail ~ .3.2.I A~ .iil.£1 ~g 
Vancouver second generation visiting Christian Church 



£-E!E 2Ail ?~£1 ~.7-jg 6JA~Al{!-
Toronto 2nd Generation Workshop - Enjoying meals 
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Japanese missionaries with Dr. Lee and Rev. Habara - 1997 

Activities of Japanese Missionaries 

It was in Cheju Island in February of 1994, that 1600 
Japanese sisters participated in a workshop held by True 
Parents, which marked the beginning of Japanese sisters' 
missionary activities. In June, 1994, ten sisters were 
sent to 160 countries, including Canada, as volunteers of 
Women's Federation for World Peace (WFWP). 

Initially two sisters worked in each of the following 

cities: Toronto, Montr eal, Quebec City, Halifax and 
Vancouver, and then as of 1996 they all gathered in 
Toronto to work together. 

In November of 1996, 4,200 Japanese missionaries 
were sent by True Parents throughout the world after 
they had finished a workshop in Uruguay. Almost all 
of the 120 Japanese sisters sent to Canada had little 
experience as missionaries, however, without any 
hesitation they started to work in Toronto, Montreal, 
Vancouver, and Buffalo under the leadership of the 
National Messiahs. All of them, in spite the variety of 
challenges faced in a foreign land, were excited to convey 
heavenly words and share the Blessing with the people 
of Canada. 

Through introducing Japanese culture, they brought 
many to Divine Principle lectures and to par ticipate in 
Blessing ceremonies. Also through events such as the 
"Celebration of True Love" they promoted the Blessing 
Ceremony by visiting people in churches, community 

centers and parks. Most of the Japanese missionaries 
continue to communicate with the people they met during 

the 1990s and each of their contacts received True 
Father' s autobiography. 

They returned to Japan after having planted their 
jeongsong of sweat, tears and heart, which continues to 
grow with the contacts they left behind in Canada. 

• ~9-~~0IOJI .2.<2.] 7'Hqq.2.1 120'i!l '§! ~ ~.:i:i!.A~~ 1996'.:! 11~ 
120 Japanese missionaries in Uruguay prior to arriving in Canada - November 1996 
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~~ ~jj!.A.~ ~7~[H .§- E 2.1~ 1997\::! 5~ 
Japanese Missionaries choir - Montreal May 1997 

~~ ~Xii £-e£ 1997\::! 
Holiday Festival - Toronto 1997 

~~ ~.i:i!.A~~ fr-& tg,i-g 1997\::! 
Japanese missionaries visit New York - 1997 



-§-E2.I~ g-7~~ IIilAEl~OllAi ~<210~~ ~~ t!.ii!.A~~ 1997'.:! 
Japanese missionaries perform at True Family Festival Montreal 1997 

g-A~~ ~~ ~A~ -§-.§.2.I~ 1997'.:! 4~ 
Celebration of True Love - Blessing in Montreal - April 1997 

~~-§ -§-E 2.I~ 1997'.:! 4~ 19~ 
Japanese Dance - Montreal - April 19, 1997 
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~~ ,t"!.ii!.A~~ 19971,:! 
Japanese missionaries 1997 

-§-E2.I~~, ~~ ,t"! .ii!.A~~ 19971,:! 
Japanese Missionaries - Montreal Group 1997 

~A~ ~Ail~A~, £ -E-£ 19971,:! 
Celebration of True Love - Toronto , October 1997 



~~ ~ii!.A.~~ . £E£ 1997"=1 
Japanese missionaries - Toronto 1997 

gA~ ~Xii ~.A.~, £E£ 1997"=1 
Celebration of True Love - Toronto June 1997 

gA~ ~Xii ~.A.~, £ E£ 1997"=1 5~ 
Celebration of True Love Toronto May 1997 
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~~ t!.ii!.N~. !E.-E-!E. 1997'.:! 
Japanese missionaries - Toronto 1997 

~£1-£1 q2.1, !E.-E-!E. 1997'.:! 
Bridge of Peace - Toronto 1997 



120'i!l~ ~g. {1.ii!A~~ . -g2.IOJA-E- 1996';:! 11~ 30~ 
120 Japanese Missionaries at Clearstone - November 30, 1996 
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fPI~ ~.A.~ ~g ig,i-g 1996\::! 
Rev. Ki Hoon Kim's visit to Japan - 1996 

D~N]j]_ ~g -tl.:ii!..A.~2~ c:12.~01<21 ~~LI~ 9{! 1996\::! * 
Masako, a Japanese Missionary with Brian Mulroney former Prime Minister. Spring 1996 



' 

I 

7Hqq~ ~~ ~~ ,t!.ii!A~~ 2012~ 7~ 
Japanese missionaries supporting Canada - July 2012 
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Clearstone Deer Farm 

The idea to breed deer originated with True Father when he encouraged Martin Porter to research the industry 
in 1977. By 1983, Martin Porter was recognized as an expert in the industry of breeding deer and had successfully 
launched a deer breeding operation. 

The first red deer was purchased in September 1978 and later sika and Canadian wapiti (elk) were added In the 
1980s chinchilla, fox, mink and sable were developed but later discontinued due to market conditions. The farm now 
breeds only elk and has supplied Asia with antler, and breeders throughout the world with livestock. 

Those that worked on the farm in the early years were Eugene Curtin, Roberto Peroni, Richard Gallant, Vicky 
Barrows, Eddie Hodorek, Peter Hume, Steve Barton, Wesley Ramage, Michel Cusson, Daniel Pare, Denis Rioux, Eddie 
Young, Guylaine Houle, Pierrette Gaudrault, and others. Mark Hebert who began his career at Clearstone in 1981 and 

•~3-0lllll ~~Oll ~lSH W~a~AI ~ ~o~cfi 'cl 1991\:1 
True Father speaks to Mark Hebert about the Farm - June 1991 
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~H L~q 7:1 ~ %<2!-21 94/.3. 
Elk during Canadian Winter 

~ ~ 21 941 .3. ITJI 
Elk herd - Antler second to none 



;qif-~7-il 7-1 LI:: ~.=1. 
Elk roaming the land 
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Activities of Women's Federation for World Peace Canada 

The Women's Federation for World Peace Canada (WFWP) was first established in Toronto in January 1992 
and Lilly Tadin was elected President. That same year, chapters were initiated in Vancouver, Ottawa, Montreal and 
Toronto with Michiko Wilding, Aila Willitts, Johanna Duffy and Kati Brisebois serving as representatives for their 
respective cities. 

In 1994, ten Japanese WFWP members arrived in Canada as part of an international outreach effort and served in 
Toronto, Montreal, Halifax and Vancouver. International Friendship events; Sisterhood and Bridge of Peace ceremonies; 
cooking classes; cultural programs; seminars; Poetry readings; International Day of Women, "Her story" seminars; and 
Women of faith seminars were held in all major cities in Canada. Sandra Cusson became chairwoman of the Montreal 
Chapter in August of 2009 and continues to the present day. Yukie McHale became chairwoman of the Vancouver 
chapter in 2010 and continues to the present day. Also, Lilly Tadin, Eveline Stewart and Blandine Stringer continue to 
serve as directors of WFWP Canada. 

~ :1H qq -9-.g .!::!.2.~0 l<r:J ~ 9- LI ¥¥2~ 01~<c!%t [ HJ:E_~ 

Women's Federation representatives with Brian and Mila Mulroney 
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£1£1, ·01~ -e~~£1 :;x;~zt·, £-E-£ 
Conference - Awakening the Dignity of Women - Toronto 

01W2!~ £ ~ £e£ 
Women's Federation meeting in Toronto 



·~~£1 q2.1 · E~AOj.2J ~Oi g1::2.1~ 1996\:! 
Bridge of Friendship - French and English 1996 - Montreal 

·~~£1 q2.1 · g1::2.1~ 1996\:! 6~ 29'§! 
Crossing the Bridge of Friendship June 29, 1996 - Montreal 
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Oj{j<2J~ 2.~ -§-E2.I~ 1996 '.:! 
Women's Federation meeting in Montreal, 1996 



~2.1 E~8 Aill-ll~2~0J{1<21ru- ;iHqq 2m & "§"~8 ~E~Oi 1996\::! 6-il 29~ 
Lilly Tadin - President WFWP Canada and Blandine Stringer - June 29 1996 

for World Peace 

Oj{1<2!g)- 2.~ -@.§.2.l~ 1992\::! 
Montreal Women's Federation meeting 1992 

Oj {j <21 ~ -@ E 2.I ~ 2012 \::! 
Women's Federation Montreal - 2012 
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OJW2!~ ll!!-=rl:tJ 2011'.::! 
Vancouver - Women's Federation - 2011 

Oj {1 '2!~ £ ~ ll!!-=rl:tJ 2012 '.::! 
Women's Federation meeting Vancouver - 2012 

Women's Fed 
Unite 



for World Peace 
s (NGO) 
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Activities of Universal Peace Federation Canada 

The Universal Peace Federation (UPF) was inaugurated in Canada on December 23, 2005 in Toronto. True Father 
spoke to an overflow audience of Ambassadors for Peace composed of religious, political and civic leaders, as well as 
Unification members. 

The foundation for UPF was established through the development of a plethora of inter-religious, inter
denominational and inter-disciplinary activities in Canada since the 1970s and 1980s such as the International 
Conference for the Unity of the Sciences, Professors World Peace Academy, CAUSA, Council for the World's 
Religions, lnterreligious and International Federation for World Peace and more. True Father's vision that all people 
should be one family under God has been the guiding inspiration for the work of UPF. 

Dr. Chae Hee Lee, served as Regional Chair for UPF in Canada from 2005 till 2012 and was replaced by Dr. Ki 
Hoon Kim in July, 2012. Franco Famularo has served as Regional Secretary-General for Canada Alan Wilding, Robert 
Duffy, Mitch Dixon, Daniel Stringer and Ambassadors for Peace such as Hoossen Auckbaraullee, Rev. Darryl Gray, 
Sulaiman Khan and Dr. Yourie Pankratz have made significant contributions to the development of UPF in Canada 
Monthly meetings continue in Toronto, Montreal, Ottawa and Vancouver. Annual national conferences have been a 
feature of the ongoing efforts of UPF. 

AH.£01 ~rn@ :;gmcH.A.~ £-E-£ 2012\:! 6~ 
Newly appointed Ambassadors for Peace - June 2012 Toronto 
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~9~£~<r!~. Ol~<r!~ CH~I ~/~A~~ 2012'.:! 6i! 
Participants at UPF-WFWP conference June 2012 



~-? 1~f£~~~ Ol{"l~~ £-E-£ 2012\:! 6~ 
UPF WFWP conference - Toronto June 2012 
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~9:ig~<2rru- ctt21 .A.~21:q oG A E ~OJ.2.~ 2:J1~1;1~ ..!::!.£~ 2012t:1 6~ 
MCs of Conference DG Stringer and Rebecca Brosseau June 2012 

£12.l ~-'?, £-E-£ 2012 '.::! 6~ 
Conference reg istration - Toronto June 2012 

\ omen s Federation for World Peac:e 

t Promoting 
Foundatk 

,, Canada 

~H.A~~ 2012'.::! 6~ 

t ng Family Values 
fo r a P ul Nation 

June 9, 20"1 2 

Panelists -Hon. Kilgour, Dr. Abuelaish, Rev. Darryl Gray June 2012 



~9~£~<2!~-0j{j<2!~ [H:£10l1Ai~I Oj{j ~.H.:q ~ 2012'.:! 6i! 
Women panelists at joint UPF-WFWP conference - June 2012 
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~9ig~~~-ru- 8~ £ ~. £~£ 2012'.:! 12~ 
Toronto meeting on Human Rights - December 2012 

UPF 'l!!-7"-Hl 2008'.:! 3~ 
UPF Vancouver March 2008 

UPF £ ~ .ge 2.I~ 2011'.:! 2~ 
Montreal UPF meeting - February 2011 



~9,!!~ 71~ - ~~.ii! UPF 2.~ -§-E2.I~ 2011'.:! 2~ 
Concluding Prayer - Interfaith UPF meeting in Montreal 
- February 2011 

~£~[HA~~~ -§-E2.I~ 2011'.:! 3~ 
Ambassador for Peace appointment March 2011 Montreal 

UPF 2. ~ g E 2.I~ 2012'.:! 12~ 17~ 
Dec 17, 2012 meeting in Montreal of UPF 

UPF ~-,i~ 2008'.:! 3~ 29~ 
Vancouver - UPF March 29, 2008 
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~ IIi~~ ~fi;q ~ .2.E~.2j-2010'.:l_ 6~ 
Panelists UPF conference -June 2010 in Ottawa 

£I.ii! 71~.ii! & ~[H<2.] IlH'aJ!, UPF -e-rrrn~ 2.Ef.2.f 2009\::! 5~ 7~ 
Muslim Christian and Jew Panel May 7, 2009 
UPF conference Ottawa 

7Hqq ~2.118 CHA~, UPF ~IIi~~ .2.E~.2J 2009'.::! 5~ 7~ 
With Fi lipino Ambassador to Canada 
May 7, 2009 UPF conference Ottawa 



UPF ~IIH:!-"- 2.E~.2./- 2010~ 5~7~ 
May 7, 2009 UPF conference in Ottawa 

2.12.l.iil.2~ 71~.iil. :;;'.iil.Al£.:;q £~ £-E-£ 2004~ 12~ 
Muslim and Christian Leadership Meeting in Toronto - December 2004 
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~2.IOJA-E-ot1Ai2.I £~ 2003'.:! 11~ 
Meeting at Clearstone - November 2003 

UPF 't!!-,icfl M.13. ~~ 2008'.:! 
UPF Vancouver at Sikh Temple - 2008 

UPF 't!!-,'1-cfl ¥f£~CHA~ .2.~ 2008'.:! 
UPF Vancouver - meeting of Ambassadors for Peace 



lg.2~~XilOJIA-J ~O~l::lj 'a ;q .J,.ff! l::IH-g ~,3-1::ij 2011'.:! 
Distributing True Father's Autobiography at Peace Festival - Vancouver 2011 

:JHqq lg.2~ ~ Xii ~,3-1::ij 2011'.:! 7~ 
Canada Peace Festiva l - Vancouver July 2011 
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:t!-?~£~121~ cH£1, £e£ 20021.:! 
Conference in Toronto - September 2002 

:t!2?~~<21ru- cH£1, £e£ 20021.:! 
Conference in Toronto - 2002 



~xu.1~1 £-E£ 2002\:! 9~ 
National conference - Toronto - September 2002 

~Af£1~1 8AilA~t! 2002\:! 9~ 
National Conference group photo - September 2002 
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UPF lr!!-=r-cli £ ~ 2012'.:! 8~ 
UPF meeting in Vancouver - August 2012 

lr!!-=r-cli £ ~ 2012 t:! 
Meeting in Vancouver 2012 

lr!!-=r-cli £~ 2012'.:! 8~ 
Meeting in Vancouver August 2012 



~-=t-~ £ 'f:j 2006'.:! 
Meeting in Vancouver - 2006 

UPF ~~[H2.IOJl.>-i ~2.~[7IIl2!- tiff~ A~£1 ~'2:! 
2005'.::! 12~ 23~ 
Paula Duffy & Heaven's call at UPF Inaugural Convocation -
Dec. 23, 2005 

ll:1£1-CH.>-~ 2. 'El, £-E-£ 2005'.:! 12~ 23~ 
Toronto - December 23, 2005 - Ambassadors for Peace 
Meeting 

~-=t-~ ~,~,.ii! A~~ OJl.>-i£1 £ 'El 2006'.:! 
Meeting at Vancouver Mosque 2006 
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Activities of Universal Marine Industry Canada 

In the early 1980s, Ken McHale was responsible for the maintenance of a lobster plant in Gloucester Mass 
and along with a couple of other Unification family members whom experimented with building aquatic systems 
for holding live lobsters. In August of 1983, True Father was made aware of a prototype of the aquatic system. 
Universal Marine Enterprises was incorporated in July 1984 in California and after a successful beginning in 
USA, it later moved to Vancouver in 1992, Ken McHale's hometown. For the next 10 years, UMI established a 
successful foundation in Canada and UMI products were developed and presented in Canada throughout Canadian 
Aquaculture trade magazines and tradeshows. Universities, aquaculture facilities, public zoos and aquariums across 
Canada and around the world have purchased hundreds of UMI live seafood systems and related equipment. 
UMI Continues today in Canada to design, develop, and manufacture equipment for ocean-related industries with the 
sincerest desire to realize a part of True Father' s vision for the Oceanic Providence. 

2.~0I .!::!. .A.I~!@ "?:~ ~-W~ 
Live system - Aquaculture 
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oH~ ~2.I 20-?i.:! 7IEJ~OJI.A.i UMI 's, 1994'.:! 
UMI team at 20th Anniversary of Ocean Providence - 1994 



UMI ~ 'i!l Ai OJI oH-?t! g-o~l::!i 'a Ai 'i!l 1992 \:! 
UMI - True Father signed UMI brochure, 1992 

tJ A I 21 OJI Ai 21 Zi! g]j oH ~ 2008 \:! 
Ken McKale at exhibition 2008 
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True World Foods Inc. 

True Father provided the vision for developing the seafood industry during the 1970s, and in the late 1980s, Shuji 
Nagai and Osamu Shishido began delivering fish from Boston to sushi restaurants in Montreal, Ottawa and Toronto. 

This activity was initiated by Isamu Hashimoto, the leader of Rocky Neck Seafood in Boston at that time. 
In 1990, Alex Smyth, a native of Canada, was appointed President of Rocky Neck Seafood in Canada by Mr. Eiichi 

Babara (who later became the Eve nation National Messiah to Canada), and Alex served in that role until 2000. 
True World Foods was registered as a federal corporation on June 1, 1999. 
In October of 2000, Takeshi Yashiro, then a leader at True World Foods USA sent Fumitoshi Yuzawa to offer his 

business expertise to True World Foods in Canada. The foundation that existed was restructured and expanded upon 
throughout much of Canada Among the UC members working with TWF are Steve and Kayoko Pecarsky, and John 
and Keiko King. Both couples were part of the "43 Alaskan couples" called to Canada directly by True Father to 
pioneer the ocean providence from their beginning point in Kodiak. Some 80% of the employees of TWF Canada are 
Unification Church members who are continuing to develop True Father's vision for the Ocean providence in Canada. 

E ~ ~ E -¥E £ -E-£ 
True World Foods - Toronto 



r'\ Tr,,~~ Wi>rhl 
CJ 
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True World Foods - Vancouver 

E~ ~ C ¥E. A~%)~ g.§.2.I~ 
True World Foods employees in Montreal 

E9- ~ c ¥c !:i:_l::l~ A~AIO~ 
True World Foods - Nova Scotia 
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Keiko King and Kayoko Pecarsky - Ocean Ancestors in Alaska 
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Ocean Ancestors with True Parents 
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~~7 F'~d At~ 
Photos of Blessed Families 

Rev. Ki Hoon Kim family 

Pare Family 

Sasaki Family Rioux Family 
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Dr. Chae Hee Lee Family 

Dimitrije Tadin family 
Dutil Family 

Eon Joo Lee family 

Hashimoto family 
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Cheong Keun Chang family 

Duffy Family 

Cunningham family 

Dionisije Tadin family 



Kambashi family 

Jones family 

Hebert family 

Keating family 
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White family 

Titayaporn & Utthai Thongkham 

Yoo, Taek Geun family 

Famulare family 

Ross Carabot 

Goddard family 



Wilding family 

Winters family 

Yoon, Hee Joo family 

Yuzawa family 

Young family 
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Angelique & Komi Ameganvi 

Denis & Thelma Desjardins 

Rubaiyat & Jasonda Desmond 

John & Jaclyn Chao 

Matthew & Hitomi Dixon 



Joselito & Janet Herrera 

Fuchs, Sam & Sharon 

Kim, II Hyun couple 

Jennifer Biscocho & Sherwin Asidera Essop, Angela 
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Fortin Family 

Gabriel family 

Kombe family 
Gauthier family 

Lean family Flavia Wilches 



Stoyan & Lilly Tadin 

Petronie Kouendze Ingoba 

Kouyate family 

McLaren, Sean with his spiritual mom 

Young, Miki & Hayashida, Kotara 
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Alexander family 

Babiera family 

Brisebois family 

Brosseau family 



Melfo family 

Beauregard Family 

Gradescu family 

Christian Sullivan 

Lajeunesse family Miyazawa, Fumiyuki 
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Maria Yahin 
Dutertre family 

Delisle Family 

Beaumier family 
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Koester family 

Kajita family 

) ) 

Castillano family 

Gogna family 
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Cusson family 
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Mbopey Family 

Quiazon family 

Reginald Luly 

Mckewen family 



Struna family 

Swarres Family 

Sambao family Lee, Jong Sung family 
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Eiichiro & Jin Hyung Komine 

Emeric & Emily Brisebois 

Cho, Hyung Shin family 

Cowan family 

Spowage family 



Kim, Sung Hung family 

Duy Ruan 

Kim, Shane family 

Reeves Family 

Perron Family 
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Ableseth family 

Adsheads family 

Atenga family 

Brennan family 

Buchanan family 



Ferreira family 

Garand Family Fontaine family 

Dixon Family Genest Family 
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Khodayary family 

Kanyamuna family 

King family 

Brad & Monica Gartner 

Laurin Family 
Lacroix Family 



Lee, Hae Kun family 

Sarah Nakitwo 

Lee, Jae Sung family 

Lee, Yeun Woo family 

Lee-Viau family 
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Nattrass family 

Martinez family 

Masciotra Family 

Olga Brouckova 

McHale Family 



Morimitsu family 

Murase family 

Gilbert & Ranhee Boyce 

Ethel B. Flores Nishikawa family 
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Paghubasan family 

Pecarsky family 

Misael & Maychille Sagala 
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Ranisalvljev family 

Delisle Family - Expression of Love 



Sitka family 

Stringer Family 

Mabuchi family 

Stewart family 

Tamale family 
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Tecson family 

Trusilo family 

Tshikani family 

Tuzet family 



Portlance family 

Kuhn family 

Mesina family Scarr Family 
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True Father speaks in Toronto September 17, 1977 
80 Admiral Road, Toronto ON 

You may have asked, how do I look? Well, here I am. Before 

I was light, but now I am dark with sun from fishing. The ocean 

is always moving. Do you like it? When a typhoon comes it 

is very difficult. The sea is always changing. Canada, like the 

USA, is on the ocean. All the family must think of the ocean. 

Then you may like it. Martin doesn' t. When a leader can' t take 

a liking to the ocean, he may create difficulties for himself. 

Why does Father go on the ocean? He's pioneering the way 

on the ocean. Do you like pioneering? (Yes.) Easy to answer. 

Everybody likes pioneering. 

Father heard, out of 23 million population in Canada, 15 

million live in this area. Actually, Canadian members must 

explore the land first. Have you been bear hunting yet? Father 

likes to hunt bears. Father would like to invite you to go but he 

can' t find anyone who knows how to hunt 

Well, this was an unexpected trip. Whatever Father does, 

everyone watches with binoculars. They have heard too much 

about him, perhaps more than you, and are afraid so they watch 

everything. So he decided this morning to come and then no 

one knows. Did you know I was coming? 

Do you have something strong like an atomic bomb? You 

don't sound confident. Canadians are more feminine than 

Americans. Canadian women must marry American men, and 

Canadian men must marry German women, okay? Now it is 

best that we laugh and become friends in a short time. 

Canadian people may try to divide Canada in two. 

Communists will come and try to bring division here, but the 

Unification Church must prevent this. How can we cope with 

the situation? The Chinese communists are growing strong 

here. This is the target of concern. Even world leaders are 

concerned and wonder how to cope with the situation. There' s 

no doubt about the decline in the West. Father doesn' t have an 

accurate report yet, but he knows there are people in important 

positions on many college campuses. Such is the communist 

advancement. Also there is a rise in yellow power. 

The combination of the two is dangerous and the gravest 

problem. The Chinese communist fits that description. One third 

of Asia is Chinese. They know where they stand and are very 

strongly widening their influence. Since the communist nature is 

to dominate the world, the question is, will Russia or China take 

the lead? America is aware of the rising Chinese power, and 

just recently {US Secretary of State} Vance went there with 

some kind of proposal, but they just said flatly, "No." Why? 

They know they can benefit from a friendship, but instead 

they are thinking of internal propaganda and so are saying 

that historically America is our enemy. Therefore we must 

band together strongly against them. Russia has been trying to 

reach this continent through Cuba and South America, including 

Mexico. She is pushing influence and degrading America as in 

the Panama Canal situations. Historically they have been on 

friendly footing with America, but now the situation is different, 

bringing much pressure to the USA 

The Chinese know here in Canada is the only place 

where Russia hasn't any influence yet, so they have plans 

here. Recently, in the last couple of years, there have been 

many communist immigrants to Canada. You know, when a 

communist country allows emigration they must be very strong 

communists. Here, the French will be immediately ready to 

make friends with the Chinese communists, because by this 

they feel they will become stronger. The European communists 

then can link with the French, and in the end they will all go 

against the British trends and influence others to think this way. 

The Chinese communists already think that they are late and 

will invest a lot of money and effort to make an influence here. 

Communism is an ideology, so the logical conclusion is that 

their objective is to bring the entire world under their ideology. 

When we say "my native country" it means the nation to us, 

but to the communist it means the world. Russia and China 

are working to influence the whole world. It is very obvious. 

America and Canada are working only for their own defense. 

Only thirty years ago, Russia was very tired and barely won 

against Germany in WWII. America at that time was much 

stronger, but now the situation is reversed. What will happen in 

the next five years? They will gain much, much more power. 

We will have to work on America to make a strong base to 

overcome communism. Father knew that the 1980' s would 

be the deadline and that America would be the only place. 

Eventually North and South America will unite and go against 

America. The American people and politicians haven' t any 

idea of these plans. They have no vision. They even go against 

Father, who is the one person who knows and can reveal the true 

situation. Even the Chinese communist newspapers are saying 

that Rev. Moon is the greatest enemy, and Pravda newspaper 

is also saying that the Unification Church is the greatest enemy. 

Ironically enough, the free world for whom he is working does 

not know. 
Before Father came to the USA, he established a strong 

foundation in Korea for anti- communism. Twenty million 

people have been educated Then he extended the pattern to 

America. Japan also is included in this. The top communist 

leadership is fully aware of Father's intention. Now in the 

USA we must build a foundation to go against communism. In 

Chinese Canada, they will eventually try to assassinate him. The 

State Department is very aware of his movements. In the US, 

where communists are hard at work, the Russians and Father 

are closely watched. But the Korean Nationalist is much freer. 
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Kim II Sung' s communists therefore are much more dangerous. 

North Koreans say bad comments about President Park, but 

their hatred is much more severe against Father and his work 

in Korea. The Chinese communists and Russian communists 

both support Kim II Sung against South Korea That' s what is 

happening now. The South Korean government together with 

Rev. Moon are said to be "one" by the communists. Father 

has been fighting against their slander, but right now it is 

overwhelming. No one understands Father's position. American 

people and the people on all sides are against him. 

The mass media really tried hard to go against Father but 

he is not dead yet He is still going strong. But to help Father 

most is to solidify and fight against communism. The media, 

knowingly or unknowingly, were influenced by communists 

regarding Father. Amidst this tremendous persecution and 

misunderstanding, the newspaper people know that Father 

can influence the American young people. But have you heard 

anywhere in the world an assessment of the world situation in 

this light? 

Do you know in history there was not even one who can 

do the job of perfection? Do you understand the situation we 

are in? In America, fantastic things are taking place in every 

field Now leaders are looking into Rev. Moon:· ·PhD' s, Master 

degrees, all make him a target of their study for their papers. 

Especially the professors and the top of intelligent people know 

about Father, while the less-educated people may not. Some 

of the oriental people in America didn't know his capacity. 

Father has finances and financial support. The Unification way 

is to support ourselves and then bring Father financial support. 

Father came to America with nothing, but through honest work 

he built financial support. Now you go out and work diligently, 

bringing financial support. If you fail, it is Martin Porter' s fault 

Wherever we go, the UC members are closely knit brothers 

and sisters in Canada, and everywhere we are in a perilous 

situation. We must work together to support Father, as he is the 

only one who can do the job. Martin is soft hearted·· ·so Father 

said anyone who comes would soon leave again Are you strong 

enough to go through all the changes? If you are confident, 

punch the person next to you as strong as you can. 

When Father came, he was expecting a much, much bigger 

place. Martin said, you didn' t see the basement. But Father said, 

"You should say, you haven't seen the attic", which can go on 

and on. 

You must serve as a lighthouse. In a storm or dark night, the 

lighthouse should be brighter. As long as the lighthouse stands, 

the world will stand. If you do not withstand, Father will not pay 

much attention to Canada Now Father is talking with full thrust 

that the youth will act strongly here and represent America. 

Father has accomplished because God is right beside him. 

Many people, Koreans, Japanese, Orientals, told Father not to 

come to America, but Father couldn't sit still because no one 

would do this. Do you want to go following Father, or go ahead 

of him? Father came to Canada because you did not accomplish. 

Perhaps church members thought Father would come and pour 

out his love. But now we are in wartime, and Father is throwing 

a bucket of cold water on you. 

People are living so freely today. Why are we teaching as 

we do? Because this is a warning to the people. Father is a 

controversial figure because he is very good We have to prove 

that we are good by going into the arena and fighting. What 

would you rather do as a UC member, go into the arena or just 

stand by? Now we are determined in the future to fight. Father 

came to America and won the battle single handed. In Canada, 

one man should be able to do this before breakfast! 

Many think that Father is a strange man. Not from his looks, 

but when people never imagine something ever existed and 

then find it, it is strange. This is Father. You thought about 

Father but did not really know him. Even Mother does not 

know Father so well. She can never foretell what he will do. 

He will do things no one in history has done, so you have met 

an extreme type of man. Father has wide eyes and sees so 

much in one glance. He knows that anyone who follows him 

will never regret it Will you follow Father? He may go to the 

Atlantic and return by the Pacific. Can you follow? Close your 

eyes and never let go! Sister, if you marry someone like Father, 

how can you marry without any thought? If a man is like 

Father, how can he be great, and why? There is much content. 

No one likes Martin, only his wife. That means he must be like 

Father. Have you ever seen a giant tuna? Father caught a 1000 

lb. tuna this summer. This symbolizes the movement Once on 

the line, no matter how it fights, it will be brought in, bit by bit 

The line symbolizes the members. Father will reel in the tuna 

through us. The men must have strength and guts. 

Men should be able to speak in public and be able to mobilize 

people to God. Young men must be trained like Father so as to 

be people that can attract all women, and broaden our minds to 

embrace everyone. 

You may say you don't like fundraising, but you must 

become a person that never worries and is ready to do all for 

God. What can I do for the world? Can you do this? Father 

wants to see what we do in the future. Father leaves tonight. 

It is good I came, anyway. Have you got anything to be proud 

of? Do you want to receive from me, or do you want to give? 

Can you give me something for the world? Can you give me 

$10,000? I can spend one million in one day. We say yes- but 

in a few years. Go ahead and prepare your pledge for Father. 
Prepare! 

Do you like Bob or Martin more? You like Martin because he 

is here. No! Soon you will want someone else? If Father comes, 

maybe you prefer that. How old is Father? Does he look old? 

Father feels as old as Mother, and sometimes younger. Father 

is more active than young people. No one wrestled with Father 

and won. When Father is with a farmer, he is like a farmer. He 

can work in a factory: · ·he can work as a fisherman, too. He can 

be a good gangster, too! If he is with a beggar, he will be a good 

leader for them, too. If you can' t fundraise, how can you say 

yes? Father founded the idea and pioneered it. If someone took 

him to Africa, in a few days he could organize anything, even 

without any previous friendships there. History shows. Look at 

Father in Korea, USA, etc. What has he done? Many said he 



could not succeed, but what has he done? They were wrong. 

You need definite results that the world can see, then they will 

bow to it. White young people must really listen to what he 

says. They must listen more to him than to their parents or 

their president. Are you like this? That's why people say we 

are brainwashed. This is not so; we are bone washed! 

Father says one word, then so many young people from all 

over come. Father understands outside people's jealousy. Now 

people say UC is bad and many come. When they say UC is 

good, what will happen? We would need a great wall around 

our property to keep people out! Hippies, etc., are of no use to 

God. God knows this so he makes our reputation bad, so only 

the best people come. This is our wall of protection. If one 

leaves UC, he must ultimately come back. There is nowhere 

else to go. He will beg to re-enter. If this is not so, then even 

Father would not be here. Canada has our ancestors spiritually 

and physically. You are like the founders of the nation - in the 

name of God and His law. 

(Should Canada be separate or the 51st state in America?) 

God would like unity, even world unity, wouldn' t he? 

(How can we stop Canada from being divided?) 

How much power we can mobilize for God? Only very few 

people move the nation. Martin must speak to the TV and bring 

influence. If Father speaks for four hours, he feels he can sway 

the people for Goel. Communists work so hard, but when we 

start to work then victory is near. The world will change its 

course. First just a few people, then more. But if it is not so, 

then one person representing communism should meet, then 

we will win and all will see. This is what is happening in Japan. 

WBC seems to know so much about us, so we asked one how 

about a debate, but they are afraid The churches say we are 

heretical, but no one will debate with us because they are afraid. 

Father by himself is doing what thousands of professors cannot 

do. Father thinks, preaches, and puts into action words of truth. 

Who can do this? The spirit world also listens to father and he 

is an expert of the spirit world. We must follow him to go to 

the spirit world. Father will not speak about the spirit world as 

there is so much to say. He has so many experiences. To save 

Canada, we need only a few people -if they are like Father. 

The transition [between] winter and spring·· ·.If the seasons 

are severe, you notice. If the temperature is always the same 

degree, you do not know when spring starts. It is the same 

between night and day. It is difficult to understand. In the last 

few days you can see which season is coming. In other words, 

only if you are deep you can see. Young Americans are just 

now beginning to receive Father. Many write to him asking him 

to fight for America and the world. When there is a sincere 

teacher who writes to Father asking him to tell the students his 

message, then you can see the direction we must go. 

The video tape of the Washington Monument event was 

shown in LA. Some said we are good and others are against. 

Seeing the tape, people realized that they had a wrong opinion 

of us. [Up to] 100,000 may have seen the program. (We must 

get it on Canadian TV.) When the time matures, we will 

broaden out and when Father speaks many great leaders will 

come. Now people have said all they want to say. Now their 

opinion will change. We can see that he is saying something 
that is real 

A customs official asked what Father would do in the US. 

He told him. Then three years later they met again, and he 

asked, what next? Father had done all he said. Father knows 

the signs of the time. He has a better antenna. You understand. 

All we must do is carry out his instructions, okay? Study hard: 
DP, VOC, etc. 

The cosmic spring is coming soon. Father is planning 

everything now, but you only know a little. Communists 

speculate on the future. Father is sure and confident about 

what they will become. Their vision is limited, as they see only 

on the human level Father has greater background and vision. 

Unification Church can really handle and prove that the theory 

of communism is wrong. They cannot criticize our theory 

because they cannot understand the spirit world. After the 

communists were defeated in Japan, the leaders had a meeting. 

They knew they were defeated on the theory, and so united 

to reorganize their theory, calling in international leaders, too. 

They could not find their solution because they do not know 

the spirit world. When we are in deep prayer God comes to 

talk to us. How can they explain this in writing? The number of 

our members is not so many. The persecution persists but we 

still continue. The communists cannot understand this, but we 

just plod on. They don't know how but Father knows what is 

to be. To know Father, you must work like him. Father shoots 

forward for the goal. He knows the results. 

Three years ago, Father met many prominent men. Father 

saw then and already understood their future. He spoke about 

the world situation and asked them to cooperate. They told him 

that they had been working for this for years and knew best. 

Now they can see Father' s works, and don't know what to say. 

All want to know what he will do next. Most of the PR team 

had much rejection, and very few wanted to receive Father. 

Now it is rather different. They sent their greetings to Father. 

Father knew he was right three years ago, but they would not 

listen. Now he has a better foundation. Do you know of Father' s 

fight against the New York Times? When Father meets the 

editor next time, he will be very clear in what he tells him. 

Father is a strange man. Neither old nor young members know 

what he will do next. Father may call us and direct us in many 

ways. The Asian leaders understand Father much better than 

the western ones. What he says, he does. Soon all governments 

must know. The FBI and CIA know us so well. They will 

investigate us as soon as they know Father is in Canada. 

We must have a new start! How? Hard work! Now the US 

people work hard for the USA, but this isn' t hard work. If we 

can work for a higher purpose, not just for the nation, for the 

world, this is the hard work. We must develop our thought in 

this direction. Father gets up before sunrise and often does not 

sleep. We too should be like that. Time is so precious. We live 

for Goel and the world. 

Canada is not so big. If Father has a tight grip he can work 

here as he did in the USA Here we can develop faster than 
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in the USA Father wants the government to listen to us. He 

would have us get the government to let Father live here, 

even if the USA might kick him out. If the USA would listen 

to Father for seven years, there would be no communism in 

the USA No one else can stop the declining western way of 

life. It is only a question of time for communism to take over 

the USA Even though Father said this over and over again, 

people still don't feel the sense of urgency. The blackout in 

New York made people think about what Father has been 

saying for years. We must work harder for God and the world 

Father needs financial support in the USA What will he do with 

it? Father will develop a volunteer army to fight communism 

Father is developing a movement in captive national groups. 

The USA won WWII but what would have made us lose the 

war? Who went to the war? Idiots? Farmers? Intelligent people? 

Father supposes there were many from Idaho, North and South 

Dakota, etc. The intelligent students went to Canada to evade 

the draft. Carter pardoned them all legally. Is there anyone who 

is willing to give his life for Canada? No. Our members only. We 

must do this! It is my responsibility to teach the members this. 

Communists train people in difficult conditions, even Siberia. 

We must train members. Country people in the USA were the 

ones that fought so well. If the city people were mobilized and 

worked hard, then there would be greater results. 

The US youth has been going a decaying, immoral way. 

This is going to change and reverse towards God. He is even 

reaching down. We must reach up. On the Unfication Church 

can bring this about. Unite the races, etc. Where is the essence 

of religion? 

Through the mass wedding we develop our original heart. 

These international marriages are so significant. Westerners 

prefer oriental women They are more feminine and objective. 

The last marriages were so. Many people in the US are drawn 

to the west coast, which is close to the Orient. Would sisters 

like to marry a foreigner or Canadian? Ask what God would 

like. Would he like a black and white and Oriental, etc. all bound 

together in love? More unity in different races is better. If God 

sees colour, then he cannot be God Love is the uniting force. 

This is Goel' s nature. Many in history have thought about this 

but could not do it, could they? Churches and governments? No. 

Not even the communists. Only Father can do that. Would the 

spirit world would like this, too? Of course. Even white spirit 

men would think this. 

There are many more spirits than the 600,000,000 white 

people on earth. If Father had not married Mother, maybe he 

would have married a black person. This is difficult to say 

now, because he has already married our beautiful Mother. 

Father would like us to feel in this way; working with Father 

are people from all races. There was one case, the parents 

of one white brother who married an oriental protested in a 

letter. After some months, the oriental woman spent a week 

with the parents and melted them. The parents forgot about 

the letter and told the neighbours how wonderful she was. 

When the Blessing comes, do you want to choose or let Father? 

(Father.) Has anyone asked their parents to choose their wife 

or husband? They only ask Father. This is why people call us 

brainwashed. Father is different. He understands the future so 

well. For the 74 couples, Father didn't have to work too hard, 

but people were surprised about his choice. Just a few asked 

Father for a change before marriage, but he explained their 

personalities to one another and they saw Father' s choice was 

best. Stubborn people who insist on someone else usually are 

wrong, and their fallen nature is increased, and one mate will 

die young. He told them so. Some said they would risk it, and 

then they saw their wife or husband die very early. Did Father 

choose Mother wisely? It is not only her beauty but her mind 

and heart. 

A man who was crippled, missing a leg and an arm and with 

a distorted face, married an attractive woman. Think about if 

you had been in this situation. Father asked the bride if she had 

a dream of a beautiful child Father bought him artificial limbs 

and glasses, and they had a wonderful child. That child was 

beautiful, and the woman and child met Father at the station 

one day, and confirmed that what Father had said came true. 

You must see all the elements in the nation All that will happen 

in the future. One of the problems of the world are single men 

and women. Father thinks international marriages are most 

important. If you are a son of the great God, He can do even 

more. No matter how difficult a woman may be, a man must 

love her. Otherwise he is not capable of being a son of God 

Martin tried so much in the first marriage. When a person 

does not want, not even God can do anything. She committed 

sin and did not correct herself. Adam failed, but even though 

he failed God could choose another. Father must live long so he 

can resolve all problems between husband and wife. 

Today we talked about Canada, Blessing, spirit world, but 

you are most attentive about Blessing! Father noticed many 

Korean residents here. Do you like them? How can you 

say yes? Father can tell this much. They are older blessed 

couples. Their personal inclination is to tell when they think 

something is wrong. In the western world, Father hardly ever 

said a correction He simply made an example. But the Korean 

members are not quite up to that yet. But your feeling and their 

feeling is understandable on both sides. 

We must treat earlier couples as elder couples. Then you 

will find there is much to learn. They have been trying from 

the earliest time to bring the heavenly tradition to the western 

world, learning English, etc. They have a deep feeling to 

offer [their] help and it is a difficult task when they find no 

cooperation 

Mr. Lee is not the director of the Korean association. You 

will talk about this to him He is a rare member as he worked 

so hard for VOC in Korea and has long experience. Mr. Lee 

will be head of the Freedom Leadership Foundation in Canada 

Tradition is the instant problem now. Mr. Lee is in a position 

of offer much this way. The fact that he was reared in Korea 

makes him a rare benefit to the church in Canada But he must 

listen to the leader of Canada for this reason Although Father 

tried to have FLF and UC separate, it is impossible. They 

must be one. You must learn to harmonize. He is senior in the 



Blessing order, so you can learn from him UC tree is one with 

many branches and one root. They want to talk in a tactful 

way, but it is very hard to find the right words in English They 

say it is very hard to communicate. 

Once we accept difficulties and overcome them, there is 

much blessing. Here is a practical solution. Whatever is good 

about each other, you will say. And whatever is not, you will 

not say. But this is very difficult, like cutting off the top of a 

mountain and burying it in the valley. That is the place where 

UC leaders can excel more than any other. In America it is 

the same thing. But everyone is trying bit by bit to make 

the situation level. Japanese and Americans are extreme 

personalities. They even used to be enemies. Mr. Lee is true to 

his principle. Once he opens his mind, he never holds a grudge. 

The way you are built, Martin, you have the ability to bring the 

races together here. That' s why I asked you to come. If New 

York asks how is your relationship with the Koreans? You must 

be proud of the relationship. If you don' t realize that, how can 

heaven be in your mind? Father would like the children to go 

to Korea to attend high school because Korean is the universal 

cultural language. Koreans try to learn English and you try 

to learn Korean. Maybe it' s practical to have a Korean class. 

Wouldn't you like to learn Korean? 

Canada in Korean means to dig out. So Korean members 

are hard to crack, but when you can, there is much inside. 

If you can do this, in a short time there will be enormous 

improvement. 

(Father then talked to the Koreans at length and Col. Han 

said he talked to them just as he used to talk 20 years ago. He 

said they listen with much faith and heart.) 
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True Father Speaks at Clearstone June 27, 1987 
after dinner 

Mr. Peter Kim, Translator 

I heard that one of the elk here, who didn' t have mother' s 

milk was fed by bottle. Just like that, we will have to love 

everybody in Satan' s world. We have to raise them, care for 

them, to restore them Most people are destined to go to hell, 

but we have to restore them to go to heaven. 

Do you think about spirit world for yourself? This is an 

absolute natural law that everybody who is born here should go 

to spirit world someday. 

Remember the time when Father sent out all the missionaries 

from Barrytown seminary? If Father hadn' t done it, what do 

you think you would be doing by now? When Father sent Dr. 
Young Oon Kim to the United States, it was 1959. Of course, 

it was a hard time, too. But the time Father sent missionaries 

to 126 [nations] in 1975, that was the time when Father had to 

prepare for Washington Monument and all those critical time 

periods. But [he] had to send them out He made a big decision 

to send them out. All those people who had just received the 

Blessing were sent out At that time, no one really agreed with 

Father. Even those missionaries who were sent out were not 

really happy. But because Father told them to go, they went. 

But now many of the missionaries don' t want to come back to 

the States. They had good experiences and like it there. 

Everyone has just one life. You live only one time, have 

one life. Just think about Father. Father came to visit this deer 

farm. He didn' t have to go out on the lake to fish here all day 

long, pushing himself really hard But Father wants you to pay 

more attention to the fishing industry by showing this kind of 

example. Father ts you to learn about fishing. 

Since Father set this kind of example, whoever comes here 

will hear and remember Father' s tradition. Even when Father 

visited here at this time, he got up at 5:00 in the morning and 

went out to the lake and stayed until he couldn' t see the fishing 

rod. That kind of example and tradition will be remembered. 

Father himself won' t be able to forget that particular memory. 

Whenever Father thinks about the deer farm in Canada, he 

will remember that. Some day he may forget where he made 

the Holy Ground in Ottawa, in Canada, but he won't be able to 
forget this particular event. 

This is a necessary tradition. For example, when Father first 

went to Gloucester, Massachusetts, for tuna fishing, Father set 

the tradition there many times by not sleeping at night many 

times. Sometimes he came back at 12:00 midnight, fixed this and 

that, and went out again at 2:00 or 3:00 am. There was no time 

to sleep. But Father did this to set an example and tradition. 
Also he knew it was necessary for American members. Father 

himself can' t forget those things. He would never forget them 

Think about those nights Father couldn't sleep. He himself 

pushed all the way through and made things happen in those 

days. He can't forget. Suppose Father had taken some rest 

those nights. Do you think Father will live for several more 

years because of that? No. 

Father sees more work is needed at this deer farm. Even 

building the fence, someday you have to think about putting in 

steel poles. Of course, it won' t be easy. No one likes it Also, it 

is costly. Remember Father started knitting the fishing nets at 

Barrytown. He set the tradition there. Of course, Father spent 

tens of hours there. He made 4CXlO meters of net Every year, 

even when Father is not there now, they go out and fish. They 

keep the tradition. 

No one could dare think about knitting the fishnets there. 

But Father asked them to buy the materials and bring them 

over there so he could knit them He started knitting the nets 

himself. 

Because of that kind of pushing spirit, all the time, wherever 

he goes, in whatever he does, he pushes himself all the way 

through·· ·because of that kind of effort and enthusiasm, now 

many people in the world remember him as a great person. 

Father himself feels that he has to leave that kind of tradition 

behind. That is the great vision that Father has. 

After Father leaves, please have someone research all the 

various spots of the lake, in various locations. By the next time 

Father returns here, probably next year, Father wants to see 

you putting small baby trout and the carp which Jewish people 

eat in the lake. Father said there is a particular carp, called 

Jewish carp, maybe from Israel·· ·he would like you to put those 

fish in this lake. 

Also, we have to organize all the people who own the boats 

and fish in this lake. There are probably thousands of people. 

We have to come up with some kind of regulations in order 

to protect this lake, and protect the fish. We can lead this 

organization. First we organize all the people and protect the 

lake. With proper treatment to the lake and the fish, this lake 

can be very famous. As you said, there are many lakes in 

Canada which do not have any fish. But this lake has a lot of 
fish. You can raise lots of fish here, maybe provide some fish 

for other lakes. There is the potential to build a great business 

out of this. We can buy trout from hatcheries and put them in 
here. They grow well. Even bass. 

If we start organizing this kind of group, this fishermen' s 

group, then we can expand that to the national level. This is 

one of the ways of witnessing. Once we organize them and lead 

them to a better life, that is the way to lead them to a better 
way. 

Father spent two days in this lake area. Father feels this is 

a wonderful place. Rev. Werner, if you contact the government, 



probably they will be able to provide some baby trout. 

Sometimes they do. 

Even if we put millions of baby trout in the lake, many of 

them will be eaten by bigger fish. But Father says there [are] 

no really big fish around here. Also, there is a lot of weed in the 

lake, so the baby fishwill be able to survive. He feels that one 

third of them will be able to survive. (We' 11 look into that. We' 11 

check it out.) 

We may be able to obtain a permit from the government 

so that we can use this lake as a fish farm. Therefore, you 

can contact the local people around here to see if anyone is 

interested in making a donation to develop this lake. A set 

amount every month or every year, a membership fee. If we 

initiate this kind of campaign, we will be able to control this 

organization. Also we will have to do the work, because those 

people won't be able to work themselves. 

Father thinks that, suppose you catch a big carp, maybe one 

or two feet long. There is a special device some people recently 

came up with, like a small electronic bug. You attach it to the 

fish. Then that particular fish, wherever it goes, you will be able 

to monitor it You can study the behaviour of the fish, where it 

goes, how long it stays there. Father is thinking about that For 

example, you can come up with some kind of statistics. In one 

week, this particular carp goes around this area or the entire 

lake how many times. Where are the boundaries that it travels? 

Very interesting study. Father says there is no danger here. 

Even if a heavy thunderstorm comes, or hurricane comes, you 

don' t have to worry about lightning. You can just pull the boat 

out of the water. 

This location is really good. It is in the middle (of the lake). 

Father thinks a lot of small houses alongside the lake, summer 

houses, villas, not every house is occupied all year around. If 

we really think about developing this kind of lake area, Father 

thinks that in the future we can provide man-made beaches 

by bringing in tons of sand. Suppose we make that kind of 

man-made beach, about one kilometre long. That would be a 

wonderful place which would attract thousands of people. If we 

made that kind of beach here, in several places, then people 

won' t be able to fish a lot Boats would disturb the beaches. 

If we have man- made beaches around the lakes, then many 

people will come. Some people will enjoy water skiing and all 

those activities will take place. Some people may be concerned 

about water pollution, but it will be just summer, for one or two 

months. It won' t be too bad. After the summer months, that 

kind of swimming season is over. Actually, the good fishing 

season is over, too. That is the way we can raise good fish 

here, by not being caught, they keep growing. 

Father clidn' t just go fishing, but he was thinking about all 

these possible ventures. He is wondering why young people 

like you, since you have this kind of resource, do not think 

about anything like that. The next time Father returns here, he 

expects much more information. Suppose Father says, "Let' s 

go after catfish," then you will be able to answer-··. "Or bass". 

You should be able to take him to the exact spot for bass or 

carp. If you can promise that, he will come here every year. 

Father may train you here, and he may develop a good fish 

farm in Canada. Father says this is very easy; Father set a 

world record in tuna fishing, so doing this kind of thing is much 

easier than that. 

Now Father feels that if you do fishing in this kind of lake, 

we' 11 have to use small hooks, no big hooks. We tried with 

big hooks today. Even worms which we use as bait should be 

smaller ones. If we use smaller worms, then he thinks we will 

be able to catch a lot of little fish here. Father used big hooks 

on purpose because he didn' t want to deal with little fish. 

However, many little fish bothered him today. (Laughter) Even 

the fishing line should be light. Father used 30 lb. fishing line 

today, but it was kind of heavy and it wasn' t necessary for this 

kind of small fishing. Please keep studying. 

As Father taught us today, fishing in this kind of lake, you 

have to make your fishing line in a special way so that you 

have one line which has a weight at the end, going down this 

way, long enough. Then about up to this point you' 11 have 

fishhooks. That way, when you extend your fishing line further, 

like 20-30 meters, then the weight will stay at the bottom of 

the river and then the bait will float a little bit above, instead of 

coming up here. Because the line goes slanted, not straight up. 

Then you can put hooks in two places, right above the other 

weight That is the way Father taught us today. Rev. Werner 

did it and he set the record 

However, if there is no seaweed whatsoever, at the bottom, 

then the order has to be reversed In other words, the fishhook 

has to be at the bottom and the weight, the sinker, has to be 

above, so that the bait will be dragged on the bottom. The 

sinker will go down straight, but the bait will always float a 

little bit, even if you drag it at the bottom That way, once your 

sinker is at the bottom of the lake, the hooks with bait will float 

a little bit, about 2-3 feet away from the sinker. By controlling 

your fishing rod, you will be able to control this line, about 2-3 

feet around the sinker, without moving the sinker. Ordinary 

fishermen do not practice this. That is why Father said the 

bigger distance between the sinker and the hook with bait is 

better. We must study these kinds of things. 

If Father stayed in Canada, maybe he could catch more fish 

in two hours than you would catch all day long. That is the 

way he feels. Whoever works hard and puts effort into it, is 

doing that. How old are you, Steven? (38.) Keep studying and 

researching. 

Remember the way father set up the fishing line. Copy that 

way. This is the first fishing rod and line which Father used in 

Canada You may keep it for good, for a heavenly souvenir. The 

next time Father returns, he will use it again 

Rev. Werner, as you remember, Father called President Hong 

of Il Hwa Pharmaceutical Co. in Korea. Father gave his direction 

to Mr. Hong that II Hwa must come up with a new product 

using deer antler and ginseng, and some other oriental herb 

medicine, whatever comes close together. Il Hwa will produce 

this new product so we can export the product to Japan and 

other countries, like America. We have an organization called 

Happy World in Japan and America. Right now the Korean 
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government has prohibited importing deer antler to Korea from 

any other country, except for small quotas, so we can't do that. 

But since Father gave the direction, Father thinks Korea is 

the country which uses deer antler as medicine the most, even 

among oriental countries. Father says it may take one or two 

years···. 

As he directed last night, please keep researching and try to 

come up with some new way of raising chinchilla, mink, fox and 

sable. Do you send members out for 40-day witnessing? (Yes.) 

Every year we should practice that. In Korea we start from 

July 20. A 40-day witnessing time period is necessary. 

(We transferred 32 members to the United States, England, 

and New Zealand.) That's not a great number. That is not 320, 

or 3200 people. Canada is a big country. What is the population 

of Canada? (23 million) That is even less than half the Korean 

population. North and South Korea together have 60 million. It's 

about the size of Germany. 

People in Korea are working very hard. Their philosophy 

and concept is that we have to work to eat. Some people in the 

western countries, as we know, think, "We can eat even without 

working. We don' t need to work." Western concept usually 

thinks that food is always provided, whether I work or not. 

Some people think that way. That is wrong. In Korean people' s 

mind, they think, "If I don' t work, I don' t have any food." That 

is the bottom line. That became the tradition that even showed 

up in greetings. Usually in the morning when we meet, we greet 

each other by saying, "Did you have breakfast well?" That is 

the formal way of greeting. This tradition goes way back to 

the time when Korea was under Japanese domination. As you 

know, Korea is right in the middle of the big super powers such 

as Russia, China and Japan All those countries. 

But Korea has survived for 5000 years. For Korea to 

survive this long, somehow Korean people' s concept, mind, has 

to be focussed on something. They always think about invasion. 

Throughout Korean history, Korea has been invaded by foreign 

countries more than 900 times. 

Yet Korea and the people are still surviving, are still intact. 

That is the great point about Korea. Even those Korean 

residents who immigrated to the United States or Canada, 

because their individual spirit of survival is so strong, sometimes 

among Korean residents they fight against each other to make 

greater success, make a better life. Some people criticize that 

kind of behaviour. Father thinks it is a good point, the survival 

spirit. If you do well and keep this place growing, Father 

is planning to do many things, such as give deer to foreign 

countries, to Blessed couples. Please remember this. 

Again, in the future when you can afford it, Father wants 

you to make permanent poles for the fence, concrete or steel 

poles. The irrigation system has to be well done, too. For 

example, this one is very steep, so it is all right, but on a flat 

area where the deer stay you have to make proper irrigation so 

that when you have heavy rain the water should be able to get 

out easily. The standard of this deer farm that Father expects 

is that even you should be able to write a textbook of this 

operation and teach other people without even showing this real 

farm. We use this method and practice this way so that people 

can learn. It has to be the best animals. 

For example, building fences·· ·once you have that kind of 

system well set, this kind of fence- building material can be 

mass produced by a factory. One pole here, the next pole at a 

certain distance. There is a hook on each side and you can put 

the wire fence on, just hooking them on. Some kind of concept 

like that. 

It is possible to do this. If you put hooks on the steel or 

concrete poles, you can always put them together and hook 

them in one section, two sections. The factory can produce 

them. Then it is just a matter of pouring concrete pillars. If we 

line up the top of the fence all the way around, we can make 

it beautiful. Once we have that kind of system, even when you 

have to move this farm to someplace else, or use this particular 

piece of fence someplace else, you can always re-assemble 

them and take them some other place and assemble it there. 

We should have that concept. That is more economical. Please 

keep thinking about this. 

We should be able to attract a lot of tourists here, prominent 

people from all over the world. That is the best way you can 

develop your business. Once we have that kind of high standard 

of farm here, beginning from the fencing and all the different 

areas, then we can raise our product. For example, antlers, 

meat. Then people won't complain. We are the first ones to do 

that. We set the tradition. It's no problem 

Father is talking about a high standard of maintenance of this 

farm. For example, fencing and irrigation system. We can use a 

small backhoe to dig a trench all the way around the fence and 

put on a concrete top so the water can be easily drained. That 

kind of formula has to be set up. 

Even all the stones, the different sizes of rock around this 

farm, Father thinks we should be able to sort them out to larger 

sizes, medium and smaller sizes. We will be able to use them in 

various ways. Put them together according to size and use them 

properly. Or, if we use them here, we should be able to present 

them in a nice way. 

If your entire staff is seven, each staff member should be 

responsible for one particular section. That particular person 

should constantly take care of that particular area There is a 

drilling machine when you put in fence posts. When you erect 

telephone poles, they have a truck···. If we dig a hole and put 

in a steel pipe and concrete pole, then measure them from a 

factory, the factory will·· ·. If we give them money, they will 

have to come up with a blueprint and make this kind of fence. 

Then we can order from them. 

We have to think and use knowledge all the time. Father 

says that we need more trees, even around the deer farm. He 

says we lost a lot of trees. Certain trees should be protected 

by using a certain sheet metal so the deer can' t penetrate and 

rip off the bark The deer sometimes need a shady area. We 

should have some trees around. There is a machine called a 

tree trans- planter, which is on a truck You can scoop out even 

a one foot diameter tree and bring it by the truck and put it in 

the ground. We can transplant some trees from around here to 



somewhere else. We have more trees on the other farm. Could 

you take responsibility as Father says? (Yes, Father.) 

If he sees that this deer farm is well maintained and is doing 

well, Father will constantly support it However, if he doesn' t 

see hope here, then he will take everything back to the United 

States and start from scratch there. In New York State we 

can run a deer farm, too. Father had a future plan from a long 

time ago. Around 1978, even back then, Father bought 40 deer 

for England and gave them to Denis Orme. Somehow it wasn't 

successful. But now we have one in New Zealand and we have 

one here. Father still has future plans. 

Again, do not misunderstand Father does not mean that he 

wants to make millions and millions of dollars out of this kind 

of business, by transferring fur or precious metals. But Father 

wants to help those countries which receive this kind of fur or 

precious metals. I wonder if you read that particular article from 

several weeks ago. The New York Times had an article saying 

that one of the U.S. Consulate officers in Moscow was arrested 

as a CIA agent. But then his babysitter was arrested because 

the allegation was that he exchanged something with Russian 

citizens in Moscow. A KGB agent obviously spotted it. Later 

on, the KGB went after the babysitter. Then they found many 

things, including our Divine Principle book there. Obviously this 

American consulate agent, CIA agent' s babysitter, who came 

from Austria, was our member. That is why she gave our 

Divine Principle book to a Soviet citizen there. But the KGB 

agent didn' t know. When the KGB searched that person, they 

found the Divine Principle. Think about the way she was trying 

to witness to people there, risking her life. Compared to that, it 

is paradise here, witnessing. 

Who knows when Father will call you individually and give 

you that kind of mission· · ·.a desperate and very critical mission. 

Even some American members, people think they joined and 

left about ten years ago, but in ten years someone may show 

up with a good-looking beard and looking different. Then 

people think he already left and he came back. You never know 

what kind of mission Father gave him. He may answer, I joined 

and I quit and came back. But there may be another reason 

why he didn' t show up for ten years. That is the way Father 

has been practicing in various areas. That' s the way Father 

has up to date information on Soviet Russia. Actually, it is more 

accurate than official information from the government Even in 

America, Father has various ways of getting information from 

various places. The CIA of course has its own organization, but 

Father has Father's way, too. 
Speaking of our movement in Japan, even the country of 

Japan can't do anything about the Unification Church. The 

Unification Church has been rooted in every corner of the 

country. The government can't do anything, Japan doesn't 

have an official army, but they have their own army called the 

Self-Defense Police. But Father planted some people there, 

even from twenty years ago. Some of those people already 

became generals. That' s why the politicians in Japan and the 

government are afraid of Father. 

But you think it is an easy task. You can do it without 

thinking. Father says a country like Canada is much easier. 

Even if you go out and make as much noise as you want, no 

one will persecute you. If Father tried here, within one year 

Father could turn this country upside down, which Father did in 

America in three and a half years, at the beginning. That' s why 

we have to resemble Father in thinking, trying to do something 

really extraordinary. In doing that. we have to do it in a good 

way, for goodness, not for an evil purpose. 

Even speaking about organizing the fishermen or 

boat owners around this lake, once you have the will and 

organization set, we can do a lot. Once it is well organized, then 

hundreds and hundreds of boats can be mobilized and you can 

have a competition in a particular spot once a year. Let' s try to 

catch the biggest catfish·· ·that kind of game. You can invite the 

mayor of Toronto, or the police chief, and they can come out 

and give a congratulatory speech for the competition. That is 

just an example. If you are the organizer, you meet the mayor 

of Toronto, or the police chief, and for a few years you will 

become their friends. 

Father visited the White House a few times, but Father 

didn't really do anything at the White House yet. Some of the 

secretaries and the workers at the White House are Father' s 

supporters. They are working for Father. That's the way 

we can utilize them. That's why nowadays those presidential 

candidates in America are trying to make some kind of deal 

with Father. They want to get some kind of support 
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True Father speaks at Clearstone June 28, 1987 
after Pledge 

Mr. Peter Kim, Translator 

Father addresses Stoyan and Lilly Tadin (a non-blessed 

couple): Father understands that you have been separated 

for 10 years. There are some people in Korea who have been 

separated for 20 years, waiting for the Blessing. Finally they 

couldn' t get Blessed. They passed away into the spirit world. 

They couldn' t do that without getting instructions from the 

spirit world Spirit world constantly told them to be separated. 

In one sense, spirit world could give that kind of instruction 

to those people. At the same time, externally, because of that 

Father received lots of persecution from the external world. 

Spirit world and Father himself were very strict, especially 

when it came to women, in Korea That's why there was more 

persecution. Once they started separation but went back to 

sleep with their husband, then the women started bleeding. That 

was another reason why women really stayed away from their 

husbands. 

When it comes to the fall of man, in the beginning, in Korea, 

there was no way to have second thoughts of how Adam and 

Eve fe!L It was too obvious. If we compare human beings to 

a tree, the root itself was Satan. It started as a satanic world 

Even the stem, branches and leaves are descendants of Satan. 

There was no other way but to graft onto a new tree, an 

original tree, to be restored, to be saved 

Until now, no one understood this kind of reality, this 

heavenly secret. But now, gradually people come to understand 

For example, in Korea now the entire country is turning 

upside down. People understand and come to Father. One 

small example: if Father goes around in Korea, in any hotel or 

public place, if he or Mother goes, the hotel workers and people 

naturally call them True Parents. They bow before them. It is 

built in their body now. They know they have to show their 

respect to Father. 

As you know, this is a very critical time for South Korea. 

It is the time that Cain and Abel have to be united. But if the 

existing Korean government is a Cain and doesn' t perform its 

duty, then there is no other choice but to cut it off, from God' s 

point of view. A new Cain will be chosen to work with Abel 

Therefore, when it comes to Canada, Canada doesn' t belong 

to the Canadian people. Canada started from Satan. Therefore, 

everybody in Canada has to go back to God. 

Even prior to that, the third Israel, which is Korea, has to 

be united. Just like in human beings, our mind and body are 

separated, our families are separated, our tribes are separated, 

our nations and world, spirit and physical world have been 

separated. They will all have to be united On top of that, Korea 

has to be re- unified. That' s why this year' s motto is "The 

Unification of the Fatherland." 

Just like the time of Moses, the people of Israel had to spend 

430 years in the wilderness. They were finally united with 

Moses. Korea will have to have some kind of culmination by the 

end of 1988. We are reaching that point, 43 years. 

It is like restoring the third Israel. The end of 1988 

represents three years of public life after Danbury. Father 

finished Danbury service, like Jesus Christ's three public 

years. Just like the three days of resurrection of Jesus Christ. 

Then Korea will have to restore the true man, centering upon 

True Parents and true family, true tribe and true nation. That 

foundation has to be laid. Then Father' s name and reputation 

will be resurrected to the worldwide level 

At that time, centering upon True Parents, the hope and 

future of the democratic world, the entire world, will be like a 

rising sun in the morning. 

When we look at the existing world right now, there is a 

trend which has been developing. When it comes to the four 

directions of north, south, east and west, usually the western 

world has been dominating the eastern world. The northern 

continents have dominated the southern continents. However, 

in Korea, as a course of indemnity, somehow the opposite to 

that has occurred. South Korea is much more developed and 

prepared than North Korea In South Korea itself, the eastern 

provinces have been the leading producers in Korea and have 

dominated power over the western province. That is the 

indemnity course we are paying, opposite to the worldwide 

situation. 

Therefore, within 20 years, Korean economic power will 

make it a super-economic country. Just like Father has been 

restoring this world in 20 years, this economic power has been 

accompanying it. From 1978 it has been going up. 

The situation in Korea is like a micro situation of the 

worldwide situation. Therefore, if Father sets the restoration 

and indem~ty course and restores that, then the worldwide 

level will be settled, too. Therefore, when it comes to restoring 

communist countries, we can think of West and East Berlin. 

East and West. And South Korea and North Korea. These four 

directions. That is why Father set all the conditions in Korea 

this year, particularly to restore this entire world, as a condition. 

That's why one of the countries opposing the Unification 

Church the most is West Germany. In Korea, in the past, the 

Korean government opposed Father very viciously. But now it 

is turning around. It won't take long for West Germany to turn 

around, too. It is like spring, when the ice is melting. Now is the 

time. 

That is why, when Father had ISC conferences, the Summit 
Club Conference in Korea, Father invited some high-ranking 

people related to West Germany, so we can inject influence into 

those people from West Germany. This is the time of melting. 



Those people who attended the Summit Club Conference finally 

came to realize that Rev. Moon is not a bad person, but West 

Germany needs Rev. Moon to be saved. They will work with 

Father to influence the government there. 

Once South and North are unified, West and East will 

naturally follow the footsteps of South and North. Once Korea 

is unified, South and North together, then West Germany will 

follow the footsteps of Korea 

Remember, during World War II, Germany killed millions 

of Jewish people, who represented the second Israel. In order 

to indemnify that, Germany has to help the third Israel, which 

is Korea, more than helping East Germany. In order to pay 

indemnity properly, the enemies have to be unified and become 

one. Between Germany and Israel, they are enemy countries, 

therefore Germany has to be united with the new Israel 

country, which is now Korea, the third Israel. They must be 

unified with and help Korea 

From the beginning of human history, Adam and Eve 

became enemies after the Fall. Families became enemies. That 

was the beginning of history. The goal of all humankind·· ·all 

enemies have to become united in one place. (Next few 

sentences inaudible) 

Korea and Japan, America and Germany, those four 

countries·· -represent all human nature. Now centered on 

America you can make four countries united into one. (Next 

few sentences inaudible) America is the heavenly side 

archangel. Japan is Eve. Korea is Adam. From now on, Korea is 

the nucleus of the whole world. Not the bad side, but the good 

side. Adam, Eve, Archangel, the four representative countries 

must bring unification. This is the foundation. 

Therefore, America is in the position of heavenly archangel 

country. The heavenly archangel country is supposed to 

support and help Father, who came from the Adam country. 

But America herself has been divided into two. One side of 

America has been supporting Father, the other side opposing 

Father. Now is the time that the side that supports Father is 

going up. The opposing side is going down. This is the time. 

In order to lay the foundation, Father has been educating 

70,0C/J Christian ministers, mainly in the United States. Out of 

70,0C/J, during the Danbury time, 7,0C/J ministers responded· · ·. 

Now we are sending 7,0C/J Christian ministers to Korea to be 

educated there. This symbolizes the time of Elijah, when the 

northern Israelites and southern Israelites were in conflict. 

When Elijah came out and spread God' s providence, at that time 

northern Israel had ten divided tribes. Elijah wanted to destroy 

all the heretical things and unify the ten tribes. But instead of 

listening to Elijah, the people opposed Elijah and tried to kill him. 

That is why Elijah prayed to God and asked God how to be 

saved. God said because 7,0C/J people didn't surrender to Baal, 

the satanic god, then Elijah and the Israelites would be saved. 

That is the number 7,0C/J. That was Judah. (Father speaks in 

English, but inaudible) 

Two tribes of Judah and ten tribes of Israel. North was 

Israel and south was Judah. In Jesus' time, if there were 7,000 

people who were united, then Jesus would not have been 

crucified. John the Baptist could have made it that way--·just 

one person, John the Baptist, could have easily united 7,000. 

Then Jesus wouldn't have been crucified. But at Jesus' time it 

didn' t happen that way. 

The Israelite nation and the church were the Cain side and 

Abel side···. Cain and Abel should have united. Jesus was the 

Abel side, John the Baptist was Cain side···. They should have 

completely united. All the country should have been on the 

church's side (Jewish church). 

Jesus didn't make that kind of foundation. He was crucified· ·· 

.so the second time, indemnity had to be paid. When Father 

was in Danbury, 7,0C/J people gathered. Danbury time was like 

northern Israel and southern Judah, same situation. Ten tribes 

and two tribes, divided. The United States is the same situation. 

Ten tribes, northern side represent all the secular people··· 

.only two tribes, Judah' s side·· ·which is small, represents the 

Unification Church. The Unification Church works to unite all 

the American people. But they united against the Unification 

Church and Rev. Moon, and put him in jail. Father prayed for 

the American people, the northern ten tribes·· ·the secular 

people. Pray. Help. Save. 

During the Danbury months, Father made conditions to save 

the secular American people. During the Danbury time, Father 

made foundations for all the secular world He made a powerful 

foundation. During the Danbury time, Father taught 7,000 

ministers·· ·.exactly as in the Old Testament era, and in the 

New Testament, John the Baptist. In Father's time in Danbury 

7,CXJJ ministers made a new try. The CAUSA movement really 

started at that time. We made all kinds of foundations centered 

on ministers·· ·.Christian churches and Jewish temples. America 

is like the Israelites were at Jesus' time. Separated. Father 

entering Danbury made them one. 

So this America belongs to the third Israel. The American 

church belongs to the third Israel. So I will bring 7,0C/J people 

this year to Korea. After that, the country of Korea serves the 

Israel Korea and unites other (inaudible)···. Do you understand? 

At this time I went to Korea to make this unification 

between northern and southern Korea. Official name is Citizen' s 

Federation for the Unification of the Fatherland. (inaudible)··· 

world peace· · ·make big condition for the unification of the world 

situation in Korea. 

Just like Father said, all the foundation of indemnity that 

Father laid on a worldwide level has been brought to Korea. 

The only thing left for Korea to do is to follow Father and give 

their entire obedience to Father · · · (inaudible). 

Father made the conditions. Unification Church, Father's··· 

(unclear). From now on, we can move everything in Korea. The 

Messiah can move the whole world, all countries. Centering all 

of the nations··· (unclear). Mal<lng the center. That means John 

the Baptist country and Jesus' country, Korea. John the Baptist 

country is all over the world. God takes one nation, not every 

nation. 

Father is the one who has the key for Korea' s re-
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unification, and the unity of physical and spiritual world, the 

entire world. Korea is not the point, but Father is the point. 

Wherever Father goes, even coming to Canada or America, he 

can work. Father has enough tribes, unification tribes. 

Anything from Satan' s side, if it is against us, we can kick it 

away. Until now, all the spiritual world came down and stayed 

on this earth. Until now, Jesus made only spiritual salvation. 

The connection was only vertical. We can connect with that 

foundation. 

Now True Parents appear in this world, making that center 

point, moving the horizontal way. They did this on the world 

situation. Father made Korea···. America makes indemnity. 

Individual indemnity, family and national indemnity, 

everything indemnified by Father. That means centering on 

us, the horizontal standard can connect all of the world. This 

standard can convince all the world 

Good spiritual world belongs to Jesus. Connected with Heung 

Jin Nim. They can come down to this world Now spirit world 

can connect to True Parents' love. For the first time, Father, 

Heung Jin Nim and Jesus connect. Heung Jin Nim is married 

to Hoon Sook Nim. Man represents heaven, woman represents 

earth. Hoon Sook Nim lives here on earth and Heung Jin Nim 

lives in heaven, with Jesus. Jesus has the Holy Spirit. 

Until now, all spirit world is centered on Jesus. Good spirits 

belong to Jesus. Heung Jin Nim, from Father's family is the 

second son, and Jesus, the second son are making a bridge 

between spiritual world and the earthly world True Parents' 

love connects spiritual world and this world. They make it one. 

That means ultimately spiritual, good spirits like Jesus come 

down onto this earth through Heung Jin Nim. 

Good spiritual world belongs to Jesus. It comes down to this 

world Do you know what I mean? Until now, many Christians 

prayed vertically, upwards. From now on, we don't need that. 

Many Christians prayed to help this world···. They always 

prayed centered on Jesus. Spirit world, the good men came 

down to this earth, centered on Jesus. Many spirits came down 

on this earth with the second (ideal path?). That means the 

good spirits stay on the earth. Good generation combined with 

a good generation of spirits, Adam's situation·· ·.ancestors of the 

Cain and Archangel side. 

The Archangel helps Adam and Eve grow. That was 

his original duty. Now this spiritual world represents the 

Archangel' s side. On this earth, the good generation represents 

Adam' s side. The Archangel represented the other s ide. 

Combined into one, centering on God' s and True Parents' love. 

Then Satan cannot invade. Until now Satan controlled all the 

earth. Everything on earth. The good spiritual people come 

down to the earth to make unity. The bad ones escape from 

this world 

The free world knows that until now, the mind was on 

Satan' s side. Satan occupied all the western, free world people. 

The people of the free world want their mind to belong to God 

and live by the truth. They are free world people who want 

to live on God' s side. Freedom of the original mind Father is 

centered on God' s situation IBtimately their mind is constantly 

on Rev. Moon, the Unification Church. 

Canada has the same situation. Paul, Paul ... (Yes, Father) 

Are you with me? Hit on all the people. Your way is that kind 

of type. Do you know what God said to Joshua and Caleb when 

they were entering the land of Canaan? God said, "Be strong 

and bold". Then you take only one-mind power, one absolute 

power. Absolute power. Power means being centered on God. 

God can do anything .. ·.re-creation"·.no problem. That kind 

of mind stands out. You can break me, strike me... Same with 

Father' s situation. Only one···. We are against Satan' s side. We 

have to fight .. ·. 

That means we need the situation where we can have 

control over the free world That means the free world cannot 

ever go against Rev. Moon or God Their original mind moves 

their mind. Their original mind cannot go against Rev. Moon. 

They want to connect with Moonies, small Rev. Moons ... Make 

noise, go out and make noise! Sing, make an orchestra, many 

people will gather and dance. Combined into one, they can 

dance with us. Then they become Moonies. Do you know what 

I mean? Make noise. 

Korea is Adam nation. Eve is Japan nation. Archangel, 

American nation .. ·those three nations cannot connect into 

one ... That means northern communists are cut away. (Many 

sentences inaudible) Adam and Eve ···.make one Adam family 

culture. One culture centering on the world·· · 

You are young. Paul, too .. ·.You have to learn Korean by 

1990. Are you studying Korean? (Yes, Father.) Hard?!! You 

didn' t take indemnity·· ·. Father, throughout his whole life has 

been paying indemnity on all levels· · · 

The Israel people have been suffering and struggling for 

2000 years. Finally they have their own nation of Israel. 

Therefore, as you understand, after World War II thousands of 

Israel people from all over the world moved from every country 

of the world to Israel This is the time when all the people who 

are supposed to belong to the third Israel will move to Korea It 

is the same situation we are going through. Do you know what 

I mean? 

Father mobilized entire Blessed- couple wives in Korea 

to send them out to the front line. That will happen on a 

worldwide level. The reason behind this mobilization is that it 

goes back to the time of the Fall of man. Eve was supposed 

to follow God, but Eve fell. Therefore all these Blessed- couple 

wives· · ·.restoration of true child, Cain and Abel···. therefore go 

down to Satan' s world Eve embraces true children and follows 

Adam, come down to hell. 

Last time you, every family, and unify this situation. That 

last time starts at one point, starting on one side, one point, 

brings unity at the time. Women, Blessed couple, Rachel's side, 

Leah' s side· · ·just like those two women had to be united, at 

this time all Blessed-couple wives have to give their absolute 

obedience to True Parents. That way these Blessed- couple 

wives go out to the satanic world and have to bring back the 

satanic world' s wives and children Blessed- couple wives have 

own Adam, who is Father, now. Father is in Adam's situation, 

not fallen Adam, but the completion Adam stage, combined with 



Father and Blessed-couple women. Adam and Eve' s situation. 

Following are their children, Cain and Abel, unified. That kind of 

woman is on Rachel' s side. Leah, on Satan' s side. Satan' s world 

is trying to survive. How can it be erased and pulled back to 

God's side? Eve, completion Eve, going to Satan···. Eve's side 

combined with God···. All Korean people will stay with Father 

now. Eve' s side. Cain side, husband and wife, children, all people 

respect Father. This phenomenon is happening all over the 

countryside. 

···A Blessed couple goes out, combined with woman. Woman 

means opposite way, Archangel's side. This time True Parents' 

side·· ·.talking about·· ·either one·· ·ultimately all their children will 

go in the direction of Rev. Moon. Their Father, their parents 

the same. Combine the complete family, all the original Adam's 

family situation. Do you know what I mean? 

So all the world's Blessed-couple women will go to Korea 

to do that kind of indemnity. Your (?) can go to their original 

country. That means that anymore·· ·.going to their place. 

The whole family can indemnify. Therefore, this is the time 

that 7000 Blessed couples, particularly Blessed wives, will 

be mobilized in order to help Korea That is the way we can 

indemnify ourselves. We never think of that 

It is like the Israel people who were abandoned and 

marooned for 2000 years. When the time came, they all got 

united and built their nation, Israel. This is the time when all 

the Unification tribes have to work together to rebuild their 

fatherland, Korea. 

It is like Israel was divided into north and south. They 

became prisoners and returned to the south. This is the time 

when we have to be united to build the fatherland. It is the 

same situation. This is the only [way] the empire wall can be 

restored in the future. This is the last moment, the critical time 

period. 

In the past, we did those conditions to connect the country 

level, but right now we are doing this to connect the entire 

world. This is the time for the family level to pay indemnity. 

The Fall of man spread from Adam's family. Now this is the 

culmination point. Getting together to become one unified family 

again. 

Father can give this clear direction to all the Blessed couples 

because Father already made the indemnity foundation on the 

worldwide level That is why he can show the clear path. 

Father is emphasizing this year' s motto, Unification of the 

Fatherland. The year 1987 is comparable to Jesus' second 

public year. It was supposed to be the time to unify the nation 

so the people could build the nation of Israel This is the most 

important year of the three years. Without making this kind of 

foundation Satan would never retreat. 
During World War II, the countries of France, England and 

Germany represented·· ·.Adam nation. Britain represented Eve 

country. America was born by Britain. Now France, Germany 

and England have to be united, representing three European 

countries, representing Adam, Eve and Archangel countries. 

They have to be unified. That is why Father picked the 

country of France, which represented a person' s left hand, 

which is reversing the course and trying to restore England 

and Germany. This is France' s role. The left hand has become 

more popular. 

Father is behind the scene. The same situation is developing 

in Red China. North Korea represents satanic Adam country. 

They all call Kim II Sung "Father" just like we can True Father 

"Father." Russia represents the Archangel country. China 

represents Eve country. Once we pull Adam out of these three, 

then they will all fall apart. North Korea represents Adam, 

Soviet Union represents Archangel, Red China represents Eve, 

in Asia. Eve take out·· ·Adam and Archangel. 

While Father was serving in Danbury prison, the trend, the 

worldwide trend was turning around. Therefore China has 

been changing. Without moving China, it is almost impossible 

to move the United States. That is why Father is helping those 

two countries, China and America, to work together. That 

represents the fallen Archangel helping Eve to be restored. The 

time will come when all the democratic world and communist 

world will come to an end. All those secular powers and money 

and political powers will come to an end. 

Suppose Father mobilized Unification Church members to 

form a heavenly army. Are you Canadian members willing 

to participate in that? (Yes, Father.) Even if you have to kill 

people? (Yes, Father.) As you learned from history, Satan 

always attacks at least once, the first, then retreats. Soviet 

Russia is plotting something behind the scenes to eliminate 

Father. But it won't happen as they wish. That's why 

officially on the worldwide level they are opposing Godism and 

Unification Church members. 

The Archangel is in the position to fight the enemy, to 

protect Adam. But if the Archangel country, which is America 

now, doesn' t perform her role, then Adam will have to stand in 

front and fight It's like Father has been advising and controlling 

when it comes to the SDI plan and the Nicaraguan situation, 

behind the scenes. Father' s voice is very strong nowadays, 

influencing in a way···. We call it (mouth?) power in Korean. 

There is no proper English word for that Father himself has 

been controlling and somehow leading the entire human history. 

That' s why, even among the scholars and journalists, they 

recognize Father. 
Do you follow Father, what Father has been teaching this 

morning? (Yes, Father.) Father didn't have enough time to 

go into full detail. Father is concerned about your level of 

understanding. Without understanding the Divine Principle 

really thoroughly, you wouldn't be able to comprehend Father's 

speech, even this morning. When it comes to our life, your 

individual life has to be an example in the satanic world. There 

is no room to make any mistake. You have to truly practice the 

ideal family. It always starts from the family level Ideal family 

is the foundation, then the ideal tribe, nation, worldwide and 

kingdom of heaven. From the ideal individual can start the ideal 

family. Upon the ideal family can stand the ideal tribe. Upon 

ideal tribe can stand the ideal nation. Upon that ideal nation can 

stand the ideal world. So it is important, the ideal individual, 

ideal family. 
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Women represent the left hand when it comes to the human 

body. Man represents the right hand. No matter how strong 

your right hand may be, you can' t perform, function properly 

without having your left hand. Some people think they are a 

kind of male chauvinist. "Man is superior to woman." But man 

can't be born without woman. They have to live together. Same 

thing, women are born because of man. Even from that, we 

can see God' s wisdom In order to avoid conflict, God gave the 

most critical thing, most needed thing for man into woman. And 

man possesses the most critical and needed [thing] for woman. 

What are those critical things we need? House of love. (Father 

laughs.) What is that, house of love? Sex organs. No matter how 

hard you may try to seek love, without woman you can' t find 

it That's why love is the most important thing. Love makes 

people one. Even all the animals, even down to the insect level, 

love makes them one. Even plants, minerals. All creation are in 

pairs, centered on love. 

Man must not attack woman. (Father addresses Paul.) Father 

thinks your wife is over-patient. He thinks your wife is like 

an oriental woman, not a German woman. So this is the time 

you have to serve your wife. Since you are reaching the age of 

60, why don' t you exemplify yourself by serving your wife. If 

you don' t practice that, when you go to spirit world you will be 

limping. 

It' s time to leave·· ·.otherwise Father will have to stay here 

all day again. Since Father has a tight schedule, for example, the 

day after tomorrow Father will have to go to the Barrytown 

Seminary and give a speech at the graduation so he doesn't 

think you can grab him here, keep him here longer. 

Practically, women are too small to fit any place. They are 

kind of flimsy, so we have to treat them well. Actually, Father is 

the saviour for women. In a way, western women, particularly 

American women, are too much. Because some women go after 

money by having divorces from this man and that man. They 

accumulate their wealth, like Elizabeth Taylor. 

Even those birds, God created pairs. Not just singles. Just 

imagine if we only had men in this world, how lonely it would 

be .. ·or just women. (Father laughs.) Therefore it is very 

important for us to have an intimate relationship, respecting 

each other. That is the way, when we go to spirit world we will 

have a good relationship and good life up there, practicing God's 

love. Love is not ours. It belongs to God· · ·God wants love, too. 

God wants to be dominated by love. Even God Himself wants 

that kind of situation. 

Let' s say one out of 100 people died every year, let' s say 

our lifespan is 100 years···. If we (?) one year, we are losing 

$50 million [sic]. We are sending $50 million to help people, 

50 million people .. ·we can' t take a break. We have to keep 

working to save them. Because of this opposition from Christian 

ministers, actually they already sent millions and millions of 
people to hell. 

When Father first started his public ministry, the world 

population was estimated at about 2 billion. In forty years, the 

world population grew to almost 5 billion. Think about how 

many billions will have to go to hell. Because of those Christian 

ministers in opposition, the Christian people, those people had 

to go. So if we can' t restore all these people at one time, we 

at least have to have a proper attitude to repent ourselves, 

praying to please accept our repentance. We can' t reach every 

one of you now, but I will reach you and go after you. At least 

in prayer we remember them. If I can' t go out, I will send 

someone else. 

As a Unification Church member, we shouldn' t go after our 

individual or family life. Otherwise, when we go to spirit world, 

we will be accused for what we have done. Because we know 

that this is not the only world to deal with, we have to sweat 

and keep praying. 

In your opinion, do you think Father completed his mission? 

(Yes.) Father completed his mission in the western world when 

he promised. Father declared that he came to save the country. 

Now he turned around the direction of the country·· ·.finished. 

Now the country can be liberated from communist threat. The 

new, young generation is turning to God. Families can establish 

their···. 

Many members who came to Belvedere this morning must 

have expected to see Father there, but they didn't find Father 

there. They didn't know where Father is. So they must have 

been disappointed. Even when Father was in Korea, so many 

people from the outside world wanted to meet Father, but 

Father didn't have the chance. However, Father came all the 

way up here to meet you right her~. Please do your best. 

If Father leaves today, the fish in the lake will be waiting for 

Father's return. Therefore, you have to take Father' s tradition 

here, even dealing with these fish in the lake. Without telling 

us, even those fish want to be part of a human being who can 

receive God' s love. By joining a human being, they can become 

a small cell of the human being's body. That way they can 

receive God' s love directly. 

Only going through the upper level, higher levels of love, 

they can receive God's love more. That's why the love 

principle is···. Just like plants to be eaten by animals, animals 

in a way, therefore human beings, peopie, will have to have 

the conviction to sacrifice ourselves for the sake of God··· 

centering on love, can connect· ... same in spiritual world, love 

air, environment is love air. Your heart breathes love. In this 

world you cannot make a complete set of love experience·· ·. 

In this world, family experience is sharing love. Parents show 

their love. They are connected with love. Feeling of happiness. 

Centered on love comes happiness. Without love there cannot 

be that much. Feeling does not have love·· ·without love cannot 

make it·· ·. Ideal world, every ideal·· ·without love cannot· · ·. 

You can ask your eye .. ·centered on love .. ·. You ask your 

nose, what does it want to smell? Love. You ask your mouth 

what it wants. It wants to taste love. Same with spiritual love. 

Spiritual mind, same. Physical, same. Only make full completion 

with love. Without love cannot· · · 

(Father continues to speak about love but inaudible···) 



True Father speaks at Clearstone 
June 18, 1988 9:30 p.m. 

Mr. Peter Kim, Translator (edited) 

Does anybody have any good questions to ask Father? 

(Father, from the providential !X)int of view, what is Canada' s 

role in the dispensation?) 

Canada used to be a British colony, didn' t it? And you still 

consider the British queen as titular Head of State, right? Well, 

we can say that Britain gave birth to America; the same kind of 

theory can be applied here, in the relationship between Britain 

and Canada. Therefore, if America is male, Canada can be 

female. Therefore, Canada has the destiny to follow America' s 

footsteps, not just in economics, but in !X)litics. The !X)pulation 

of Canada, Father understands, is about 23 million. (Response: 

25 million.) It's about half the size of the Korean !X)pulation, or 

even less than half. With North and South together, Korea has 

60 million people-South Korea, 40 million, and North Korea, 20 

million. But once the world becomes one united under God, it 

won' t make a difference in which country you live. Any other 

questions? 

(Is there a special significance behind the idea that Canada 

not only comes from England or from Europe, but maybe 

providentially that we are together with Europe?) Because 

of the relationship between Britain and Canada, spirit world 

may have said that way, so for example, when it comes to the 

European continent, we usually think the major countries are 

Britain, Germany, and France. Maybe that's the reason. 

But Father says from now on if you are working in 

conjunction with the American church, you' 11 have faster 

growth. Actually, throughout history Canada and America were 

kind of enemies. You had battles, right? Because Britain had a 

war with America, somehow Canada got involved there, too. 

Maybe that' s the reason, but in general, Canadian people don' t 

like America, do they? That' s the kind of historical tendency 

and trend, but we have to overcome that. We must not think 

that way. We should work together. 

When it comes to Canadian people, Father feels that 

Canadian people are relatively smaller than American people 

because you are of British descent. Is that true? Father sees 

the same thing when he visits the European continent-people 

are smaller there. Like for example those from England and 

France. German people originated from mountain people-people 

who used to live in the mountains and who used to kill animals. 

(laughter) So British people originated from pirates, just as the 

German people are mountain people. That' s why they are good 

fighters. 
If you have the concept of nationality, that will be the 

major roadblock for you to go into the Kingdom of Heaven, 

because once we go into spirit world there is only one nation. 

That one nation hasn' t been established yet, but it will be 

established soon. 

From Father's point of view, Father's responsibility for 

the road of indemnity course is done. It is over, completed. A 

good example and sign of this is that America is declining, and 

Soviet Russia is declining. On the contrary, what we are doing 

is now starting to show. The obvious sign is that once Soviet 

Russia declines to a certain level, then the only ideology will 

be Godism-Reverend Moon's headwing ideology-which will 

survive and prosper. 

For example, in the Western free world here we are facing 

the major problem of immorality because of our extreme 

individualism. We stand for morality, and don't really take care 

of it, and so everything is just decaying. What kind of power 

or method is there to rectify that? There is nothing which can. 

Economic power? No. Military power? No. Political power? 

No. The only remedy, the only rectifying force, is our Divine 

Principle. 

You understand, on the other hand, the biggest problem in 

Soviet Russia is that the Russian government, the communist 

government, has been run on the communist ideology-with 

the motto that the "state owns everything," and there is no 

individual property whatsoever. So in the mind of Russian 

people, it is just military training, a military concept So Russia 

now has a really deep economic problem. All those problems we 

can see. 

The reason why the Soviet economy has been going down 

and declining recently- even in a dramatic way- is that because 

of their food distribution system, no individual owns any 

personal property. The state owns everything and they give 

food according to the work one does. So people get smart, and 

even if they don' t put all of their effort into it, they know they 

will receive a certain amount of food and this and that for doing 

their job, so they just manipulate and play around the system. 

Thus, the Soviet economy started going down, down, down, and 

now they are reaching the bottom 

That' s why when Father sees those two extreme worlds

Soviet Russia and Western society-he wants to train all 

Unification Church members, whether old members or young 

members, to learn how to stand on their own feet when it 

comes to their financial situation for the future. 
He wants to develop that kind of man- in Father' s 

tradition. Do you know what I mean? Also, Father wants you to 

be absolutely sure that you do not mingle with any immorality. 

That is the pride of the Unification Church members: no matter 

how sneaky or how smart people may try to get you involved 

in those dirty things, you will stand firm That' s our pride. Also, · 

economically we must be self-sufficient. In that way, even if 

you happen to be left in the middle of Soviet Russia someplace, 

you will survive and prosper there. Also even if you are thrown 
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into the jungle of American decadence, you will stand really 

strong without being influenced. 

A gocxi example is that our Japanese sisters here from 

Japan are doing everything- fundraising, and other activities. 

Isn' t that right? Father himself has been sitting that very 

example. Wherever he may go, whatever situation he may 

be involved in, he always has the ability and the confidence 

to stand on his own feet and take care of everything on his 

own. It's not an easy thing to become a Unification Church 

member, is it? Because Father wants to raise you and train you 

to become a Unification Church member who can survive and 

overcome even if the winds or waves from the storm come at 

you, you should be able to survive that, and further, you should 

be able to overcome that and become successful from that 

situation. That' s why Father wants to put all of you through a 

real difficult situation before you reach 30 years old-all of you, 

with no exceptions! 

For example, for those international married couples 

between Canadian husband and Japanese wife-when your wife 

comes from Japan, you as a husband should be responsible for 

your wife, because for her, this is a foreign country. Vice versa. 

If you decide to go or Father sends you to Japan and you stay 

there to work, then she will be responsible to support you, 

because that's her country, yet it is a foreign country to you. 

Even if Father sends the two of you to Japan penniless, you 

should be able to survive there and even prosper. That's the 

standard That's own power! 

Even if you stay together and live together happily as a 

family and Father says that one of you should be mobilized 

right now, then there should be no hard feelings, and she should 

be happy that you are going. It doesn' t matter when or where. 

It doesn't matter who-either husband or wife. Do you have 

that standard? 

Witnessing to Canadians is not a difficult task, Father sees. 

If Father brings about two million members from all over the 

world, to work here in Canada, it wouldn't take too long to 

witness to the entire Canadian population. We bring people from 

America, can't we? 

Look at Father. Father started with bare hands, empty 

hands, but now look at what foundation Father was established. 

You can do the same. That's why Father brought Paul Werner, 

who is German, to come and work with you here in Canada. 

Do you like Paul Werner, or don't you like Reverend Werner? 

(YES.) Father thinks about one-third of you dislike him. Is it 

true? (NO.) Father will keep Paul here in Canada until he sees 

all of you really like him, how about that? (laughter) Father told 

Paul when he sent him here that he must apply German-style 

training. You know what German- style training is, right?-a 

really strict, Spartan method of training. But Father sees now 

that he is not really applying German- style training methods, 

and not even Canadian- style training methods, so he doesn't 

know what style it is. (Korean) I don' t think so. Paul is strong, 

isn' t he? But do you like a strong leader or a weak leader? 
(Strong.) Oh, you know well! 

What time do you usually go to bed every night? (Midnight 

or 1:00 am.) And what time do you usually get up? (5:00 am.) 

Then you get about five hours of sleep every night. But Father 

sees that Paul could train you with only two or three hours a 

night. Then you will all run away, right? 

In the early days of our Korean church, when Father was 

staying at the Headquarters building and educating and training 

the early members, Father didn't let them sleep more than two 

or three hours a day so people got to know that so even though 

they really wanted to come to the Headquarters church and see 

Father, their first thought was, "Oh, if I go there, I can't sleep 

more than two or three hours." They were hesitant because of 

that. The people who hesitated because they worried about the 

lack of sheep gradually stepped out of the movement. 

The second training is eating. Father used to feed them only 

cooked barley-no rice whatsoever, just unrefined barley that 

had been boiled They just ate that and nothing else. He didn' t 

even give them enough of that. Father always made sure that 

everybody has enough room in their stomach that they could 

eat another meal easily, and he only fed a certain amount to 

them. Do you understand what Father means? Father trained 

them how to overcome hunger. Through this kind of physical 

training in overcoming hunger and lack of sleep, a person 

always has the desire to get something. Father tried to utilize 

that desire to seek God. 

There are three major obstacles or roadblocks or so

called "enemies" in our life of faith. The first is sleeping

how to overcome our sleeping habits. The second is related 

to the amount of focxi we eat-how to overcome our sleeping 

habits. The second is related to the amount of food we eat

how to overcome hunger. The third thing is our stamina when 

it comes to the man-woman relationship-how to overcome 

that temptation. Those three points we must remember. Unless 

we overcome them, we cannot be successful. They are our 

enemies. 

A good example is when you really eat a lot and your 

stomach is full-do you then really feel like going into a room to 

pray? Seriously? When your stomach is really full and you are 

very sleepy, you don' t feel like doing anything else but falling 

asleep right there. And when you really miss somebody or long 

for a member of the opposite sex, that' s the time Satan usually 

sneaks into you and manipulates your feelings and thinking. So 

we have to learn how to control ourselves when we are put 

into those kinds of situations. We must practice the lessons 

which we learned through fasting-to overcome that kind of 

hunger or fullness. We must learn how to cut off the kind of 

feeling towards any lover or girlfriend or boyfriend, and how 

to overcome sleeping by doing a prayer vigil or other such 
methods we learn. 

That's the main reason the Catholic church has been 

practicing and training priests and nuns, not giving them enough 

focxi, not giving them permission to marry, not giving luxurious 

clothes, and not giving a real easy training course. You know 

what kind of courses they have been going through all these 

years. That is one of the reasons the Catholic Church has been 

practicing that. With even that kind of standard of practice, the 



Catholic Church is declining nowadays, isn' t it? But then let' s 

look at ourselves-Unification Church members-how much 

freedom we have, what kind of lifestyle we lead. So is our 

success still promised? 

It is not easy for you to witness to people, is it? But just wait 

a little bit longer, it will be much easier. The time has come. 

Suppose we rent major TV stations in Canada for 40 days and 

we broadcast Divine Principle for 40 days. To witness to the 

20-30 million people in this nation is not a big deal; it is a piece 

of cake. It is not a difficult thing. 

Do you know how famous Father has become? How well 

known? In general, have people in Canada heard about Father? 

Do they know about him? (Yes.) Think about it-in the entire 

world, how many people know Father and have heard about 

Father. Father can say almost everybody in the world at 

least heard about Father, even if they don't really know him. 
Because of Satan' s manipulation, Father somehow was known 

to people as the most evil person because of his trend in helping 

God. This trend has been going in the opposite way now. 

Father, who was known as the evil person, is becoming known 

as a better person, a good person, and as the best person to 

save the world So now it goes down this way. As you probably 

understand, the Asian continent has a population of about three 

billion people. They think that Reverend Moon is the savior 

for Asia Of course this includes Korea and the Korean people. 

They think Reverend Moon is the only one who could reunite 

North Korea and South Korea. 

The time is coming that if Christian ministers in Korea or 

elsewhere really oppose Father, they will be beaten to death 

even on a public street. People won' t just stand still. Now the 

wind started blowing in Korea, in Japan, and even in China. 

Father is becoming really well known even in China. Even those 

high government officials in the Peking government want to 

invite Father to China to discuss many things. Have you heard 

about it before. 

When we see winter, we feel like everything is frozen or 

almost everything is dead- even grass. Wherever we look, 

things are covered by snow and ice. We don' t see any life. But 

as soon as the spring comes around the corner, we start seeing 

what? Life-from nowhere, from here and there. This is the 

time we are facing right now. The spring has been coming up. 

You stay in this Canada at the northern tip of this planet earth. 

That is why you may not be fully aware of it, but Father sees 

that clearly. (laughter) 

Father is asking you as Canadian church members-do you 

feel you need Father here? (YES!) Why? Why do you think you 

need Father here? For what? You said "Yes" so answer. For 

what do you need Father here? (True love) 

Do you sisters want to lose to the brothers all the time? 

Particularly Western wives and sisters, do you always want 

to be in the position as the loser to the men, and even your 

husband? Or do you want to be a winner too? You don't mind 

losing to man all the time? 

Of course man doesn't want to lose to woman, but in 

Western society in general, in many cases husbands are being 

controlled by wives and just follow their skirts and do whatever 

they tell them to do. Isn' t it reality? You don't think that 

Western husbands are being subjugated by wives? To a certain 

extend it' s true, right? 

Just ask yourself, why is man born? For what is woman 

born, created? (For man.) This is a serious question. Why is 

there man and woman? Why are they born? For what are 

they born? Suppose there is only one man here, do you think 

it would be alright? Or if just women kept bring born and no 

men? Why shouldn't it be that way? (You need polarity for 

love.) 

Your answer is correct. Man and woman both are born for 

the purpose of love. Why are men and women born? Because 

man and woman both work together to seek true love. "True 

love" is the answer as to why man and woman are born. Life's 

purpose is to seek for true love. Do you understand? (Yes.) The 

purpose of your birth and the purpose of your life is to seek for 

true love. 

Because you are born, you have parents who can be the 

center of true love. Without being born you cannot have that 

foundation, can you? Also, because of the desire that you have 

to inherit love from your parents, you are born as a man or a 

woman. Do you understand? In other words, if there was no 

love, we wouldn't need man or woman. Just because of love, 

and for the sake of love, man and woman are born 

Then what is true love?-true love of man, true love of 

woman? What is it? (God- centered love.) 

What is it? The easy way to put it, is by saying that the love 

between man and women is horizontal, and the love between 

God and mankind is vertical love, but these two kinds of love 

have to be put together as to become one. 

At what point will we combine this vertical true love and 

horizontal true love? Where does the combination have to take 

place? This is the point. If this is vertical love, then horizontal 

can be met or harmonized here to this point, this way and that 

way. (Like a cross.) Where and how do you think these true 

loves have to meet? This is an important question. (In the true 

center, balanced) 

True center balance? (Where the vertical and horizontal 

comes together, centered upon God, where they both meet.) 

That means 90 degrees- at the perpendicular point. So the 

meeting point should be the center point from every place and 

distance- wise from any angle and any direction has to be the 

exact center. Also, it has to be perpendicular. 

The reason is because if we have this exact center point and 

a perpendicular angle here, then wherever the true love comes 

from-vertical or horizontal-and goes to whatever angle and 

direction, there is no resistance and no collision. That' s the only 

point that a connection can be made easily and freely from any 

point and there is no resistance. Do you understand? 

Only at that point- the center, perpendicular point, that' s 

where the horizontal perfect love and vertical perfect love meet. 

That is what is called, "true love" - the true love center point. 

Do you follow? 
If instead of meeting perpendicular, it meets another way, 
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it is not true love. It has to be perpendicular, and the same 

distance, so that no matter what you do there is no resistance. 

Even Jesus Christ's crucifixion symbolizes that. Do you follow? 

So we should apply this very principle into our daily lives by 

preparing ourselves and by raising ourselves to the standard 

that we can receive and we can create that kind of true love 

center point, in ourselves. Do you understand? You have the 

tools already created and provided by God. You have your 

conscience-original mind-and your body. So if your original 

mind represents vertical love, and your body represents 

horizontal love, when your original mind and your body meet 

together in the center point, that' s the time God' s love can 

come down and work with you and create the true love center 

point there. 

Furthermore, when a man has that standard established 

with God, and woman has that standard established, then on a 

higher level work together and become one, they then work 

with God and become another higher level true love center. Do 

you follow? That is what is called "Blessing" -our marriage. If 

we have that. we will reach the level that we can touch, like we 

would touch the strings of a guitar. If we touch man' s original 

mind "dong" like that, then it should vibrate. Of course not just 
man's body, but even woman's body, and man's and women's 

original mind. It has to be able to reverberate or echo between 

men and woman any place, wherever being touched. Just like 

when we touch a string, we hear a different tone or pitch on 

the tight part and the loose part, right? It' s the same thing, If 

you hit a tuning fork, you can hear the sound-a different pitch 

here and there. It's just like that between man and woman. We 

have to have that kind of relationship. 

Father says when you see this, you just hit one side but 

because of this vibration, you hear sound on the other side, 

too, right. Do you see what I mean? At the same time, you 

hear the vibration and the sound from the pitch there, even 

though you don' t have to touch both sides, just one side. That 

kind of application has to be found between man and woman, 

husband and wife. That same kind of vibration or echo or 

resounding touches on the opposite side, without being touched. 

You produce the same sound, the same pitch. Again, Father 

is saying if that is the situation, when your original mind is 
touched, your body and your wife's body, your wife' s body 

original mind, even God' s mind should be touched and produce 

the same tone, and the same sound Once you reach that level, 
you can relate to the entire world Nothing can stop you. Have 

you experienced that yet? If you reach that level, you can talk 

to anything- trees, animals, and the entire creation. 

Once you obtain that true love standard, whatever you 
deal with, whatever you touch, you always will be the subject 

because of this true love, and you can deal with them without 
being disturbed Do you follow? 

Suppose God doesn' t exist. Should true love exist? Without 

God, do you think true love can exist? Therefore, the answer 

is clear: without knowing God, nobody can say he or she 

knows true love. We have to understand God's love. Within 

the concept of true love do you think you can find a concept 

of fighting? (No) What's the matter? Why no? As we know, 

God is the center of love, and the center of love is the most 

principle, the most valuable, right? Amen. Praise God. God is at 

the precious center of love. Between husband and wife, if the 

husband tries to grab that true love or even before that stage 

between husband and wife, if the man tries to grab that center 

of love, do you think the women wouldn' t be jealous about it? 

Or that the woman wouldn't come ahead of the man and try to 

grab the center of love first? Or would the woman really enjoy 

and appreciate that the man is going after the center of love 

and try to get it together? What kind of relationship do you 

think you would see there? (Both of them are trying to grab it 

at the same time.) 

At the same time, right. Well, women are not as strong as 

men, women are usually small and women usually have shorter 

legs. How can she be fast enough to grab the true love? Her 

hands are small too. Men have an advantage. Therefore, if it 

is the case that they have to try to grab at true love at the 

same time, women will always be crying because they will be 

left behind. So then if that is the case then there is the concept 

of fighting, of friction, right? They are two distinctive worlds, 

which are not harmonized What about God, Himself? But then 

God, Himself, would just move back and forth to adjust Himself? 

Do you think God wants to be in that kind of uncomfortable, 

unstable situation? What should God do when it comes to true 

love like this? We are going to stop here because it is a big 

question. When you are giving a Divine Principle lecture, if 

someone asks you about it, what kind of answer do you give? 
(Silence) (Oneness.) 

Right now you don't have answers. It's a problem, a real 

problem. (In true love, you cannot hurt your partner because 

then you hurt yourself if you are one with your partner.) Before 

that even, there is a better example of conflict between your 
mind and body. 

So what do you think that you have to do in order to avoid 

that? The simple answer is man may go faster, he may go 

forward and grab the true love first but then man' s attitude 

and original mind have to say that 'I do this for woman' . If it' s 

Adam, Adam has to think, say and believe that he grabs God 

for Eve. Then everything works out because he is not doing 

that for himself. He can be prosperous. Do you follow that? 

This is the very reason that when it comes to true love you 

never have love centered on yourself. That' s false love. It' s 

got to be centered on God, or centered on someone else. In the 

case of Adam, it should be centered on Eve and on God. For 

Eve, it should be centered on God and on Adam. From that 

very origin comes our Father' s philosophy that 'I exist for 

the sake of others' . (Yes) Every problem will be solved from 

that line. We can see a sign of this from the True Children. 

When they find something really good and precious, in their 

mind, before they think about keeping it for themselves they 

bring it to their parents, for example to Mother. 'Mother I have 

found something really good, look at this' and then they offer 

it to Mother. And then Father will take it and show it to their 
brothers and sisters. 
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Without knowing in their childish mind that 'oh if Mother 

likes what I' ve found and my brothers and sisters like it then 

I' 11 like it too' . Then that child becomes the winner, it belongs 

to that child. It' s in three different levels. Do you understand 

that? It is at that very point that unification takes place. We 

should be able to create that kind of motivation, that kind of 

motive, that kind of foundation, and apply that into our own 

married life, between husband and wife with God. United, we 

have to become one centered on God. We have to practice true 

love. Otherwise true love will never exist in the family. Do you 

understand clearly? (Yes) When it comes to your left eye, you 

have to say this left eye exists for the sake of the right eye. 

How beautiful it is. Instead of having this one eye saying that 

I am alone, this is mine. The moment the left eye says that he 

already has two eyes, he, himself, and the right eye. When we 

say 'I exist for the sake of others' , then you are not losing 

yourself but you are gaining one more, because you are already 

talking about two: somebody else, but not in a selfish way, but 

for the sake of others. You are gaining one more instead of 

losing. Adam' s situation should have been to gain God and Eve, 

too. He should have had two times more than he did! Do you 

know what I mean? 

Those who practice this very principle are the true man 

and true woman, and who will go to the Kingdom of Heaven. 

Among you, those who have absolute confidence that you are 

living that life, that very principle, raise your hands please. (Only 

Paul Werner raised his hand.) Paul, are you sure? (Most of the 

time.) So now, I ask you again-for what do you need Father? 

Why do you need Father? True love. When it comes to true 

love, Father already taught you what true love is, and how to 

practice true love. Why do you still need Father? (We need an 

object of love. To know Heavenly Father. To know God.) 

Well, no matter how much you know about God, if there is 

no true love, there is no use. Then what is "True Parents?" 

What does "True Parents" mean to you? (Source of life. 

Example of true love. Our origin, where we come from) What 

about God? God is not our origin? (Yes, but the manifestation 

of God in the physical way is True Parents.) So again, comes 

the same question: what does True Parents mean to you? 

(Everything!) No, you can't give that kind of answer. (True 

parental heart. The example.) 

If Father is "True Parents," what kind of parent in God? (The 

invisible parent) 

The most original True Parent is God. If that is the case, God 

should be called the most, most, most True Parent. So what is 

the same, and what are the differences? If what you are saying 

is right, how do God and True Parents become one? Centered 

upon true love? Combined with true love, by the center? 

I f  you are not clear about that, you don't have the 

qualifications to become a Unification Church member. The 

original point is not clear, which means that everything is 

unclear. This is the most important point. 

What is "True Parents?" What is "God?" Again, the same 

question comes back. (Sung Sang and Hyung Sang. True 

Parents are the incarnation of God. They are our source of life.) 

You have to understand. The answer is here-the very simple, 

clear answer. The relationship between God and True Parents 

is exactly like the relationship between your mind and body. 

Do you understand now? The point of existence of the mind is 

verticaL and the point of existence of the body is horizontal God 

means vertical parents, and True Parents are horizontal parents. 

Do you know what I mean? By what are these two combined? 

(True love.) 

When they combine in the center point, what is it? (True 

love.) And where? (90 degrees). Perpendicular. So that means 

that God absolutely needs horizontal love. And it means that 

True Parents absolutely need vertical love. How can those two 

co-exist and combine? True love is the center point Because 

of the fall, it is a problem. After the fall, God reserved the way 

and He worked for salvation for restoration. Do you follow? 

If God touches one side, it should resonate from the other 

side without being touched. The same vibration affects from 

the same. At the same time one place is hit, the other side also 

resonates. Is it clear? 

With that kind of understanding, you grab Parents with 

both your hands and keep your original mind vertically straight 

with God and do your absolute best Grab True Parents with 

both your hands-don' t lose them! Position yourself straight

vertically to God. That means you keep your vertical parents 

with you and march forward. Then no matter what he tries, 

Satan will never be able to take you away from True Parents. 

Do you understand? 

We must become sons and daughters of True Parents 

who can do much more love than Satan can do in this world, 

and those who can love most throughout human history. We 

should be able to love more than anybody else. If you establish 

that position, Satan will never be able to touch you, because 

that's the very point you establish-the perpendicular point. 

If the angle is different slightly, Satan has reason to come in. 

But as long as you keep that position, no way. Then think that 

way-how close you are with True Parents and God, right 

here within yourself. They are not far away. If you have that 

kind of conviction and attitude and pray, then you will hear 

your original mind, and you will also hear the resonance from 

your original mind. In other words, if God is thinking about 

something, God is saying something, you will hear this through 

your original mind. 

Father sees some of you may have experienced that when 

you pray. When you are in deep prayer, you may sometimes 

hear something through your original mind. It' s not just from 

you, but from God. And if you pray about something very 

seriously, it actually happens, it takes place. Sometimes Father 

even without thinking about anything feels, "Oh they are bad 

people, I can't leave them the way they are," then sooner or 

later something bad happens to people at that place. God is 

that close; God is right here. And what is God? (Vertical True 

Parents.) And our Father is what? (Horizontal True Parents.) 

God is vertical True Parents, Father is horizontal True 

Parents. Without having that kind of relationship existing and 

established, there is no concept of God, no concept of True 
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Parents. That's why Jesus Christ said, "Our mind is God's 

temple. God can dwell in this temple, in our original mind." 

That' s why every one of you, every one of us has that holy 

temple of God within us, where God can dwell also. 

God' s antenna is our vertical mind Our mind represents the 

antenna, and our body is the temple. Through this antenna if we 

receive a message or instructions, it stays here in your body, in 

this house of God. As long as this vertical antenna makes this 

perpendicular angle with this house of God-your body-then 

communication takes place right there. 

So our body must cooperate and work together in oneness 

to follow our mind' s direction. That way our mind antenna will 

go up higher and higher. As this vertical antenna which is our 

original mind goes up higher, higher, higher, then our body

horizontal body- will get wider and wider, broader and broader, 

too. The same ratio. Think that the entire universe is created 

comparable to my own organs, my own body structure, and my 

mind Look at the world Things exist in the pair system in the 

world. Of course centering upon love-vertical and horizontal. 

It' s just a matter of a different degree and a different level, but 

they all have this universal vertical and horizontal perpendicular 

angle there. That' s the universal prime rule, so although there 

may be many different parallel links-vertical and horizontal 

lines and different levels and steps-the same principle applies. 

On that perpendicular point, all the existing beings exist there, 

floating around all over the universe. Do you understand? 

That' s why without going through True Parents there is no 

way for fallen man and woman to find God or relate to God, 

because we have a totally different blood lineage-the wrong 

blood lineage. Therefore, we must receive approval from True 

Parents that we received True Parents' blood lineage. Only 

then can we relate to God. Is this clear? 

You must be engrafted to True Parents. Otherwise, you 

cannot connect to God. Until now people did not know this; it 

is a serious problem That is why there is a problem, a fearful 

problem in Satan' s world. Because of the fall, man started 

with the wrong- the false-root system; therefore we must 

be cut off from that root and engrafted onto True Parents' 

lineage. Until this time in human history nobody knew that very 

secret, but Father made that proclamation and announced that 

principle. Satan is really fearful about Father because Father 

is the one who gave this truth to mankind. Therefore, there is 

still confrontation between Satan and our world. Because the 

fall took place at the time of Adam and Eve, who were the 

ancestors of the entire mankind, the fallen world' s love cannot 

be related to God at all There is no way this fallen root system 

can be related to God and True Parents, unless it comes out 

of True Parents again-as a new leaf. Do you understand? 

Therefore, the conclusion is that without meeting True 

Parents-who comes as the Messiah of mankind-and without 

going through him, there is no way for any person to be saved, 

and no way to find God. It is clear, right? That' s the reason that 

you need Father, and you like Father. Now Father is giving you 

the answer. 

When we understand all this truth, think about how absurd 

the belief is among the Catholics and the Protestants, and 

other Christian people. Who is wrong and who is right? Who 

is a heretic? (Laughter) Are heretics or are they? Well, they 

have been criticizing and persecuting as a heretic, but while 

we are prospering and we are growing and growing, they are 

going down They are declining. The very ones who accused 

and persecuted us as heretics are going down, and we are 

prospering. 



True Father speaks at Clearstone 
June 19, 1988 5:00 a.m. Pledge Service 

Dr. Pak, Translator 

As a continuation of last night, do you have any 
questions of Father? Paul, is there a Divine Principle 
lecture going on every day? There is no magic actually. 
Lecturing of the Divine Principle will parallel the increase 
of the membership; this increase will be dependent upon 
the amount of lectures you make. 

All young people should be able to lecture Divine 
Principle every day, even if it is with one other person. 
You must make a rule: If a person does not lecture that 
day, he will not eat that day. Make that kind of rule: A 
person must speak Divine Principle to eat. But in doing so, 
although you feel you are really working for somebody 
else, you are benefitting yourself most. As you teach 
the Divine Principle, you automatically become a leader, 
actually a special holy man. You become a special person. 
This is your youth; if you devote it to the Divine Principle, 
there is no better way to spend your youth. Did you gang 
up together and try to expel Paul Werner from Canada, 
simply because he is tough and a German? Did you do that 
or not? 

In order to develop yourselves and to move forward 
aggressively, or in order to make an achievement, you 
either do one of two things. First, either you attack
attack the Canadian government; or you are attacked
persecuted. Either one way or another. But then let me 
ask if you would like to be attacked, or would you like to 
have the basis to attack, and to take the initiative? In the 
past we were automatically in a passive position and the 
satanic world was in a position to attack us. But that time 
is over. The time has come that we will take the initiative 
and initiate our offensive battle. Right now there is no real 
opposition out there, no dramatic opposition. Why can't 
you do something about it? Why do you stand still? 

Paul, how many centers do you have inside Canada? 
(Four, father) How many states do you have here in 
Canada? (Ten) Ten provinces. Then you have to have 
ten centers, one in each province. Tomorrow you dispatch 
people to all ten provinces. Do not hold in all the young 
people and major members under your wing. In order to 
develop, in order to make progress, send them out. They 
have got to be pioneers. 

If you let a pointer-a hunting dog-get idle, that 
dog would not be effective. To make that dog a good 
hunting dog, you have to kick him around into the jungle 
and let him go around in all kinds of places every day. 

All the Canadian people should think, "Boy, 
because Paul is a German and a German leads Canada, he 
is really trying to give us a hard time, and sends us out to 

all the difficult pioneering towns." In a way, you must be 
accused-that is the right or correct situation to be in. if 
everybody likes you, then something is wrong. 

What is restoration? You know there is heaven 
and hell-the Kingdom of Heaven and the kingdom of hell. 
Do you know it? Canada has a population of 25 million. 
Think about it. Are they going to take you to Heaven, or 
you are going to take them to Heaven? Which one will it 
be? (We take them to Heaven.) 

It' s a gigantic mission. We have to let all 25 million 
people know there is a way, that there is life. You realize 
that when the Israelites left Egypt in the exodus, the 
most important thing they did was to let everybody know. 
It was their obligation, so they went door to door to let 
everybody know that the excxlus was taking place. There 
is no one that did not get the message, but that was the 
obligation Goo asked them to fulfill. Some Jews may not 
have wanted to join the excxlus, but the others could use 
force to drag them out to join the excxlus. That was their 
responsibility. 

Paul, did you tell them the content of Father' s message 
in New York at the conference? (Paul: In overview, yes. 
As soon as the visit is over, I will tell them more details. 
And we intended to send many people out right after 
the visit. As you know, Father declared that the age and 
time and era has come that everybody will go back to and 
restore their hometowns. This was entirely opposite in 
the past. In the past, everybody was to make the excxlus 
and get out of their hometowns. Now the time has come 
that we have to go back and restore our hometowns. It is 
almost like going across and over the hill. In other words, 
Father' s dispensational will has gone over the hill But in 
the past, if we prematurely went over that hill, then we 
would be persecuted again. Then we would have to push 
back and to go over the hill again. Still, Father himself is 
pioneering over the worldwide hill If Father has not been 
victorious over that hill and yet everybody is trying to go 
over that hill, then you will be pushed back. 

However, Father has been struggling for the last 16-
17 years centering upon the United States. This is his 
worldwide ministry; it has been consummated victoriously. 
So in other words, Father went over the hill of the world 
Where is Father going now? Where does Father now 
concentrate? Father is going back to his own hometown 
in Korea. Therefore, Father is returning to Korea. When 
Father went back to Korea, Father saw there was one 
small hill- the Korean hill- that Father has to conquer. 
That is basically the unification of the country. 
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When Father went to Korea, what did he see? 
There was a false father-Kim Il Sung-a man who in his 
power play is situating himself in North Korea. 

The Soviet Union has been using many countries and 
many national soldiers as a running dog of the Soviet 
Union-such as Castro of Cuba, Quaddafi of Libya, and so 
forth. But the Soviet Union is discovering more and more 
that North Korea is more affected. First of all, the North 
Korean chief. At the same time North Koreans are more 
vicious. North Korea is absolutely evil. It is serving a good 
purpose to the Soviet Union and trying to destroy the 
world On the other hand, the True Father is in the South. 
The false father is in the North. Yet the True Father in 
the South is trying to save the world, and is doing the 
work for salvation of the world 

This is why the Soviet Union knows who is the 
archenemy of communism. North Korea knows who is the 
archenemy of communism. That is why the Soviet Union 
and North Korea banded together in trying to destroy 
Father. However, while they are attempting that, they will 
decline-go down and down and down and down. Kim 11 
Sung' s family has come to the end of their rope. After 
that, what kind of world should we have? That is not a 
communist world, of course, but that is not a democratic 
world either. 

Ultimately, world brotherhood should equalize the world. 
There should be brotherhood of democracy. That means, 
when you say "brotherhood," you recognize one parent 
above them all. Automatically we must recognize the True 
Parents on top of the brotherhood of democracy. But the 
democratic world and the communist world today do not 
have that concept. So centering upon our True Parents, 
we are all brothers and sisters regardless of our race. The 
brotherhood era has dawned, so what should we do? We 
should not become a burden to someone else. That is the 
primary way of life of the brotherhood era. 

You were born to benefit the world, not to harm the 
world. You have to have that concept very clearly in your 
mind that we were not born to be a burden to somebody 
else. First of all, horizontally speaking, we will become a 
benefit to other brothers and sisters. Vertically speaking, 
we will be a benefit to our parents. You are indebted to 
your own parents, aren' t you? They gave you birth, they 
let you grow, they took care of you, and they gave you 
education. Actually, you must be thinking that you should 
do far more than what your parents did for you. You 
should want to repay far more. Then your next generation 
and your posterity shall be prosperous. In the Unification 
Church, are you thinking that you should do far more 
than the True Parents, or should you be thinking, "Well, 
Parents are Parents-I cannot keep up with them I will do 
less." Which one should you be thinking? 

Father-True Parents-pioneer the entire world. How 
could you ever make the excuse that you cannot pioneer 

your own country? Father went to Great Britain and 
fought against the Ministry of Interior and against the 
government. Father went to Germany, trying to fight 
against the Ministry of Engineering, because that branch of 
the government thought that Reverend Moon would take 
over German technology, and they do not want that. The 
Ministry of Technology was adamantly against Reverend 
Moon not to do anything in Germany. Father also came 
to America. Think about Father's path of struggle. Japan, 
United States, and Germany all used to be enemies to each 
other. Korea and Japan were also enemies of each other. 
Father is trying to create a new tradition that enemy 
countries get together and serve another country more 
than the patriots of that particular nation. In other words, 
to go to their enemy territory and to serve that country 
more than the patriots of that country. This is precisely 
what Father has been erecting in the United States as 
well. 

Everybody fought during World War IL The United 
States government so adamantly went against Father and 
finally they thought it would end when they succeeded 
in putting Father in Danbury. But even if Father was 
attacked by the United States government, Father did not 
leave the people of the United States. He always embraced 
the people. This is why people are always on Father' s side. 
Think about it Many people are indicted and supposed to 
go to jail, yet they run away from that territory or their 
country. They do not come back because they do not 
want to go to jail that way. Legally, Father was under 
no obligation to come to America to face trial because 
Father was not a citizen. There was no extradition treaty; 
however Father volunteered and walked in the lion' s den 
because Father cannot leave the free world Even for his 
own safety, Father cannot give up the free world. 

During the Carter Administration, the entire government 
was focused and concentrated upon attacking Father, 
but Father never left America, the American people. 
He never gave up the American people. What about the 
American people today? There are voices all over the 
place, "Reverend Moon, do not leave our country. You are 
the only hope for our country. If you leave, our country 
will go down." That' s America' s voice right now- among 
the thinking people. You can see that is a 180 degree 
turnaround. Father holds the American people in order 
to lead the American people, then there is only one way 
to go-that is for them to accept the Divine Principle. 
The government may not, but the people can initiate a 
great movement toward Father' s side. That actually can 
be termed as the 20th Century "Return to the Land of 
Canaan." In 43 years' time, Father actually indemnified 
430 years of exodus and of the Israelites' life in Egypt. 

Do you follow? This is why Father has been planning 
and asking you to go to Korea. He asks that 7000 people 
be mobilized. By June, 7000 American ministers will 



have been to Korea and that number of clergy will be 
completed. Those 7000 ministers absolutely is in line with 
Father's direction; they are on the side of Father. Then 
next Father would like to have 7000 families engrafted 
into this providence. The ministers are like the priests. 
Then what the priests need is families. So preparation to 
go to Korea is the right thing, however, at the same time, 
do not retreat. You have to work double and triple time 
to increase the membership so that you will have enough 
members to pioneer Canada. That' s the way you should 
think. 

The priests-the American ministers-are moving, 
and the families are moving. Those American ministers 
comparable to the priests are supporting Father, and all 
the families are united with Father in going to Korea. This 
represents a homecoming to True Parents' home. Then 
the people-the nation-will begin to move afterwards. 

Centering upon the True Parents' family then you go 
to Korea. Go out in four directions-north, south, east, and 
west-and plant the heart of True Parents in Korea, and 
then come back to your home. 

What is most needed in the Unification Church is not 
evangelism throughout the world. What we need is the 
restoration of homeland. This is why Father gave this 
year's slogan as "Unification of the Fatherland." Do you 
have a fatherland? You are on the way to fatherland. 
Restoration of the fatherland has not been done. 

Actually we are restoring in the opposite method and 
direction. The position of the mind is actually taken by 
Satan, which is North Korea. Father is restoring the 
physical side, which is the "txxiy," and trying to enter into 
the "mind" and take over. In other words, he is trying to 
restore the mind Father is trying to unify the worldwide 
races and peoples, and with that force, going into the focal 
point of the issue-the homeland- and trying to conquer 
it for Heaven. During the Korean War, sixteen nations 
came to Korea to free the entire Korean peninsula. They 
could not succeed and so that job in a way was left 
undone. That job is being fulfilled now through Father's 
leadership. 

Did you, at any other time in history, see sixteen nations 
band together for the sake of one country? Did you ever 
see that parallel before? It was not a worldwide conflict, 
just a local one. The Korean War was like a conflict within 
one peninsula. Then it was a local war. But now people 
throughout the entire world and all entire races within 
sixteen nations represent the nations of the world- white, 
black, yellow. In a sense, everyone participated in that war. 
Why? Without them even knowing, they participated in the 
holy war and the restoration of the fatherland The United 
Nations' forces under the name of the U.N. participated 
in that war. Over 40,000 gallant men died in Korea. They 
shed the blood for the sake of the Unification of the 
Fatherland, however, the unification has not been achieved, 

and that means their blood was not paid off. President 
Eisenhower made a grave mistake. He was not supposed 
to make the armistice in Korea. He was supposed to be 
a general and must be in a position to push all this along 
(?). The United States failed to accomplish its mission in 
the Korean peninsula. That is why America is being so 
infiltrated, so attacked The United States itself is shaking 
from the bottom 

At that time, the United States president should have 
been gutsy and tried to push all the way to the North. The 
unification of Korea was supposed to be the goal of the U.S. 
policy and president, but he couldn't do that. Today, no U.S. 
president would have the courage to expel communism 
on the worldwide basis. At that time, the United States 
could have really accomplished that courageous and 
bold mission. They could have done it easily at the time, 
and Eisenhower would have become very famous and 
American would now be going forward, all the way up to 
conquering communism on the worldwide basis. However, 
Eisenhower didn' t do that, and his name even represents 
"ice." 

If Korea' s unification would have been made possible 
at that time, then Red China could have de-communized 
much earlier. It would have taken place far, far earlier 
than now. Communist China's border would have become 
the border to the Soviet Union at that time. But what 
happened? Everything has become upside down. Things 
that need to be done would not have been done because 
America declined. So who is going to do that except 
Father? Father is the only leader in the world who could 
have that philosophy, ideology, and bold courage and guts. 
Where to begin? From South Korea. Korea' s unification 
is not just Korea' s wish or will or dream It is the will 
and the dream of the entire free world, of free people 
everywhere. 

The "lxxly" is sort of united in South Korea because of 
the coming Olympics. At least in the physical sense, the 
free world and communist countries such as the Soviet 
Union and United States are getting together. However, in 
terms of the mind, there is still a severe struggle that has 
not ended. This is why Kim Il Sung knew that his own 
doomsday and that of North Korea is near. He has become 
desperate. The peaceful move has been created-the Soviet 
Union would like to pursue its own national interests in··· 
(tape changed)·· ·to win Japan's favour to develop Siberia. 
The Soviet Union is reaching out to South Korea, which is 
their enemy country, and to Japan, but at the same time 
the United States is trying to withdraw from Korea and 
Japan, from Asian commitment and responsibility. 

The Pacific era is going on regardless; the Soviet Union 
knows, but they want to create the Pacific base. This is 
why the Soviet Union is doing what it is in Siberia The 
major port in Siberia, and Cameron Bay in South Vietnam 
They are trying to kick the U.S. out of the Philippines and 
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South Korea. Their strategic target is absolutely correct. 
Satan knew very clearly. Satan knew how to make Asia 
more able to be invaded. 

Think about how difficult a situation America is in. Do 
you know what I mean? That is why Korea's political 
situation is watching how Reverend Moon moves and what 
kinds of moves he makes. This has become a focal point 
of interest of the Korean policy. So even the United States 
policy designed a political campaign. The presidential and 
congressional elections are coming up in November. Who 
shall become President? They are watching whether Bush 
will win or Dukakis will win. Depending upon how the 
powers of the Unification Church under the leadership 
of Reverend Moon, and The Washington Times move. In 
which direction they move. The outcome of the election 
will be determined. Unless the presidency will listen to 
Father, then there is no way to control the world. The 
United States president is in the position to control the 
world but does not know how. Only Father knows how. 
When you listen to Father, is it convincing to you? 

Without Father being so dynamically strong and 
committed, Korea would have been gone a long time ago. 
One year ago on May 15, 1987 when Father formed the 
Citizens Federation for the Unification of the Fatherland, 
he spoke about unification. Korea's media and Korean 
people were sort of laughing: "That is the wrong time 
for this; that is not the kind of issue today." One year 
ago, everybody laughed. Today, what is happening? One 
year later everybody thinks about unification-politicians, 
students, professors, government. Unification is the issue. 
Inside Korea, people are talking about the unification of 
the fatherland, and on the other hand the world is talking 
about opening up- "Glasnost." 

The move is in trying to make peace with the Soviet 
Union. Reagan goes to the Soviet Union and Gorbachev 
came to America and signed what they now call the 
INS treaty. They plan to eliminate middle range missiles 
throughout Europe, and now they are talking about fifty 
percent reduction of ICBMs. But the grave mistake which 
the United States is making is this: before they reduce 
the arms and nuclear powers, they have to create a 
strong ideology and armament in Germany, in France, 
in England-throughout Europe. The Soviet Union is 
already armed with the communistic ideology. The United 
States should "arm" the free world and free Europe as 
an ideological weapon. Without doing it and trying to 
hasten through the reduction of armed forces and nuclear 
power. 

Who initiated the reduction of nuclear weapons? 
Who started out? Do you know? Gorbachev or Reagan? 
Gorbachev. All this time, the arms reduction was initiated 
by the United States- SALT I, SALT II-the reduction of 
armaments was all initiated by the free world. But this 
time Gorbachev is the one who came out saying, "Let us 

wipe out nuclear weapons." Why Gorbachev? Because 
he has absolute confidence that he can handle the United 
States. The Soviet Union is absolutely confident that it 
can politically control the United States. They absolutely 
look at the United States' situation as something they can 
handle, and something which they can hold in the palm of 
their hand. That is why Gorbachev is absolutely confident. 
The Soviet Union thinks that way. It doesn't matter who 
becomes the United States president; Gorbachev thinks 
that it doesn' t matter if Bush or Dukakis becomes the 
president, because in either case he can handle it. But one 
thing they really warn against and that they do not like 
to see is abrupt intervention by some unforeseen power. 
They look at the possibility of that unforeseen power as 
coming from Reverend Moon. That is the biggest reason 
information and intelligence came out of the highest 
level of the Soviet Union. They do not want to be upset 
with predictability. As long as they can predict, they can 
handle it. They don' t want to be upset. But then the only 
power that upsets the predictability is Reverend Moon. 
Incredible! 

Actually, the free world did not know that they should 
unite with Reverend Moon faster than uniting with the 
United States. The leaders are the worst group in a way, 
but it is those people who are thinking people who come 
to the realization of what truth is all about. Democracy 
is absolutely needed at this time. Democracy-the people 
power. People can speak out, can change the government. 
Do you think people will say, "Well, what we need is 
a strong and most committed and God-centered and 
forward president in the United States. Nobody else can 
be in that position except Reverend Moon"? If they create 
that kind of movement in the United States, what do you 
think can happen? What do you think? 

The American people feel that Reverend Moon is 
needed by America. The Asian people feel that Reverend 
Moon is more needed in Asia. So in which direction should 
Father go? Go to Asia or stay in the United States? 

This is the time of Asia; this is the Pacific era. Why is 
the Pacific era dawning? Have you thought about it? 

Actually, if there had been no crucifixion at the 
time of Jesus, then history would not have turned to the 
other side-all the way across the Roman Empire, the 
British Islands, and the United States. Instead, the culture, 
the development of the world would have turned to the 
other side, because this area-the Asian territory-is truly 
more internal and more religious. All the major religions 
were blossoming before the coming of Jesus- there 
was Buddhism, Hinduism, Islam, from India and China. 
All religious grounds were the preparations for Jesus' 
ministry. If Jesus had been embraced by those religions, 
the Pacific era would have dawned a long time ago. 
But because of the crucifixion, they could not take that 
route. They had to go the other way through the Roman 



Empire which is a pagan empire, a satanic empire in a 
way. 

Jesus was crucified, which means Satan took his body 
away. This means that Satan occupied Jesus' body
which could be considered as "material" or "matter." 
The Western civilization is in a way the civilization of 
the restoration of materials. This is truly technological, 
materialistic restoration. This is symbolized by the 
Western civilization. But the material is not the answer; 
it is ultimately not the goal. That has to be the spiritual, 
internal mind. Asia represents that mind and therefore 
it is going and making a big turn, restoring the material 
world. Ultimately this will conclude in Asia, which is the 
internal world. Therefore, civilization is running toward 
the Roman Empire, which is a peninsula, and then moves 
on to the island civilization, which is England, and one to 
the continental civilization, which is the United States. 
Now, because of restoration, we go across the Pacific and 
go to an island again, which is Japan. Then we end up 
on a peninsula-the Korean peninsula. Japan represents 
England. The Korean Peninsula represents the parallel of 
the Roman Empire- Italy. 

At that time, the Roman Empire was the world, and 
unified the world By the same token, when this circling of 
culture now ends up in Korea, which is also a peninsula, 
where the mind and body unite together, the worldwide 
dispensation will be completed. There is where the 
Eastern and Western culture mingle and meet. That 
is where Jesus' wishes were supposed to have been 
fulfilled centering upon True Parents and the Korean 
peninsula. 

China, Korea and Japan are like three brothers. 
Together, they will move the entire Asia. Our Father is 
doing just that. Now you know why the Pacific era is 
occurring at this time. If Jesus had not been crucified, it 
would have happened a long time ago. Because of the 
crucifixion, we waited another 2000 years to circle the 
globe. It made one entire circle, and the restoration of 
the entire material world then ended up in the Korean 
peninsula. That is why Asia has become the focal point of 
issues in the coming century, and Korea is the center. 

Because of the coming of the Messiah through the True 
Parents, the restoration of Jesus' body was taking place. 
It is as if the body was not crucified. Jesus' body was 
restored in the body of the True Parents' body. That is 
why since 1978 the United States has been turning over 
its economic power to Japan. From 1978 on, the United 
States trailed behind Japan in economic power. The reason 
is the Japan because the first economic power. What 
happened? Japanese power is all over the United States. 
The Japanese are buying up the land and the buildings. 
The United States has been proud to be second to none; 
everything has been "Number One" in the United States. 
The United States never thought of become Number 

Two, but now what is happening? Japan is now called the 
Number One country, as are the Pacific, the Asian people. 
This is actually fulfillment of the plan. This is how the 
Asia era is dawning; the Pacific era is coming up. 

This is the restoration of Jesus' mind and body. They 
have to be restored. True Parents came in that position 
and restore Jesus' mind and body by coming to Asia 
and embracing with the West and bringing the unity 
between East and West. That' s what the mission of the 
True Parents is. Korea' s problems will depend upon the 
relationship between Father (the Unification Church) and 
America. This is exactly parallel. What happened in North 
Korea? There is a false father, Kim Il Sung, who is trying 
to link his country together with the Soviet Union. So this 
is a confrontation of the heavenly team and the satanic team 
centering upon a father figure. One is the true father, the 
other is the false father. Panmunjom is a very, very fertile 
place. This is where Satan and God meet; they face each 
other every day, and they accuse each other. There is 
only one place in the entire world like Panmunjom 

God is in the center. God cannot tell a lie. He is always 
in the center, but Satan is going around the entire 
circle-360 degrees-and telling all kinds of lies. One lie 
didn' t work, so he creates another lie. That doesn' t work, 
and he goes on to create another lie. This is precisely the 
communist tactic. So when you understand and decode the 
world situation like this, then the world picture comes very 
clearly in your mind. You can understand and see very 
clearly what's going on in our world today. In a way, the 
revolution in Japan represents a peaceful transformation 
from the old hermit kingdom to a modern industrialized 
world. They have been doing that for now 120 years. At 
the time of Emperor Meiji, the influence of Great Britain 
was brought in. In other words, Japan opened their arms 
and embrace Great Britain. There are two countries in the 
world in which motorists drive on the right hand side of 
the road-Britain and Japan. Japan does this, because that 
nation embraced the culture of Great Britain. 

Korea, however, is like a modern day Vatican. At the 
time, the Roman Empire ran the entire world through 
Catholicism. At this time Korea, centering upon the 
Unification Church, is in the position of the Vatican. It 
follows the same pattem By doing so, it controls the entire 
country. The Roman Empire was run by the Vatican, 
which was supposed to be Christendom centering on the 
Pope and the Vatican; this failed miserably, and that has 
to be restored. Forty years ago Father pronounced the 
dawning of the Pacific era. The proclamation was made 
forty years ago, but now the time has come. At that 
time, the U.S. power was like a drying sun. Asia was so 
miserable, beset and ravaged by war. Nobody would have 
ever even thought of a Pacific era. Do you see Korea' s 
situation is exactly like Father explained? 

Father has to move centering upon Korea; there is 
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no question about it. From the heavenly side, Korea is 
an Adam nation, Japan is an Eve nation, and the United 
States is the archangel nation. And from the satanic side, 
North Korea is the Adam nation, the Soviet Union is the 
archangel nation, and Red China is the Eve nation. So what 
Father is trying to accomplish is to try to take Eve away 
from the satanic position. In the Garden of Eden, Satan 
took Eve away from God and away from Adam. This time, 
True Parents are trying to take the satanic Eve away 
from the archangel and by doing so the satanic realm will 
be totally destroyed. 

Why is the United States the archangel nation in the 
free world? The United States of America is representing 
the material culture and civilization, which represents 
Jesus' body. Jesus' body was taken away by Satan, who 
is the archangel, therefore the restored archangel must 
restore the body of Jesus. This is how the United States 
controls the entire world. God allows tremendous power 
to the United States. Think about it. Isn' t it true, especially 
since World War II? You must know very clearly the 
United States is the archangel because she represents the 
material civilization. Actually, at the time of the Fall and 
at the time of Jesus, Satan, the fallen archangel, took the 
material- or the body- away. Do you follow me? Where do 
we go? Where does Western civilization go? Where does 
the United States go? In a way, Canada together with the 
United States comprise the continent of North America. 
Where should we go? We must go to God' s direction, 
which is to go over to the Pacific and join with Eve and 
Adam to be restored. This is the true destiny. 

All this phenomena [sic} is not man- made; it is God
made. The body needs the mind, and the mind needs the 
body. That is happening in Asia. This is why the future 
focal point of civilization will rise again as a new dawn, or 
a sunrise, in Asia Japanese people are most fearful about 
Korean people, for the Japanese people know. However, 
the Japanese government fears the Korean government, 
but on the people level-the Unification Church level
Korea and Japan are most close and united. Next is that 
the United States be close to Father, however, the United 
States is very greedy and arrogant in a way. And also the 
archangel position is always shaky and not stable. Father 
has come to America and has to hold it; it is like a wild 
horse, in a way. It has to be tamed, to be harnessed. 

You American people, you Western people- Canadian 
people-always ask, "Why should we have so many 
Korean leaders? Why are there so many Japanese leaders 
around?" There are a lot of complaints. But Father 
has a distinct providential purpose in doing this. They 
come to America, and become united with the American 
people. 

There is no way that anybody can remove Father' s 
name in any book of American history that is written
socially speaking, culturally speaking, religiously speaking, 

politically speaking, academically speaking. Who influences 
who? The United States is not influencing Father- Father 
is making an impact on the United States. You must not 
forget. You just wait and see; that is going to happen. 
Father has been mobilizing 7000 ministers and now 
educating all the political leadership in America through 
the American Leadership Conference. Father also educated 
all the retired generals and made a veterans' organization, 
which will become a major power and which will 
determine the destiny and outcome of the election, of the 
major conservative power. Who would control the major 
stream of conservatism in the United States? Father, God 
works in mysterious ways, working all over the world. 
That is complicated work all over the world. You know 
that. 

We have to move to Asia as quickly as possible. Unless 
somewhere you can digest China, neither communism 
[n]or democracy can do it. Only Father, Reverend Moon, 
can handle that. This is the time. China is reaching out for 
Reverend Moon. Mr. Pak visit mainland China? Why is 
the foreign ministry in Red China in such an urgent need 
for him to come? Why do they take the measures they 
take? It' s a strange event. The private man Bo Hi Pak is 
nothing, but why did the U.S. and the Chinese government 
mobilize to move the small Korean man, Bo Hi Pak? Think 
about it. God is working through the ministry! While you 
were sleeping and had absolutely no idea what God was 
doing, Father knows the complete truth, inside out. That's 
why God can assist Father. That' s why God can cooperate 
with Father. When the plus and minus of electricity come 
together, action occurs. By the same token, Father knows 
the plus and minus- how to bring them together and make 
action occur. 

Father feels it is almost pitiful- there is such a small 
handful of Canadians and yet Canada is not so small. 
There is one thing famous in Canada. What is it? Canadian 
geese! The goose has a beautiful spirit and powerful 
courage to fly across the continent, ocean to ocean. Geese 
can even go across the Pacific Ocean. It is amazing! They 
are just little birds. How about Canadian people? Don' t get 
defeated by geese! You should be better than Canadian 
geese. However, you have one strange goose- a German 
goose- flying [along]. 

Do you understand completely about the Pacific era? 
The next time you meet with professors, talk about the 
Pacific era. Tell them that the Pacific era is coming and 
ask them if they know why. Tell them, "I will explain to 

you," then go ahead and give Father' s explanation and 
then add your own, and they will think, "Boy, this man is 
so smart! What knowledge, what incredible ideas he has." 
They will be amazed by you. 

When you become liberated, when freedom is 
given to you, what would you become? You should become 
a center, a host and hostess. Become an owner. Develop 



true ownership. What do you think-is God trying to make 
Father the owner? Do you think God in Heaven would like 
to grant ownership of the world to Father? Why is that? 
True ownership. God never had true ownership so far. 
God wanted to install true ownership on the face of the 
earth centering upon what? Love. 

College graduates, raise your hands, please. Only one 
woman here has her degree. It doesn't matter whether 
you graduate from college or not, because after studying 
Divine Principle, no knowledge in college can keep up 
with the knowledge of the Principle. You are many times 
more knowledgeable than those with their Ph.D. It' s such 
beautiful weather today-no clouds. 

(Discussion in Korean) 

So does the Unification Church need Father? How 
much? How much do you need that way? Actually you are 
trying to exploit Father and trying to take advantage of 
Father. You want to use Father, huh? All right, go ahead 
and use me, take advantage of me, exploit me. Think 
about it. For 40 years Father was all by himself. He was 
so alone-absolutely alone-but Father never gave up and 
kept on fighting and struggling. After 40 some years, what 
happened? The world is turning and coming to Father' s 
side. It is most incredible. How can you just sit still and let 
the time pass? There is no way. A lot of people will show 
up who really understand the value of Father. Religiously 
speaking, and academically speaking, and ideologically 
speaking, they really value Father more than you do. 
Many, many people will come in. 

There are a lot of Canadian professors who love Father, 
aren't there? In one year' s time 3000 Korean professors 
came to the United States for international training, and 
this will also take place during the month of July. When 
they go back, what would they do? They will be assigned 
to the precinct level. Professors will be assigned to be 
precinct leaders. This is incredible! That is the lowest 
political designation, and yet they are assigned to those 
levels. They love to be assigned to them, because with 
more and more professors coming, and there is only a 
small number of precincts, so the professors are competing 
with each other to get one. Now they see the value! 

Korea has changed a lot. Korean students are naDve 
and wild. They know nothing about God' s will and the 
world situation. They are not even aware of the truth 
about the world They are so backwards in a way, and the 
professors will take them, and one by one try to turn them 

around. 
How much Unification power is to be felt in Canada? 

Are people cognizant of the existence of the Unification 
Church of Canada? (Yes, they are.) How about the name of 
Reverend Moon? Everybody knows? (Everybody knows.) 
What do they say? Funny man, Reverend Moon. Weird 

man, do they say? (No, it has changed quite a bit.) 
The night cannot pull the globe around; the globe is 

turning and night has to be behind. An era will be over. Do 

you follow? For the Unification Church, the night will pass. 
When the night passes, what comes? Dawn is coming. No 
matter how difficult a situation you might face, always 
think, "This will pass away, and a new dawn is coming." 
That is precisely what Father has been doing all this 
time. Father has been fighting against darkness, because 
darkness cannot conquer Father. Actually the darkness 
passes away and Father is meeting with the new dawn A 
new dawn is dawning. Father' s new dawn has come. 

Korea is really like Father's backyard. When Father 
goes to Korea, he never stands still but rather moves all 
over the country. There should be some escort and some 
special vehicle with a siren and a special light, so the police 
immediately notice, that is Reverend Moon' s car. This is 
all over the country, not just in Seoul. They should notice. 
that is Reverend Moon's car, Reverend Moon' s entourage, 
and every policeman would always salute. 

Father loves to drive fast. Actually the police should 
give him a ticket, but instead of giving a ticket to Father, 
they salute. They think that soon Reverend Moon will 
become the president of the Republic of Korea and they' d 
better be nice to him now, and do some favours for him 
now. Father has never showed that kind of plan. This isn' t 
even Father' s thinking. That thinking is remote, but people 
still think that way. They think that Reverend Moon will 
reign in that country sooner or later. That's the way they 
think. Wait and see about the United States. The United 
States will change into that kind of mode. 

There is a beautiful lake [Rice Lake] out there. A 
beautiful lake. It' s such an incredible and intriguing lake 
out there, but none of you show real interest in that lake. 
If Father were in your position, he would have been 
investigating that lake inside and out. Father would have 
known many things about it by now. You do not even 
understand one small lake like that, so how can you 
understand the entire country of Canada? 

The fishing industry in the United States is very fearful 
of Father because they could not imagine the energy that 
Father engenders. Father is everywhere, everywhere! 
They turn around, they see Reverend Moon there, then 
they look over here and they see Reverend Moon. Around 
the Oceanside, they see Reverend Moon' s influence. They 
see fishing markets, and in New York, every Japanese 
and seafood restaurant cannot operate without Father 
supplying it. 

(Mother came in and then they all left to go to the 
fields.) 
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